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Foreword

J. Antonio Serratos1, Martha Willcox2

and Fernando Castillo3

1 National Institute of Forestry, Agriculture, and
Livestock Research, Valley of Mexico Experimental
Station.

2 Maize Program, International Maize and Wheat
Improvement Center.

3 Genetics Department, Colegio de Postgraduados.

In September of 1995, the National Institute of

Forestry, Agriculture, and Livestock Research

(INIFAP), the National Committee of Agricultural

Biosafety (CNBA), and the International Maize and

Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT), with

financing from the United Nations Development

Programme (UNDP), organized the forum and

workshop, “Gene Flow between Landraces,

Improved Maize and Teosinte: Implications for

Transgenic Maize,” which was held in the facilities of

CIMMYT in El Batán, Mexico.

This meeting brought together experts in   maize and

teosinte genetics to analyze and discuss information

and relevant  studies on genetic flow between maize

and teosinte in Mexico in view of current

biotechnological developments, particularly the

production of transgenic maize. With experts from

different areas, attempts were made to examine the

consequences of this genetic interaction and the

implications  for the regulation, management and

evaluation of transgenic maize. There was confidence

that the exchange of ideas and information between

experts could help clarify the situation in the near

future.

This meeting was considered particularly relevant for

Mexico, the location of maize origin, diversity, and

domestication and where teosinte is found in close

association with maize in some agricultural regions.

In addition, maize in Mexico is a staple for a large

part of the population.

The structure of the forum and discussion workshops

are defined with minor modifications in the Table of

Contents of this volume. The subjects presented and

discussed included: 1) teosinte distribution in Mexico,

2) the study of genetic flow between different types

of maize and teosinte, and 3) the evaluation of

probable risks arising from the release of transgenic

plants in their center of origin. The presentations of

each one of the subjects served as an introduction for

the discussion groups that were composed of

scientists invited to the forum. Each group, which

functioned as a workshop, was assigned a moderator

and a secretary who would present a report and a

summary to the plenary session. These drafts were

generated in response to questions devised by the

organizers and additional queries that arose during

the discussions.

More than 20 individuals — mainly Mexican

scientists from public research and teaching agencies,

together with some foreign specialists — participated

in the seminars, discussion panels, and plenary

sessions. Among other activities, researchers

concentrated on two principal objectives: 1) to

establish scientific criteria for the proper regulation of
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transgenic maize, and 2) to identify research topics on

basic aspects of biosafety and risk analysis resulting

from the introduction of transgenic maize into the

environment.

Work was extremely intense and, at times, full of

interesting and fruitful controversies — in many

ways, the outcomes surpassed the expectations of the

organizers. Despite the intense polemic generated

during the meeting, some very important conclusions

were reached. Among these, one in particular stands

out: that field tests with transgenic maize may be

permitted if certain, very strict containment

conditions are observed. In an assessment of costs

and benefits, it was considered that such a measure

would allow an increased understanding of the

behavior of genetically  engineered organisms and

their environmental impact. Nevertheless, it was also

emphasized that a much more thorough knowledge

of transgenic maize would be needed to make a well-

informed decision on whether or not to permit the

commercial release of transgenic maize to farmers.

Advances in methodologies for manipulating the

intrinsic bases of life have led to controversy and

confrontation on highly complex ethical, legal, and

scientific issues, and will undoubtedly involve

difficult decisions. A suitable strategy for meeting

this challenge is to gather and weigh the most recent

and reliable information on the subject, and to use

fair judgment in making decisions. Those sectors of

society that have something to contribute to the

process should be involved. For this reason, we

believe that the publication of these proceedings will

be of great interest for a wide variety of readers,

including researchers in the field of genetic

engineering, biodiversity, and those interested in

technology transfer. Other potential beneficiaries

would include representatives of public and private

seed companies who may seek to market transgenic

crops, government officials in the agricultural and

livestock sector, and representatives of non-

governmental organizations in Mexico and other

countries where centers of origin of cultivated species

are found. Finally, but of no less importance, is the

relevance of these discussions for farmers who may

someday sow transgenic seed.
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Executive Summary

Presentations

Teosinte distribution in Mexico
The wild relatives of maize collectively referred to as

teosinte are represented by annual and perennial

diploid species (2n=20) and by a tetraploid species

(2n=40). They are found within the tropical and

subtropical areas of Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras,

and Nicaragua as isolated populations of variable

dimensions occupying from less than one square

kilometer to several hundred square kilometers.

The distibution of teosinte in Mexico extends from

the southern part of the cultural region known as

Arid America, in the Western Sierra Madre of the

State of Chihuahua and the Guadiana Valley in

Durango, to the Guatemalan border, including

practically the entire western part of Mesoamerica.

Exploration in Mexico and Guatemala has allowed

researchers precisely to locate populations and races,

as well as studying their taxonomy and ecological

interactions. An estimated 80% of all teosinte

populations have been identified, and germplasm

samples are conserved in banks at research

institutions such as INIFAP, CIMMYT, the

Postgraduate College, and the Autonomous

University of Chapingo.

Changes in land use — especially increased grazing

and urbanization — are the principal threats to

teosinte.  In recent decades there has been a drastic

reduction in teosinte populations and the danger of

extinction is real.  In fact, transgenic maize may be

considered a marginal threat, compared with the

effects of urban growth.

Gene flow frequency and intensity
between maize and teosinte
Hybrid plants and advanced generations of maize x

teosinte crosses have been found with certain

frequency in farmers’ fields.  In spite of this, maize

and teosinte have continuously  coexisted as

genetically separate entities, raising doubts about the

degree of gene  flow between them. Studies of the

differences in general structure and position of maize

and teosinte chromosome knobs  have generally

provided no evidence of introgression between the

species. The results of the few studies that might

seem to indicate introgression can also be explained

by other factors. Also, it is possible that other regions

of the genome not linked to the chromosome knobs

could be exchanged between the two species at a

higher frequency.

Regarding teosinte-maize  exchanges, the free flow of

genes may be modified by gametophytic

incompatibility controlled by an allelic series where

fertilization is impeded due to either complete or

partial incompatability. Complete incompatibility is

demonstrated by either the non-functioning of some

pollen genotypes on particular pistils or the exclusion

by competition with pollen of other genotypes.

Partial incompatibility is detected by differential

pollen growth and the distorted recovery of alleles

coupled to incompatibility genes. Both complete and

partial incompatibility have been reported in Zea

mays (includes maize and teosinte). Incompatibility

serves as a stable isolating mechanism for species

only if it is bilateral. The maize popcorn or Central

plateau teosinte compatibility systems, acting

individually constitute unilateral barriers with

respect to other incompatibility alleles. Other factor

such as time of flowering or human selection could

contribute to bilateral isolation. It is also possible that

compatibility factors act in pairs in sympatric

populations. Further research is needed in this area.
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Gene flow from improved maize to
landraces
Landraces  — native maize varieties — are planted on

most maize land in Mexico, except for some

exclusively hybrid-growing areas in the northern

Pacific region.

The productivity of native maize varieties has been

maintained in many  regions through seed

exchanges.  The movement of seed of native maize

populations within and between farming

communities cultivating the same racial group of

maize is dynamic.  Farmers recognize several

“classes” of maize in their communities and may

exchange seed between the same extended family, or

else they may acquire seed from nearby communities

or from places hundreds of kilometers away to

maintain the productivity of their crops.  Traditional

farmers in Mexico make no attempts to distance

plantings of different classes of maize in their fields;

for example white and blue grained maize might be

planted in adjoining plots. Several studies document

the effective fertilization by maize pollen from

neighboring plots of plants located in the first 10 - 15

meters of another, contiguous plot. The introduction

of new varieties plus the movement of pollen

between adjacent plots means that farmer varieties

are genetically dynamic and open to influence of

maize introductions from other regions of Mexico.

Although information on genetic exchange between

improved maize and native maize varieties is scarce,

a few studies comparing native varieties collected at

the same site over a significant time span show that

their yield has increased over time.  This can be

attributed either to genetic gains from farmer

selection or from the introgression of genes from

improved maize.

Regulation and risk assessment for the
release of transgenic plants in centers of
origin
The principal criterion for deciding whether or not to

release transgenic plants in the center of origin for the

corresponding crop is the tradeoff between the

potential environmental problems and possible

benefits from their release.

Field studies for some crops indicate a high

probability of genetic exchange between cultivated

plants and wild relatives and, at the very least, that

crop x wild relative hybrids frequently appear in the

field. Thus it is important to estimate the risk of

introducing transgenic plants in areas where wild

relatives exist.  Two possible harmful consequences

should be considered: 1) the creation of more

persistent weeds and 2) the extinction of the wild

species by way of hybridization.

Although there are no direct data on genetic

exchanges between cultivated plants and wild

relatives, at least two related and fundamental

aspects are relevant:  1) the effect of transgenes on the

survival of hybrid progeny and 2) the change in the

adaptive value of the transgene in one plant species

as opposed to another. Although it is not possible to

anticipate all the consequences of a new technology,

designing appropriate experiments to obtain solid

data would enable scientifically-based decision-

making to avoid the release of transgenic products

considered improper for the environment and permit

the timely release of others.  In the United States

several transgenic crops have been deregulated,

including squash, which has wild relatives in the

southern part of the country.  The US regulatory

system is based on the premise not of proving

whether transgenic plants are safe but on the

judgment of the regulatory agency that they are as

safe as other varieties of plants. Under this construct,

the decision to allow the release of certain transgenic

crops is based on the assumption that the effects of
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transgenes might be comparable to those of genes

introgressed through conventional plant breeding.

Conclusions and recommendations
of discussion groups

Group 1: Anticipated frequency of gene
flow from transgenic maize to  teosinte and
landraces and its possible effect
Studies of introgression between maize and teosinte

have been of three types:  1)  morphological; 2)

chromosomal (knobs and special chromosomes), and

3) molecular (isoenzymatic variation).  Despite the

lack of conclusive evidence regarding introgression

between sympatric teosinte and maize, to establish a

wide margin of safety, it was recommended that bi-

directional introgression between maize and teosinte

be taken as a given, even though this may occur at a

low frequency.

Gene flow from transgenic maize to teosinte or maize

landraces would be influenced by many factors —

including the degree of crossing between transgenic

maize and local teosinte or maize — relating to such

considerations as isolation barriers, ploidy level and

flowering dates, and policy and cultural factors

which affect the promotion and acceptance of new

varieties.  It was thought that the probability of gene

flow between transgenic maize and landraces is

much higher than that between transgenic maize and

teosinte.

Results of tests published to date involving

transgenic maize varieties indicate that transgenes

are sufficiently stable, segregate according to

Mendel’s laws, and generally do not have pleiotropic

nor epistatic effects.  Nevertheless, given the

significant differences between maize production and

use in Mexico and the USA, forum participants

recommended that carefully designed studies be

conducted to obtain precise, quantitative information

on gene flow between Zea species and varieties and

to elucidate any possible effects — both favorable and

unfavorable — from interactions between transgenes

and “native” genes, before releasing transgenic maize

for commercial use in Mexico.

It was recommended that areas of Mexico be assigned

different risk levels for field tests involving

transgenic maize. Risk zones were assigned on a scale

of 0 to 3. Risk zone 0, where no risk exists, was

decided to be inappropriate for Mexico at this time.

Risk zones 1 - 3 were based on quantities of teosinte

and native maizes in the respective areas.  Risk zone 1

comprises areas where no teosinte is found and there

is little use of native maize varieties; risk zone 2

includes areas where there is little teosinte and

moderate to frequent plantings of native maizes; risk

zone 3 includes the major areas of teosinte

distribution where native maize varieties also

predominate.

Certain complementary actions must be undertaken

to protect and maintain maize and teosinte genetic

diversity.  With this aim, participants recommended

1) that the ex situ collection of maize germplasm in

INIFAP be placed in proper long-term storage and  2)

that a  a national plant germplasm bank be

constructed in Mexico to conserve representative

samples of important agricultural native species.

Ex situ samples of teosinte  presently embody

approximately 80% of teosinte diversity in Mexico.

Prior to the commercial release of transgenic maize,

collections are recommended to cover the remaining

20%. A program in collaboration with local

institutions to monitor teosinte populations is also

necessary, to salvage the knowledge of communities

that are associated with the management of this

germplasm.

The in situ conservation of certain types of teosinte is

guaranteed by the existence and operation of the wild

protected area in Manantlan, Jalisco, which has
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included within its programs the on-farm

conservation of a Z. diploperennis population.  As for

the other teosinte populations, proposals similar to

that of the Manantlan Biosphere Reserve must be

considered. (This is one of the recomendations of this

group. jash).

It is recommended that research and conservation

priorities first target landraces and then teosinte,

given that that transgenic flow would presumably

occur in this order.  It is recommended that

conservation and characterization of maize and

teosinte be started in zones close to settlements that

have high demographic growth and in those that are

subject to important ecological changes.

It was considered that the release of transgenic maize

involves risks, so a risk-benefits analysis is needed

with special emphasis on possible effects on farmers

of different socioeconomic levels.

Group 2.  Research in the area of risk,
impact, and biosafety
The risks for landraces and teosinte from the

introduction of transgenic maize are probably

equivalent to the impact that different improved

varieties and hybrids have had on native maize

varieties.  Notwithstanding, the effect of transgenes

on teosinte cannot be anticipated or inferred until

these transgenes are incorporated into its genome.

Transgenes that have been incorporated into maize

may have pleiotropic effects on teosinte, which

would imply the possibility of unexpected changes

that might be beneficial for native maize varieties, but

lethal or highly adverse for the reproductive capacity

of teosinte.  Therefore, it is recommended that

research on maize -teosinte introgression focus on

transgenes that are currently available or in

advanced development, which include the following:

a) the insecticide protein of the δ-endotoxin gene of

Bacillus thuringiensis; introgression of these genes into

teosinte populations might contribute to the

development of insect populations resistant to the

toxin; b) resistance to herbicides might imply for

teosinte populations two types of situations:

1)␣ possible risk of elimination of teosinte populations

due to  application of herbicides that accompany the

introduction of herbicide resistant transgenic

varieties, or 2) an adaptive advantage conferred to

teosinte by the introgression of the transgene, which

would permit it to develop a greater capacity for

survival or increase its potential as a weed.

In addition, research is needed to determine the

frequencies of gene flow, the frequencies of

introgression, and the effect of transgenes

incorporated into teosinte. To evaluate the

consequences of the introgression of transgenes to

teosinte, three types of experiments are proposed.

The first to measure the frequency of migration (m) of

maize pollen to fertilize teosinte. The second to

measure the fitness or selective coefficient (s) of

maize -teosinte hybrids, independent of the selective

coefficient of the transgene.  The third would be to

calculate the selective coefficient of the transgene in

the hybrid.  These are relevant parameters that may

be used in models involving population genetics and

risk analysis.

In the first two types of experiments transgenic plants

would not be used, therefore these experiments could

be carried out in situ.  Experimental sites would be

established in the teosinte macro-distribution regions,

such as the Central Plateau, the Balsas and Chalco

regions, with two repetitions per site. The use of co-

dominant markers is recommended for the study of

experimental populations selected, and the size of the

sample must be adequate to determine the

biologicglly significant differences.  In addition, it is

suggested that comparison of fitness (s) of maize-

teosinte hybrids, with and without incorporated

transgenes, be carried out with maize that is

otherwise isogenic.
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Group 3.  Regulation and safety measures
in transgenic maize tests
A consensus was reached that field tests with

transgenic maize may be carried out in Mexico as

long as proper measures are adopted to prevent gene

flow to other Zea species.  These measures will

depend on the materials tested and the objectives of

the trials, always taking into account that proposed

safety measures are valid only for certain genes,

localities, and times of the year.

Continuous follow-up of the tests is recommended, as

well as maintaining a log of field activities, always at

the disposal of members of the National Agricultural

Biosafety Committee.  Similarly, mechanisms of

restricted access and strict oversight must be

established over test sites to avoid the voluntary or

involuntary exit of materials from these sites.  It is

recommended that a mechanism and a special body

be created for follow-up and oversight during the

experimentation and field testing phase with

transgenic maize in Mexico.  Trained individuals

from research institutions and from independent non-

governmental, professionally reliable agencies must

participate.

Carefully controlled, properly conducted field tests of

transgenic maize in Mexico should provide valuable

information for future decisions on expanding field

tests or on commercialization. It was felt  that

continually  prohibiting the entire enterprise for lack

of information would only cause a negative loop.  An

ideal testing site would be a semidesert area, such as

the peninsula of Baja California, where there is no

teosinte, there are virtually no landraces, and maize

cultivation is not very important.  In that region,

isolation perhaps would not be necessary. In areas

with a higher frequency of teosinte or landrace

distribution, it would be necessary to adopt  isolation

measures at the experiment site.  The most simple

and direct, is detasseling the plants.  Isolation of

experiment fields is recommended. Adequate

infrastructure and trained technicians to carry out these

tasks properly and responsibly, would be an important

component of test site evaluation.

To achieve isolation in farmers’ fields, it would be

advisable to use combined physical and biological

barriers of pollen containment, which may be the crop

itself (in this case maize) or else sugarcane in tropical or

subtropical regions.  If the material utilized as a barrier

is of the same species (in this case maize), neither the

grain nor the stubble may be used for human or animal

consumption. Grain produced from the barriers must be

destroyed. Maize must not be planted at the test site in

the cycle following the test.  Furthermore, the field must

be watered and cultivated to eliminate volunteer plants

when the test cycle is over. Tests at sites distant from

regions rich in landraces or teosinte may be impractical,

so that it was suggested that distances of isolation

between plots with transgenic and normal maize be on

the order of 300 to 500 m, which are the distances used

in hybrid seed production.

Field testing of transgenic maize in Mexico must be

considered a special case and one of great importance.

The critical questions for transgenic maize are not so

much at the experimental stage, where conditions can

be controlled, but at the stage of deciding to permit

commercial release, when there can be no containment.

Therefore, careful analysis of the consequences of

deregulation is recommended.  Educating the public to

understand what is occurring with the introduction of

transgenic material would be an important step in

clarifying the decision-making process regarding

deregulation.

It is recommended that research on gene flow and the

analysis of biological risks derived from the use and

release of transgenic plants be a coordinated, multi-

institutional task.  What is necessary is teamwork

involving the participation of biotechnologists,

ecologists, plant breeders, and other scientists who

conduct research from diverse disciplines.
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Welcome Address

P. Roger Rowe
Deputy Director General of Research
International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center
(CIMMYT)

Good morning ladies and gentlemen. On behalf of

CIMMYT, I have the pleasure of welcoming you all

here. We are very pleased for the opportunity to host

this forum on the possible importation of transgenic

plants into Mexico. Welcome to our colleagues from

Mexico, the USA, and one colleague from Sweden.

Many of you have visited on prior occasions, while

for others this is the first time here. We hope you will

all feel welcome.

The forum will deal with important issues — topics

which are complex and, in some cases, may cause

excitement. I would ask that all of you focus very

carefully on these issues, giving your own viewpoint

but also considering your colleagues’ arguments

since, at the end of the day, it will be your collective

responsibility to arrive at a consensus about the

future actions on these issues. All our discussions will

have a significant impact on the future in Mexico of

the products of maize transformation.

In this case, CIMMYT is hosting the meetings. The

final results, though, must come from the Mexican

scientists present today. They will subsequently

advise their respective government offices about the

actions to be taken.

You are facing an important challenge, and I wish

you the best in your discussions. I will try to

participate in the meetings as time permits, although

probably less than I would like. I will look forward to

your final report and I wish you lots of luck in your

work.

Once again, welcome to CIMMYT!
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Opening Remarks

Ramón Martínez Parra
Board Member of the Agricultural Division,
National Institute of Forestry, Agriculture, and Livestock
Research (INIFAP),
Secretary of Agriculture, Livestock, and Rural
Development (SAGDR),
Mexico

Good morning everyone.  I would like to open with a
few words of introduction.  I will be as brief as
possible and I will touch on only a few points that I
consider important for this forum.

The National Agricultural Biosafety Committee, to
which some of you here belong, is responsible for
evaluating requests for the field testing and release of
transgenic materials in Mexico. Prior to the
Committee’s existence, several initiatives and
discussion groups deliberated the appropriateness of
managing transgenic plants in the agricultural sector.
Our lack of scientific and regulatory information led
us to review the procedures of several countries
which were more advanced in the regulation of
transgenic materials. Little however was achieved as
a result of this review; in fact there was no
information on hand to guide our decision on
whether or not to authorize the use of transgenic
materials. In spite of this, in the last two or three years
we have moved forward, and empirically — often
without elements necessary for such decisions — an
advisory body was formed that has acquired the
appropriate experience to evaluate the risks of
transgenic materials.

About two years ago, the Biosafety Committee began
an initiative to analyze the impact of transgenic maize
in Mexico. As an upshot of that effort, researchers
from INIFAP and CIMMYT, together with the
National Agricultural Biosafety Committee, invited
this group of specialists to discuss issues relating to
research on transgenic maize and its regulation.

Viewpoints differ on how best to access the
advantages of modern technology while protecting
Mexico’s genetic resources. Mexico is said to be the
country where maize and several other cultivated
species originated; yet, experts also point out that
Mexico must produce food for a population that
grows rapidly day after day.  We need to increase
productivity; we need access through modern
technology to the benefits that transgenic plants
could possibly offer; yet we must achieve this
without ignoring our responsibility for plant genetic
resources.

It was in this context that the workshop was
organized. This group of scientists has the great
responsibility of laying the groundwork — and
surely we are going to reach a consensus on slightly
more specific guidelines — for conserving and
protecting our genetic resources, as well as for the
proper use of biotechnological advances and
achievements.  It is worth mentioning that this
workshop is exclusively for the scientific community,
with no private sector participants. Later, once the
issues have been discussed by scientific experts, we
will invite private companies to the table for a more
fruitful and better informed discussion on rules for
the evaluation of transgenic material.

With this on the table, I would like to remind you
that in three days we will have to come to a
consensus. We are certain that we have the most
qualified persons here to achieve this objective.

Thank you.
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Introduction

One of the primary reasons that this group is meeting

is to discuss the activities and products of genetic

engineering and the concerns that these may entail.

Of particular interest are those products, such as

transgenic maize, that may be tested and ultimately

released in the crop’s center of genetic origin, Mexico.

I would like to give an overview of the techniques

available to transform maize as well as the products

we can expect from that work, so that everyone has at

least a common basis for their discussions over the

next couple of days. First, though, let me thank my

colleagues Natasha Bohorova, head of the Applied

Genetic Engineering Laboratory, and Wanggen

Zhang, head of the Applied Molecular Biology

Laboratory, for their help in preparing this talk and

their contributions to genetic engineering research at

CIMMYT.

Transformation in the case of maize is probably quite

different from transformation in the case of many

other plants. It is safe to say that the major activities

in maize transformation take place in the private

sector. That is not to say that the public sector is not

involved in transformation, but public sector

researchers are more interested in some of the basic

processes. The applied part of it — developing

products that will be useful in agriculture — is

predominantly focused in the private sector, at least

in the developed world.

The other thing I would like to stress is that, like

many things in science, transformation is still a bit of

an art. Many scientific disciplines form the basis of

biotechnology, but there are still many unknowns.

The true marvel of the work is that we end up with a

product that we understand, even though the process

for developing the product is still somewhat of a

mystery.

Why transform a plant?

For the purposes of this presentation, genetic

engineering is understood as serving to develop

products for release into the environment by virtue of

their providing some advantage in agriculture.

Obviously we must have a reason for doing

transformation, we must have a gene or genes that

we want to insert into a maize plant that will

automatically improve that organism. More

specifically, the added gene will either improve an

existing trait in the plant or will provide an

alternative genotype that we desire.

What is required?

Since we are actually inserting new DNA into the

genome, we must have some way of delivering that

product into the plant so that is taken up by the

genome of the host organism. After inserting new

DNA into an organism, we must have some way to

control its expression, either continuously throughout

the life of the plant or at a specific developmental

stage or in specific plant tissues.

Most methodologies now require us to be able to

select for the new insertion. Here we are talking

The State of the Art
in Maize Transformation

David Hoisington
Director, Applied Biotechnology Center (ABC)

International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center (CIMMYT)
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about selection not from the phenotypic point of

view, but at the cellular and molecular levels: we

want to be able to select for those cells that have

taken up the new DNA and use them to regenerate a

fertile plant. Finally, and perhaps most importantly

for those attending this workshop, the resulting

materials must undergo adequate field evaluation.

The basic protocol

Genetic engineering is rooted in tissue culture, a

process that has been known for many years. It was

back in the 1960s that the first maize plant was

regenerated from plant cells, and the ability to insert

DNA into plants has existed for 10 years. Figure 1

presents the general scheme. The starting point is a

plant. Then, through pollination one produces the

tissue needed for tissue culture. Most techniques

involve immature embryos as the potential target for

the introduction of foreign DNA. When placed on

appropriate media, the embryos begin to form calli.

Certain techniques involve the introduction of

foreign DNA at this point as well. In any case, once

this DNA has been inserted into the cells, there must

be some mechanism to select the transformed cells,

resulting in subsets of cells that can undergo

regeneration. This is achieved by placing the cells on

a growth medium containing a selective agent, such

as a herbicide or an antibiotic. Cells which survive are

then transferred to appropriate growth media and

shoots of green tissue develop. The shoots are then

transferred to another medium to form plantlets,

which can be removed from the tissue culture

environment and planted for the first time in soil.

They are later transplanted into a greenhouse and, if

all goes well, mature into whole plants. At this point

we have a transgenic plant. That plant is grown to

maturity to produce seeds, which become the basis

for subsequent generations and tests of this new

material.

Transgene components

Figure 2 presents a simple schematic of what is

actually being introduced into the maize genome in

the process of genetic engineering. This “vector,” as it

is called because of its function of transmitting a

gene, has various simple components. Some are used

because we normally insert the vector into a

bacterium which serves as a sort of “biological

factory” to replicate the vector many times. Others

allow us to select bacterial cells that contain the

vector so that we can produce sufficient copies for

use in genetic engineering. As mentioned, there is the
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Table 1. Selectable marker genes

• bar: phosphinothricin acetyltransferase
resistance to Basta, bialophos, PPT

• neo: neomycin phosphotransferase
resistance to neomycin

• hpt: hygromycin phosphotransferase
resistance to hygromycin, geneticin

need for a selectable marker system in this selectable

gene. The novel piece of DNA in the vector has to be

driven by a promoter so that it is turned on in

appropriate tissues. In addition, most genes require

some sort of terminator signal that stops the

transcription of that DNA segment.

Gene regulators, markers, and
reporter genes
What is more pertinent to the discussion of genetic

engineering, though, is the set of components that

includes the actual DNA sequence of interest and

ancillary segments that regulate its expression. In

addition to a selectable gene, we obviously need the

gene for the trait of interest. This can be placed on the

same or a separate vector that is transformed into the

plant itself and usually has to have its own promoter

and terminator as well. There are many different

forms of trait genes. You can actually put two

different genes for two distinct traits in the same

vector. We can also have trait genes that really

become reporter genes, so that we can study the

transformation process itself, but this is very simply

the basic component that one introduces into a plant.

With regard to field trials, an important aspect is the

marker genes (Table 1). As described above, in

transforming maize we are inserting not only a gene

for a specific trait, but also marker genes that allow

us, through their phenological expression, to verify

successful insertion of the vector in the genome. Here

I will mention three of the most commonly used

markers. The first and probably most widely used is

the so-called bar gene, which confers tolerance to the

herbicide Basta®. This has been a useful marker for

many cereals and particularly for maize, because it is

simple to select for transgenic cells in a herbicide

medium.

There are obviously concerns about using herbicide

tolerance as a selectable marker, particularly the

potential of having a herbicide tolerance gene in the

final product. Because of this, researchers also use

other mechanisms to confirm successful insertion of

the transgene. Those based on antibiotic resistance

have received considerable interest. It is probably fair

to say that the HPT gene for tolerance to geneticin or

hygromycin is probably a better marker system than

the herbicide tolerance gene, but it is still more

difficult to select transformed cells in maize with

antibiotic markers than it is with the herbicide.

The other point I mentioned is an ability to use a

reporter gene (Table 2). At least three major reporter

genes systems are available for use in plants. These

are very helpful in the early stages of developing a

transformation system, and some researchers still

incorporate them as part of their routine activity to

confirm that transformation has taken place. Probably

one of the most common ones is the so called GUS

gene which, with an appropriate substrate, results in

the typical blue staining that one sees in transformed

cells. Unfortunately this technique also kills the tissue

on which it is practiced. But it is a very effective

mechanism for looking at potentially transformed

cells that have taken up DNA and are expressing it.

Another fairly common reporter gene, particularly

for maize, is the C1 gene, which automatically

Table 2. Reporter genes

• GUS: ß-glucuronidase (blue staining)
• C1: Zea mays anthocyanin regulatory

gene C1 (red anthocyanin pigments)
• lux: luciferase (luminescence)
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Table 3. Cloned resistance genes

Gene Resistance Source

INSECTS
Crys Corn borer Bt
Pin II Tobacco budworm Potato
3-Hox Budworms Bacteria
α-Ain Weevils Cowpea

BACTERIA
Pto P. syringae Tomato
Rps2 P. syringae Arabidopsis

VIRUSES
N TMV Tobacco
Cp ToMV Virus

FUNGI
L6 Flax rusts Flax
Chi R. solani Canola, barley
ß-Glu Fungi Tobacco, barley
RIP Fungi Barley

Figure 3. Promoters and genes
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produces red pigments in most of the maize cells that

are transformed. The third reporter gene, which was

used often in the past but less now, is the lux gene,

which produces a luminescence reaction in most

cells. As mentioned, reporter genes are generally not

final products, but they can be very useful in setting

up the processes and are often incorporated into the

ultimate process and so are included in the final

product as well.

More closely related to the gene for the actual trait of

interest are certain components which regulate its

expression. These “promoters,” as they are called,

come in two basic types (Figure␣ 3). The first is the

“constitutive” promoter, which turn the gene on in all

tissues at all times. An example is the 35S promoter

from cauliflower mosaic virus. Despite the fact that

these promoters work in all tissues, each time one

inserts genes regulated by constitutive promoters,

there are differences in tissue specificity or level of

expression. So even though the genes are turned on,

they are not always turned on at the same level in all

tissues. Much more work is now being done on so-

called tissue-specific or “inducible” promoter

systems. One, for example, can target pollen, and we

have various other promoters now that can be

induced by heat shock or wounding, or those that

require photosynthetic tissue to be expressed.

Traits of interest
Given this wide range of promoters and based on the

gene that one wants to insert and the tissue or

developmental stage in which it is to be expressed, it

is quite simple to identify the proper promoter. What

is probably most important for us to consider is the

gene for the trait of interest. Table 3 lists various

types of genes associated with various useful

products in maize or plants in general. If we look at

the kinds of genes that could be inserted, the major

traits of interest to maize breeding programs

worldwide involve resistance to four types of crop

pests: insects, bacteria, viruses, and fungi. Not all the

genes listed have been proven to produce an

appropriate genotype or improve the level of

resistance, but these are the options we have as

genetic engineers.
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In the case of insect resistance, the Bt genes have been

shown to be quite effective in controlling specific

insects, particularly lepidoptera, but there are other

types of genes that can provide more general insect

resistance. These include proteinase inhibitors and

the cholesterol oxidase system recently reported by

Monsanto.

As for virus resistance, mechanisms include the so-

called viral coat proteins, anti-sense sequences and,

more recently, modification of the actual movement

of virus particles systematically throughout a plant. I

am not aware of good examples of success,

particularly in maize, but in other plants these

resistance mechanisms seem to be holding up fairly

well. There is some interest now in herbicide

tolerance and whether one could use herbicides to

actually control the parasitic plant Striga in maize, by

endowing this crop with tolerance to herbicides.

And finally, regarding fungal resistance, the various

systems that are available for expressing chitinase,

glucanase, and ribosomal inhibiting proteins may

allow us to attack pathogens or simply provide more

general fungal resistance in the future.

Gene delivery techniques

In addition to having a gene to insert, one must have

a mechanism by which to insert it. Genetic

engineering research in recent years has pursued

three basic avenues for delivering transgenes in

crops: electroporation of protoplasts, Agrobacterium-

mediated delivery, and particle bombardment. It is

probably fair to say, at least in the case of maize, that

while electroporation of protoplasts is a very good

technology for studying general expression of genes

in transformed maize cells, it has turned out less

useful as part of application systems, simply because

maize protoplasts are hard to regenerate into fertile

plants. Of the other two approaches, the “gene gun”

is probably the method of choice for maize, but there

are recent reports of Agrobacterium transformation

of rice, and there is optimism now that similar strains

can be found for use in transforming maize.

Most of the activities mentioned at the beginning use

immature embryos of maize. These are harvested

about 10 to 15 days after pollination in the field. In

our lab, they are transformed using a gene gun. If one

has a reporter gene in place, in only two-to-three days

one can see specific expression in cells that have been

transformed and are actively expressing the gene.

This confirms that transformation has taken place,

although it does not necessarily prove that the new

gene has been incorporated into the genome yet.

After selection over a few weeks, one can actually

produce sectors of calli or entire pieces of calli which

are uniformly expressing the reporter gene.

This strongly indicates that the desired gene

construct has been incorporated into the genomes of

target cells, is being transferred to progeny cells, and

that plants can be regenerated from selected calli. The

calli are generally selected on a herbicide-containing

medium, and most calli die because do not contain

the selectable marker gene. Some calli though grow

quite normally on this selection medium and under

the appropriate conditions begin to regenerate into

the plantlets. These plantlets can very simply be

excised, placed on appropriate media, induced to

form roots, transferred into greenhouses, and grown

to maturity.

Along the way of course one does various other

assays to show that the transgene is present, but

perhaps one of the most visible demonstrations is to

look at the ultimate phenotype under the target stress

to which the new gene is supposed to impart

resistance. We have infested plants transformed

using the cry IA(b) gene — believed to impart

resistance to the tropical maize pest, southwestern

corn borer — with 40-to-50 larvae per plant of that

species in our greenhouses, achieving extremely good
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control. The next step is obviously to look at how the

trait can be incorporated into adapted germplasm,

taken to the field, and then provided to the clients as

a mechanism for controlling insect species.

In addition to looking at the phenotype, which is

ultimately what one would like to see, there are many

molecular and biochemical ways to study transgenic

plants. This points up the fact that genetic

engineering is not totally an art, but also a very exact

science. For example, it is very simple to take

transgenic plants and assay the exact number of

copies of a transgene and know as well exactly where

it is inserted in the genome. Unlike many processes in

traditional breeding or wide crossing, this is a very

exact science. We know precisely where these genes

are placed. We know for all purposes the exact level

of transcription and translation and how much of the

product is produced. We can study the transgene

tissue by tissue or according to plant developmental

stage, allowing us to know its exact state. We can

study its inheritance, too, to verify that it is inherited

as a Mendelian factor and that it is stable in all

progeny. So we have a fairly exact product, despite

the “art” that went into producing it.

Additional considerations

Finally, what is the state of the art for maize? A

couple of major factors should be considered. First,

that the efficiency of the entire process, at least using

biolistics, is rather low — less that 1%. In other

words, if you bombard 100 embryos, you can expect

less than one of those to be a stable event, if you

consider that this requires the new DNA not only to

be incorporated into the genome but that it also be

stable, that you have a sufficient level of expression of

the gene, and that it be inherited as a single

Mendelian factor. So, given the rather low efficiency,

one has to bombard a fairly large number of

individuals to generate events worth keeping.

What is particularly relevant and related to the art

aspect is the fact that Bt-transformed maize will be

released commercially in the United States in 1996. At

least two companies have received approval from the

US government for release of that product. This

probably best illustrates that transgenic maize is

feasible, and that we can get a product which at least

the private sector feels will have some value in the

commercial market. Herbicide resistant maize is also

available, although I am not aware that that it is being

directly targeted for commercialization at this point.

In any case, we are no longer limited by a lack of

genes to insert. Useful new genes are becoming

available almost minute by minute, and the options

are rendered almost limitless by combining genes

with different promoters or even in multiple gene

systems. For almost any character that one would like

to think about improving in maize, one can identify a

mechanism or set of genes that might be useful. Not

that all are proven yet, but there are options, and they

are going to expand greatly over the next several

years.

The level of expression is not a tremendous problem,

either. It has been shown that, both under

constitutive and tissue specific or inducible

promoters, we can obtain high levels of expression.

For example, the Bt genes in maize can be expressed

to produce 10,000 times higher concentrations of

protein than those needed to kill the insects, without

any significant reduction in the plant’s agronomic

performance. So we can get extremely high levels of

protein production or genetic expression in plants for

almost any kind of product. Obviously the efficiency

of transformation is somewhat limited — one has to

do extremely large numbers and follow those events

to identify the very best ones that one wants to use.

The Agrobacterium-mediated system may allow us to

improve that somewhat, but this still remains to be

proven.
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An issue that is becoming more relevant and will

deserve a good deal of attention is the so-called “gene

silencing” phenomenon, where newly inserted genes

seem to be turned off. The effect has been known for

a long time, but there is a lot more interest now in

trying to understand it. Many good studies are under

way to look at how one produces a stable gene and

the mechanism by which plants can turn genes on

and off. I think we will have some options in the next

several years for producing better constructs that

remain stable and express once inserted, but this is an

area of concern. It is one of the reasons for looking at

new transgenic products under field conditions for

several generations to make sure that the gene is

stably expressed.

There are obviously some non-scientific limitations to

this work which, at the current time, perhaps weigh

more heavily than some of the scientific ones. The

whole area of patents, for example. Not only is the

process of transformation protected as intellectual

property, but many of the genes, the promoters, even

the selectable markers are patented by somebody

somewhere in the world. So the one who develops a

transgenic maize product does not own it entirely —

instead, there are many owners. It still remains to be

seen how all the players involved will sit around the

same table; after all, most will not be scientists, but

lawyers or patent attorneys trying to decide how a

product can be released. One has to be willing to

accept this before working on transgenic materials.

Most importantly — and obviously the reason we are

getting together here — are the biosafety regulations

brought into force by simply inserting a new piece of

DNA into a plant. These to me are one of the major

limitations in much of this work, covering not only

the laboratory phase but also restricting the ability to

get a product into the field fairly quickly for

evaluation under appropriate conditions. The latter

will pose a severe limitation to even simple tests of

the usefulness of many potential transgenes for

insertion in maize in the future.

Discussion
D. Hoisington Presentation

R. Rowe:

I understand it is possible to take the selectable

marker  gene out of the plant after transforming it. Is

it possible to get the BASTA® gene out of the

transformed plant? Is that so and, if so, how difficult

is it?

D. Hoisington:

Yes, it is possible. One of the simpler mechanisms

would be to have the selectable marker and the gene

of interest on two separate vectors. Even though this

often results in cointegration events, one might be

able to separate these. There are lot of studies right

now to try look at how one could remove the gene. I

don’t know of any system in routine use, but the

recombination systems, so called Cre-lox systems

from bacteria, look quite promising in being able to

remove a specific gene.

B. Benz:

Once these genes are incorporated into germplasm of

interest, how passable are they to other lines? For

example, in  the inbred line or  the hybrid, was that

easily transferred? Was anything lost in the process?

D. Hoisington:

No, if the gene has been inserted in a stable form —

and most of the desired targets are single insertional

events — they behave as a single dominant gene in

plants. There is usually not a lot of difference

between the homozygous (two-copy) and

heterozygous (one-copy) state of the gene. There is

usually a sufficient level of expression, even in a
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hybrid form, to confer a good level of resistance. This

is actually an advantage, given the low level of

transformation efficiency: once one has a good

product, then it can be used in conventional crossing

programs to move the transgene into a wide variety

of germplasm. This is one of the approaches we

would take here at CIMMYT. There is no reason to

try to transform every inbred that we have. We can

identify one or two very good lines to put the genes

into. Then by crossing and using molecular markers

to follow the genes as well as eliminate the donor

parent genome, one can move the gene into a wide

variety of materials very quickly, that is, in the course

of one or two generations, except for this issue of

gene silencing. Every once in a while, one finds that,

when one makes a cross, sometimes the gene is

turned off. We are still trying to understand why that

takes place certain times and not others. That is not a

phenomena unique to transgenes; it probably occurs

in many genes. Anybody who has ever been a

geneticist and handled genetic stocks understands

that, first, there is a tremendous amount of variation

in the expression of any gene in any plant and,

second, there is often instability in those genes as

well. So this is not unique, it is just that now we

actually seem to have a reason for following such

difficulties.

N. Ellstrand:

What is the current state of concern in the industry

about the security of intellectual property? Products

are expensive to make, patents are complicated. Are

people concerned about losing transgene constructs

through theft or gene flow into other people’s crops?

D. Hoisington:

My personal feeling is that the private sector is not

that concerned, once the product is released. Partly

because, as you mention, it is pretty expensive to

patent and protect. It is probably even more

expensive to police a product. Obviously, if there is a

blatant acquisition and use of someone’s transgene, it

is a fairly simple process to identify this, but I don’t

know that people are going to be out there policing

everybody. I think the basic goal was to get

something out as quick as possible, to be first, and

then to come along with even better and better

products. The first products of genetic engineering

are like Model-T cars: they’ll run and they’ll do

something useful, but companies might say “wait

until we really have the streamlined versions, and

those will be extremely powerful.”

M. Goodman:

There may some in the audience who are unaware

that herbicide resistant corn has been sold for several

years in the USA, but of course this was not

developed through transgenes, this was developed

through mutagenesis.

D. Hoisington:

Yes, that is very true. In fact, we obviously have host-

plant mechanisms for many of the genes we are

inserting.

R. Quintero:

Up to now many of the plants that have been

transformed using only one gene, a specific gene we

are interested in. Do you see that this is going to

change in the future? Let’s say, in the future am I

going to see individual plants resistant to insects,

herbicides and something else?

D. Hoisington:

Definitely. I think that is where the field is moving

and probably the best examples are the areas of

fungal resistance. We know that for example simply

inserting the chitinase gene alone does not really

confer resistance to fungi, but when you put that in

combination with the glucanases or the ribosome

inhibitor proteins, the synergistic effect of those two

is phenomenal and one can actually then get good
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levels. So that there is a good case where one has to

put in multi-gene systems. In fact there are reports

now of quantitatively inherited resistance through

genetic engineering. I think this is true even in the

case of insect resistance. The Bt  genes are very nice

because they are very specific — they target a specific

set of insect species and that provides a very safe

mechanism. Obviously, though, there is a lot of

concern over what will happen to the general level of

resistance of the insects in the population, and so

there are various mechanisms using other Bt genes,

or other systems such as cholesterol oxidase or other

effective inhibitors. So I think in the future, yes, there

will be combination of transgenes into plants. Most of

this is focused on resistance, but when you get out of

resistance, you can look at secondary products, a

whole other area that may be extremely important in

the future from a commercial perspective. Those are

going to require obviously a lot of different processes

to be put in place.

R. Quintero:

If that happens, you will have to add another issue to

your list: food safety. With the tomato, for example,

people already ask “Is this food safe?” If we start

adding more genes and new proteins then this food

safety issue will be also very important, especially in

the case of maize. How do you see the trends for

research in this area?

D. Hoisington:

Well, food safety is definitely one of the components

of biosafety; I guess that is where I would put it. That

will be an issue if the products are ultimately going to

be consumed.

B. Benz:

What is the anticipated life span of some of these

transgenic lines. It is going to be a year, two years,

what are we talking about, any idea? What has

CIMMYT anticipated, for example?

D. Hoisington:

I would say that most of the life spans are very short,

on the order of one or two years. That is my feeling

right now, with the current genes, at least for the

USA or for the developed world markets. For the

developing world, I don’t know. Perhaps other

people — particularly in the CIMMYT Maize

Program — could address the question of how long

germplasm lasts in the developing countries. But my

feeling is that it is a lot longer-lived than an inbred in

the USA commercial market. One could probably say

that it is going to be similar for a transgene.

N. Ellstrand:

What are the prospects for maize being transformed

to generate industrial products? I have talked to some

people who are genetic engineers and they talk about

using maize to produce pharmaceuticals such as the

compound used in birth control pills.

D. Hoisington:

Well it is feasible. As I mentioned, we have the genes,

we can turn them on, so there is no reason why it

could not be done. Whether it will be done probably

relates more to whether there is commercial value in

the product and whether a company thinks it could

ultimately end up with something that is profitable.

You will recall that one of the curious natures of

maize transformation is that it is so tied up in the

private sector, so everything is driven from a profit

motive right now. While something could be done

and it might be done in another plant because of

basic interest, it may not be achieved in maize simply

because the private sector has not figured out that

this will be a profitable system.
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Teosinte in Mexico:
Personal Retrospective and Assessment

H. Garrison Wilkes
Professor of Biology

University of Massachusetts

Introduction

It is a tribute to the organizers that three of the

principal experts on teosinte are present at this

conference. Two of these experts are native sons of

Mexico and know the current status of teosinte better

than I do. I am humbled to be here and feel my only

unique contribution is the historical perspective on

teosinte populations over the last thirty-five years.

When I started work on teosinte in 1960 (Wilkes

1985), we didn’t have the extensive knowledge on

teosinte populations that we have today, thanks to

Drs. Jesús Sánchez (Sanchez and Ordaz 1987) and T.

Angel Kato-Y. (Kato-Y. 1976, 1984).

Before going into the details of teosinte natural

history, I would like to tell a story which symbolizes

the theme of my paper. You want to save the pure

teosinte gene pool so you get a large clay pot and put

all the teosinte populations inside. For safety, you put

it high up on a shelf. Then you become aware of a

biohazard to that gene pool and you worry about the

safety and purity of that pool — has it, will it become

threatened by the biohazard? What you do not notice

is that there is a large hole in the bottom of the jar and

the gene pool is flowing out and suddenly there is no

more gene pool — extinction has taken place — you

have an empty jar.  Watching teosinte populations in

Mexico over the last three and a half decades, I can

confidently say that, with few exceptions, these

populations will not exist 35 years from now.

Whatever we decide about biosafety will have a

marginal impact on current teosinte populations,

unless it is coupled with some management plan to

curb habitat displacement of currently extant

populations.

Teosinte in Mexico

Biological systems are self-replicating and self-

regulating, and we know from archeological sites that

teosinte has existed over a wide range of Mexico for

at least two thousand years. But what is happening

now are rapid changes in land use and economic

development of the rural sector. The one

“improvement” that has the single most significant

effect on pushing teosinte to extinction is barbed

wire. That is, more intense land use through grazing.

Thirty-five years ago I could walk 30 km in some

places and not see a barbed-wire fence — stone walls,

yes; but not fence post and strung barbed wire. There

were few cattle and lots of cornfields and teosinte.

Now you walk 100-200 m and there is a fence and

cattle or worse, goats, and no teosinte. Basically,

teosinte possesses no protection mechanism against

grazing animals (Wilkes, 1988).

What has become clear is that, without a conservation

policy to protect teosinte, the biotechnology issues

are a mute point. The policy issue is to put something

in place to protect in situ  extant populations at the

same time as efforts are being made to advance maize

yields through better farming systems, better

fertilizer, pesticides, seeds and, yes, biotechnology —

the whole package that goes with more intense land

use. The best part of this dilemma is that there are

economic incentives on the biotechnology side and

political policy issues on the in situ conservation side.
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Mexico has the opportunity to lead the world by

being one of the first countries to resolve the

biosafety risk assessment issue and balance rural

development with conservation. Mexico has 1) the

scientific expertise, 2) the wild relatives that

hybridize with the crop, and 3) a rapid rate of rural

development, all the factors necessary to resolve the

dilemma and make a case study for the world

community. Mexico has already led the world with

the establishment of the national in situ reserve — the

first of its kind — for the only wild diploid perennial

teosinte (Zea diploperennis) in the Sierra de Manantlán

in Jalisco (Benz, 1988). This biosphere preserve

protects the recently discovered rare endemic teosinte

and a large acreage containing the most northern

subtropical montane forest left in the hemisphere.

The Sierra de Manantlán Biosphere Reserve was

created by presidential decree in 1987 and

incorporated into the international network of

Biosphere Reserves of UNIESCO-MAB in 1988. The

challenge is to follow up with further teosinte habitat

sites.

Thirty-five years ago, when I started my thesis on

teosinte, botanical literature was fragmentary and

teosinte’s geographic distribution and field biology

were known only to E. Hernández-Xolocotzi at the

National School of Agriculture, Chapingo. The only

definite site for extant teosinte was the well-

established population at Chalco. At the time, the

best map for the distribution of teosinte was in

Wellhausen et al. (1952). I have subsequently learned

that the map is based on a report prepared by

Hernández-Xolocotzi and C.L. Gilly from Iowa State

University. The original copy submitted to E.J.

Wellhausen of the Rockefeller Foundation in Mexico

(now CIMMYT) formed the basis of the Spanish

version of the Races of Maize in Mexico published in

1951. The Spanish version was essentially identical to

the English edition, except for the teosinte section,

which was longer and more complete. Unfortunately,

the original report and the Hernández-Xolocotzi copy

have both been lost, and so our knowledge of teosinte

was in 1960 either fragmentary or based on literature

from the turn of the century. In contrast, we now

know of over a hundred population sites, some as

small as a few acres isolated by several hundred

kilometers from their next closest population. Today,

the distribution of teosinte is better known than that

of any other wild relative of a major cereal.

Natural history of teosinte

Both teosinte and maize are unique among the

grasses, because they bear the male and female

flowers in separate places. The male flowers are

borne terminally in the tassel and the female flowers

in the ear (maize) or spike (teosinte), which occupies

a lateral position on the plant. The morphology

promotes effective outcrossing via wind pollination.

The individual teosinte seed is enclosed in a hard

rachis segment called a fruitcase and dispersed when

the rachis tissue between fruitcase forms an

abscission zone and disarticulates. This is a major

wild-type trait that separates teosinte, as a self-

sowing, non-domesticated plant, from maize.  Even

in populations where maize and teosinte hybridize,

massive amounts of cultivated maize pollen have not

been able to swamp genetically the wild-type

disarticulating rachis of teosinte. Hybrids with maize

have been found among all known teosinte

populations in Mexico and Guatemala (Wilkes 1972b)

but the gene flow has not altered the strong selection

pressure for a hard enclosed fruitcase (in the early

1970s, George Beadle examined some 500,000

fruitcases from an equal number of plants and found

not one soft lower glume; such is the strength of

selection pressure on traits that protect teosinte

survival) or a disarticulating rachis which

characterize teosinte as a wild plant in the flora of

Mexico.
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Teosinte is not uniformly distributed on the western

escarpment of Mexico and Guatemala. The races exist

as semi-isolated populations, each with a degree of

ecogeographic isolation. Most of the geographic

populations are spatially isolated by the broken

topography of high mountains and deep valleys.

These are the conditions that in theory promote rapid

gene change (evolution). The environments of these

geographic populations are not identical; they vary

by length of growing season, availability of water and

intensity of sunlight (including UV radiation), and

annual teosinte has developed physiologically

different races, each of which has acquired a limited

morphological and ecological pattern of

chromosomal knobs and genetic distinctness (Wilkes

1967, 1977).

The distribution of teosinte

Naturally occurring teosinte populations are limited

to the western slope of Mexico and Central America

in a seasonally dry, subtropical zone that is from 800

(sometimes down to 500) to 1,800 m above sea level

(masl) and to the Central Plateau of Mexico (1,650-

2,000 masl), both areas which receive summer rains.

The teosinte population in the Valley of Mexico

(2,200-2,450 masl) and its outriggers in Puebla and

Valley of Toluca are an anomaly. The local vegetation

is deciduous thorn scrub to oak woodland. The

growing season of June through October (August

through January in Huehuetenango, Guatemala, less

than 30 km from the Mexican border in Chiapas)

begins with the summer rains and by August-

September (November-December in Huehuetenango)

has reached the midflowering stage. The flowering

time of most teosinte populations parallels that of the

local maize landraces. The anomaly most difficult to

resolve is that of the teosinte populations at Amatlán,

Morelos, and Malinalco, state of Mexico. Both sites

are located where ancient Aztec botanical gardens

once grew. Both populations cover a few acres at

best. Are these relics from the Aztec gardens? Was

teosinte introduced to the Valley of Mexico from the

Aztec botanical garden at Xochimilco, only to escape

across the Valley to Chalco? I used to think this was

ridiculous, but with the discovery of very isolated

populations at Amatlán and Malinalco, I have come

to rethink the possibility.

A highly variable wild plant, teosinte has both annual

and perennial taxa. The seed-producing annuals, all

of them diploid (2n=20), are found in eight

geographically isolated population clusters, six in

Mexico and two in Guatemala. Some of the

populations are small, the smallest occupying less

than 1 km2, while the largest covers thousands of

square kilometers. There are two perennial teosintes,

both of which produce rhizomes, occurring only in

restricted habitats in the state of Jalisco, Mexico. One

is the recently discovered perennial diploid (Zea

diploperennis) and the other the long recognized

tetraploid perennial (Zea perennis). The annual

teosintes are all diploid and, historically, the

binominal has been Zea mexicana, but recently some

have broken this up into several species and

subspecies (Iltis and Doebley 1980, 1984).

A conscious effort has been made here to avoid the

use of taxonomic terms (races or species and

subspecies) for the various taxa of annual teosinte. It

is still not obvious to me that clarity is served by such

Latin distinctions. Instead, reference in this paper will

be for populations which together include all named

taxa of annual teosinte. If differences are to be made

in the annual teosintes, the strongest case is for the

separation of the population in southern Guatemala

(Race Guatemala, or Zea luxurians) from all the

Mexican teosintes and that of northern Guatemala in

the department of Huehuetenango (Doebley et al

1987). This population in Jutiapa, Jalapa and

Chiquimula is the most Tripsacum-like and possibly

the most primitive taxonomically of all the teosintes
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(Wilkes 1972). The fruitcase is elongated (trapezoidal

and not triangular), and the male flowers in the tassel

are distinct from all other annual teosinte

populations. The chromosomes are characterized by

terminal knobs, a condition not found in maize. The

plant has a tendency to branch on the central stalk

from the bottom up (a Tripsacum-like trait), whereas

all the other annual teosintes branch from the top

down. In addition, this is the only race of teosinte that

exhibits a tendency for perennialism. Also, F1 hybrids

from crosses between maize and southern Guatemala

teosinte retain more teosinte traits, such as single

spikelets, than hybrids of maize and any other annual

teosinte population. The population also exhibits a

lower fertility rate in F1 pollen when intercrossing is

done between all the annual populations. Clearly,

Jutiapa teosinte is the most distinct of all the annual

teosintes, but this does not necessarily mean it is

ancestral. Morphologically, it is more allied to the

perennial teosintes than the annual forms.

The distribution of teosinte along the western

escarpment of Mexico and Guatemala parallels that

of the ancient Mexican and Mayan civilizations, so

we know teosinte has been sympatric with maize

fields for thousands of years. Even today the habitats

of teosinte are found on some of the country’s best

agricultural land. In the Mexican states of Jalisco,

Guanajuato and Michoacán, the plant grows mostly

along stone fences bordering maize fields, not as a

weed invading the fields, but as a rare survivor

displaced from the land and making its last stand in

the remaining narrow strip of untilled soil. In a few

places, such as Chalco, teosinte has successfully

invaded maize fields as a “mimic” of the cultivated

crop. Because teosinte and maize are so similar in

appearance there, farmers cannot easily distinguish

between the two at early growth stages and do not

weed teosinte from their fields during the early part

of the crop cycle.

Many of these fields are used for fodder by the dairy

industry and hardened teosinte fruitcases can pass

through dairy cattle undigested and germinate. From

Chalco this high elevation maize-mimetic teosinte has

traveled in truckloads of manure outside the valley of

Mexico to establish itself in Toluca and Puebla. The

largest population, and the one considered most wild

and favored by molecular biologists as the ancestral

form for maize, is that which occurs over hundreds of

square kilometers in the mountains between 800 and

1,650 masl around the Rio Balsas, primarily in the

state of Guerrero, but also extending into Michoacán

and Jalisco (500 masl).

Best place for geneflow
experiments

At several sites on Mexico’s central plateau, teosinte

has died out in recent times because of more

intensive land-use and pasturage. Places where

teosinte was abundant around maize fields are now

strawberry fields. In drier areas sorghum has

replaced maize and teosinte is very obvious in these

fields and does not persist for long. In general, the

distribution of the plant is contracting and some

vulnerable subpopulations are nearing extinction,

though none is threatened with immediate

elimination. The central plateau populations have

become the most fragmented and in my opinion are

the best in which to conduct geneflow experiments

for two reasons:

1. There is no large reservoir wild population and,

since populations are spatially isolated, there

could be damage control if genetic exchange got

out of hand.

2. Based on my observations mapping every plant in

the field and following the frequency and position

of F1 hybrids, the next year I can generalize with

confidence that when teosinte is at a low
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frequency, there is more out-crossing with maize

as the pollen parent. When the abundance of

teosinte doubles, the absolute and relative

frequency of F1 hybrids goes down.

My preference would be a site somewhere along the

Michoacán-Guanajuato-Jalisco state line boundaries.

This also seems to me to be the region where elite

maize varieties/hybrids/transgenics will have their

first interface with wild teosinte plants. Teosinte in

the region has long (i.e., for centuries) co-existed with

maize without genetically “swamping” it. I do not

think that geneflow experiments with transgenics

would pose a serious biohazard (Wilkes 1972a).

Assessing the threat of extinction

Although it is difficult to define danger of extinction

with much precision, some helpful criteria have been

established by the Species Survival Commission of

the International Union for Conservation of Nature

and National Resources (IUCN) in Switzerland. Six

categories proposed by the IUCN - extinct,

endangered, vulnerable, rare, indeterminate, and

stable - can readily be applied to teosinte (Table 1,

Fig. 1). Some populations (Honduras C.A., which was

an outrigger of Jutiapa teosinte) are already extinct,

and at least one (Southern Guatemala) is endangered

and cannot be expected to persist much longer as a

naturally occurring population without some in situ

protection sites. Most of the teosintes, though (the

exception is Balsas), can be considered vulnerable;

that is, they are declining to such an extent that if

nothing is done they will become endangered. The

populations thought to be rare (Nobogame, Durango

and Oaxaca) are scarce enough that they could be

eliminated easily, but they are currently under no

immediate threat and are more or less stable.

Indeterminate populations (Central Plateau and

Huehuetenango are a shadow of their previous size

but they appear to persist) are those whose status is

uncertain. Because of the threat of rapid land use

change, Huehuetenango is progressing from

indeterminate toward endangered. Here in the Valley

of Mexico, maize is still widely planted from

Amecameca to Chalco and teosinte is not threatened,

but that could change as urban sprawl advances

across farmland, therefore indeterminate is

appropriate. At Los Reyes teosinte is now limited to a

few acres. Around Texcoco and Chiconcuac, teosinte

was introduced about twenty years ago and a sizable

population has become established (Table 1, Fig.␣ 1).

Huehuetenango

Oaxaca

Durango

Nobogame

Chalco

Endangered
Rare
Indeterminate
Stable

Figure 1. Current status of teosinte
populations in Mexico and
Guatemala.

Central Plateau

Balsas

Guatemala
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Table 1. Teosinte populations in Mexico and Guatemala
( = rare, occurring at a single location; = indeterminate;  = stable; = endangered).

Population and Common
its status name Location Extent Habitat

Nabogame maicillo (little corn) Tarahumara Valley in the Sierra No more than 30 km2 Along margins of maize
Madre of the state of Chihuahua on the valley floor. fields and in willow
about 16 km northeast of thickets bordering
Guadalupe y Clavo. streams.

Durango maicillo (little corn) Valley of Guadiana No more than 20 km2. Limited to wasteland
10 km outside Durango in along irrigation canals.
the state of Durango.

Central Plateau maíz de coyote Isolated populations throughout Once a continuous population Occurs in cultivated
(coyote corn) the central plateau in Jalisco, covering thousands of square fields and along field

Michoacán, and Guanajuato. kilometers but now occurs margins or stone areas
Largest continuous population is in scattered, isolated protected from grazing.
in region north of Lake pockets rarely
Cuitzeo. larger than 10 km2.

Chalco accece or acece Valley of Mexico from Main population Found almost
(unwanted or Amecameca to centered in a 300-km2 exclusively in maize
disagreeable) Xochimilco Chalco, and area around Chalco. fields as a “mimic” of

Los Reyes. Isolated Seed has traveled to the maize but also as a
populations around Toluca and Pubela via weed along roadsides.
Texcoco. dairy manure.

Balsas maíz de huiscatote Hills surrounding Rio de las Balsas Population south of Chilpancingo Sometimes observed in maize
(roadrunner) Basin. Population distributed covers hundreds of square fields but generally in dense

discontinuously, with one located kilometers, while the other hillsides, especially along gullies
south of Chilpancingo in the state extends over thousands of or other areas where there is rain
of Guerrero and the other on the square kilometers in the states runoff. A successful colonizer in

maíz de pajaro northern rim of the basin of Guerrero, Michoacán, fallow maize fields. Barbed-wire
(bird maize) extending into Michoacán and and Estado de México. fencing and cattle are
atzitzintle coastal Jalisco. changing this habitat.

Oaxaca Cocoxie (ground San Francisco de No larger than 20 km2, although Grows on hillsides and
dove or Honduras, 5 km from there may be outlying, isolated in maize fields
roadrunner) San Pedro Juchatengo pockets. Oaxaca is in surrounding the town.

in the Sierra Madre del need of greater exploration
Sur of Oaxaca. for populations.

Huehuetenango milpa de rayo Hills and valleys of the Probably not larger than Found along trails, in
(where lightning Departamento de 300 km2. fields, and on hillsides of
strikes the Huehuetenango around fallow maize fields.
fields) salic the Guatemalan town of Barbed wire fencing and

San Antonio Huista, cattle have changed this
near the Mexican border. habitat radically.

Guatemala milpa silvestre Distributed Was once distributed Occurs at small,
(wild corn) discontinuously in continuously, covering isolated sites along the
teocintle southeastern Guatemala 500 or more km2, but is margins of fields or in

across the hills and now fragmented, the other areas protected
valleys of Jutiapa, largest population from grazing.
Jalapa, and Chiquimula. covering at most 1 km2.

Size of populations: Balsas > Central Plateau> Chalco > Nobogame > Durango = Oaxaca.
Greatest need: More exploration in Oaxaca and Chiapas.
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The chief reasons for the contraction of teosinte

populations are 1) intensified land use (which is

related to the development of roads and the

introduction of barbed wire to enclose fields), 2)

genetic “swamping” of small isolated stands that

outcross to maize and thus lose their ability to

disperse seed, and 3) cultivation of a cash crop, such

as short stature sorghum, instead of maize, making

the presence of teosinte as a weed obvious. By the

best estimates, the current distribution of teosinte is

about half of what it was in 1900, as evidenced by

herbarium specimens and written accounts

(Harshberger 1893; Collins 1921). The disappearance

of the remaining populations will accelerate as more

roads are built and land use is intensified. Just twenty

years ago, a third of the teosinte populations were far

from the road and another third were accessible by

dirt roads that could be traveled only with difficulty.

Now all are accessible by roads that can easily be

negotiated by automobile. Interestingly, the single

most decisive fact for the survival of teosinte in a

region is the widespread planting of maize over most

of the land. Other forms of land use are far more

devastating to the continued presence of teosinte.

Personal assessment and
acknowledgments

First, I wish to thank the Mexican people who have

been so open with hospitality and information over

the years. I would especially like to acknowledge the

late Professor E. Hernández-Xolocotzi of Chapingo

and Don Guerrero of Teleoloapan. Secondly, I would

like to give credit to the strength and capability of the

Mexican scientific community that has developed

over the last thirty-five years. Lastly, I think we need

to acknowledge that development is taking place

very rapidly in Mexico and without some in situ

conservation planning, teosinte will become an

endangered species. The opportunity is before us to

balance biosafety risk assessment and policy

implications for conservation measures. Clearly, we

must realize that in any policy discussion we are

influencing local habitats and as the world is being

remade in human terms to be more productive, we

are not thinking about the wild plants. We are

focused on increased crop yield. It is the seed of wild

teosinte already in the gene bank that conserves the

purity of teosinte as it exists now. Because of this

simple fact, there is a need to assess fully and

carefully the completeness and quality of storage for

teosinte seed now in gene banks.

Once the backup of gene banks has been completed,

the second step will be to set up experiments to

measure under field conditions the geneflow from

maize to teosinte. The tools to do this thirty years ago

did not exist and the acceptable measure was the

presence of F1 hybrids and backcross progeny. Today

these are partial answers at best. We do not know

how effective these F1 hybrids and subsequent

progeny were at moving genes between the taxa of

maize and teosinte. In my opinion the best place to

do these “release and measure” experiments is in

isolated teosinte populations on the central plateau

because 1) they can be easily monitored, 2) there is

not a large wild population that can act as a reservoir

of genes, 3) the frequency of teosinte in these fields is

low relative to the abundance of maize pollen and

these are the most effective conditions for gene

introgression. If wild population studies are thought

to be too risky, this could be simulated in genetic

isolation from other teosinte populations in, say,

Hermosillo or Cd. Obregón, state of Sonora, in

northwest Mexico. Preliminary work I did years ago

indicates that a teosinte frequency of less than 1% is

more effective for production of F1 hybrids. When the

frequency of teosinte approaches 5% the absolute

number of F1s decreases, indicating a saturation of

teosinte pollen and a preferential advantage for

teosinte/teosinte pollination.
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A second aspect of the experiments is that we know

practically nothing about farmer seed selection

practices for maize in those regions where maize and

teosinte occur together and do hybridize. I realize the

concern is for geneflow into teosinte, but with little

additional effort there is the opportunity to measure

gene movement of teosinte and/or elite maize

varieties (transgenic, hybrid, even another landrace)

into farmer-held landrace material and the

effectiveness of farmer selection of seed ears in

promoting or blocking this introgression. Again, I

think the central plateau an excellent location for

these studies.

The biosafety issues posed by transgenics for the wild

relatives of maize, both teosinte taxa and members of

the genus Tripsacum, are real and should be carefully

considered. My own opinion is that rapid rural

development and changes in land use policy pose a

more significant risk to the survival of teosinte

populations. Risk assessment studies, I feel, can be

safely undertaken and what is even more significant,

can lead to a greater understanding of the geneflow

between a crop and its sympatric wild relative. There

is a great opportunity to do some very fundamental

research. The tools to do it exist, and the capabilities

are already in place here in Mexico; the next step is

the political will to get started.
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Introduction

Mexico is among the areas with the greatest wealth of

flora in the world. It has been identified as the center

of origin and diversity of cultivated plants that have

acquired considerable importance on a global level.

Some of the crops that have originated and/or been

domesticated in Mesoamerica are maize, beans, chili,

squash, and tomatoes, which are staples in the

Mexican diet. Overall, approximately 10 million ha

throughout the country are cultivated with these

crops under a variety of production systems.

Mexico occupies third place in the world for its

biological diversity. It possesses 10% of the world’s

flora, approximately 30,000 plant species, of which

21,600 constituting 2,500 genera are phanerogamous

(Rzedowski 1993). One of the most important

characteristics of Mexico’s floral diversity is that 12%

of the genera and 50-60% of all its species are

endemic; that is, their distribution is restricted to

Mexican territory. This is the case of certain teosinte

species (Zea spp.).

The wild relatives of maize collectively referred to as

teosinte are represented by annual and perennial

diploid species (2n = 20) and by a tetraploid species

(2n = 40). They are found within the tropical and

subtropical areas of Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras,

and Nicaragua, as isolated populations of variable

dimensions occupying from less than one square

kilometer to several hundreds of square kilometers.

Given the differing opinions and lack of conclusive

evidence either way, the degree to which teosinte

may have participated in the improvement and

generation of maize races in Mexico remains

unknown. Believed to be the closest relative of maize,

teosinte has been considered by some authors to have

exercised a great influence on increasing the

variability and the generation of the principal maize

races in Mexico (Wellhausen et al. 1951; Mangelsdorf

and Reeves 1959; Mangelsdorf 1974, 1986; Wilkes

1979). This they have attributed, among other

reasons, to its reproductive system, which they have

said permits natural hybridization in both directions,

thus allowing a constant flow of genes (Wilkes 1970,

1977a; Benz et al. 1990). Other researchers have

observed, however, an apparent absence of

introgression between maize and teosinte in either

direction (Kato 1984), or else a very reduced level of

such introgression (Doebley 1990a; 1990b).

For several years there has been concern regarding

possible changes in the basic genetic structure of wild

relatives of domesticated crops which could result in

the creation of new weeds. Adding to this concern

more recently and raising yet other environmental

impact issues is the possible commercial sowing of

plant varieties obtained through genetic engineering;

i.e., transgenic varieties.

Based on molecular evidence, Doebley (1990b)

concluded that limited maize-teosinte genetic flow

occurs in both directions and that genes placed in

maize through genetic transformation may move to

teosinte and, under certain circumstances, spread

throughout different teosinte populations. The

conditions noted by Doebley (1990b) for this to occur

are 1) that the transferred gene not interfere with
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characteristics, such as seed dispersion mechanisms,

which allow teosinte to survive as a wild plant, 2)

that the transferred gene give teosinte some

competitive advantage over natural populations

without the transgene, and 3) that the varieties of

maize obtained via genetic engineering be sown in

natural areas of teosinte distribution.

In this paper, the geographic distribution of teosinte

populations are described for Mexico and results

presented for research to determine the climatic

requirements of different teosinte populations and

potential areas of distribution, based on geographic

information system data. The information should be

useful for planning field tests or deciding whether to

authorize commercial use of transgenic maize.

Teosinte distribution

The distribution of teosinte in Mexico extends from

the southern part of the cultural region known as

Arid America, in the Western Sierra Madre of the

State of Chihuahua and the Guadiana Valley in

Durango, to the Guatemalan border, including

practically the entire western part of Mesoamerica.

Throughout Mexico there are teosinte populations

whose morphological and genetic characteristics

permit easy differentiation between them. A point

worth highlighting with regard to the geographic

distribution of teosinte is that populations do not

have a uniform distribution; rather there are specific

climate, soil, and human circumstances under which

they can be found.

One of the oldest reports on the existence of teosinte

is that of Lumholtz (1902), who wrote:

“Around Nabogame grows a plant called maisillo

or maizmillo. It is more slender than the ordinary

corn plant and the ears are very small. It grows

among the corn and has to be weeded out, as it

injures the good plants. However, several

Mexicans assured me that, when cultivated, the

ears develop. After three years they grow

considerably larger and may be used as food. A

man in Cerro Prieto raises this kind only; others

mix it with ordinary corn. I was told that people

from the Hot Country come to gather it, each

taking away about one almud to mix with their

seed corn. The combination is said to give

splendid results in fertile soil.

Can this possibly be the original wild plant from

which the ordinary Indian corn has been

cultivated? If the information I received about it in

Mexquitic, State of Jalisco, is correct, then this

question must be answered negatively, because

my informant there stated that the plant is

triennial. In that locality it is called maiz de pajaro,

and it is cultivated as a substitute for the ordinary

corn, or for use in making atole. The Huichol

Indians also know it and raise it; they call it tats.”

The information on Nabogame has been confirmed

by various collectors. Nonetheless, there has been no

recent exploration of the Cerro Prieto site in

northwest Durango state, and several expeditions in

the Huichol zone have failed to find any evidence of

teosinte.

Also at the beginning of this century, López y Parra

(1908) reported the presence of teosinte at several

Mexican locations, including the slopes of the volcano

Popocatepetl in eastern Chalco, state of Mexico; over

a large part of the state of Chiapas; in a place known

as “Barranca Chica” near Guadalajara, state of Jalisco;

in Moroleón, state of Guanajuato; and locations in the

state of Sonora.

After several unsuccessful expeditions in Durango,

Collins (1921) found teosinte growing along irrigation

canals at Rancho Alcalde (Francisco Villa), 20 km east

of the City of Durango, state of Durango. This
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population was not rediscovered until the early 1980s

(Doebley 1983), despite attempts to find it in the

1960s (Wilkes, personal communication). In addition,

Collins (1921) found teosinte in maize and oat fields

on the outskirts of Chalco, state of Mexico. In the

state of Jalisco he found perennial teosinte in the

same location reported by Hitchcock in 1910, namely

1.6 km south of the Zapotlán train station (today

Ciudad Guzmán).

Bukasov (1926) visited different regions of Mexico to

become acquainted with teosinte areas. He concluded

that little was to be found in northern Mexico and

that, based on the literature, there was more in

Durango, San Luis Potosí, the Valley of Mexico,

Guanajuato, Jalisco, Hidalgo, and Chiapas.

Wellhausen et al. (1951) presented a map of teosinte

distribution in Mexico. Unfortunately no text

accompanies the map, nor are the precise locations of

teosinte indicated.

Wilkes (1967) mentioned that Collins, Kempton and

Stadelman visited the Western Sierra Madre in

Chihuahua in 1937 and located teosinte at Cerro

Prieto and Nabogame, places also mentioned by

Lumholtz (1902). Wilkes traveled throughout Mexico

and found teosinte at most sites where it had

previously been recorded or collected. In addition to

his collections, he prepared a map (Wilkes 1967 1977b

and 1985) of teosinte sites from southeastern

Honduras to northern Mexico. For some of the points,

the place name is not mentioned.

Based on his searches during 1977-1980, Guzmán

(1982) described the distribution of teosinte in the

state of Jalisco. Five locations are identified for Zea

diploperennis, four for Zea perennis, and seven for

annual teosintes.

Wilkes (1986) recorded the rediscovery of teosinte at

two locations in the state of Oaxaca. The first is

Loxicha, also known as San Agustín Loxicha, where

teosinte was first reported among herbarium

specimens collected by Danish botanist Fredrick

Liebmann in 1842. This population is small (less than

2 km2) and seeds were collected on the outskirts of

Loxicha at 1,200 meters above sea level (masl). The

second population was discovered in 1985 by José M.

López, of the Postgraduate College at Chapingo near

San Pedro Juchatengo at 1,150 masl (Hernández X.

1987).

Unfortunately, specific sites are not mentioned in

most older reports, nor are maps included to allow

the location of teosinte populations. Despite the

efforts of different collectors, no teosinte has been

found recently in the states of Chiapas, Sonora,

Hidalgo, San Luis Potosí, nor the “Barranca Chica”

population near the city of Guadalajara, in the state of

Jalisco.

The most complete maps of teosinte distribution in

Mexico are those published by Kato (1976) and

Sánchez and Ordaz (1987).

Detailed descriptions of teosinte
areas

The information that follows is based largely on the

work of Sánchez and Ordaz (1987), as well as

exploration by Sánchez and Aguilar during

1987-1991, Wilkes and Sánchez (1993), Wilkes and

Taba (1993), and Sánchez and Chuela (1995). Table 1

lists the locations of populations for which seed or

herbarium specimens exist or for which ethnobotanic

information is available. Teosinte distribution areas

in Mexico may be divided as follows (Fig.␣ 1).

Valley of Nabogame, Chihuahua
This is a small (approximately 50 km2) valley at 26°
15’ N, 106° 58’ W, in the Western Sierra Madre,

approximately 16 km northwest of Guadalupe and

Calvo, in southern Chihuahua (Fig. 2) at an average
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Figure 2. Teosinte distribution in the state of
Chihuahua.

Figure 1. Teosinte distribution in Mexico.
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altitude of 1,850 masl. The climate is moderate (Cw)

(García 1973). The valley is surrounded by slopes

covered with pine forests and small valleys with

average altitudes of 2,250 masl. The greater part of

Nabogame valley is sown to maize and oats. Teosinte

grows among the maize and on the banks of the

Nabogame, Tarahumara, and Tejamanil streams.

In addition to Nabogame, there is information on two

other populations in Chihuahua: one at the Barranca

de Urique and near the Sonora border near the

Papigochic River (Fig. 2). This latter location appears

in Figure 44 of Wellhausen et al. . (1951).

Valley of Guadiana, Durango
This valley, located at 24° N, 104° 30’ W on the

outskirts of the city of Durango, forms part of the

Central Plateau of Mexico and has an average

altitude of 1,890 masl (Fig. 3). The area has a steppe

climate (BS), with mostly xerophilous plants and

irrigated farming of maize, sorghum, and chili.

Teosinte grows in abundance on riverbeds and

irrigation canals in the east and northwest at 8-20 km
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Table 1. Information on teosinte population sites in Mexico.

Race or Collector(s)
Place Municipality State Altitude Latitude Longitude species code

Nabogame Guadalupe y Calvo Chih. 1850 26° 14’ 106° 58’ Nobogame K-1-78, JYL-83
Urique Urique Chih. 600 27° 13’ 107° 51’ ? NC
Chiapas Chis. Wilkes (pers. com.)
El Sauz Minatitlán Col. 1100 19° 27’ 104° 2’ Balsas MAS-15
San Antonio Minatitlán Col. 850 19° 26’ 104° 1’ Balsas MAS-14
Sn. Antonio Tecomitl Milpa Alta D.F. 2400 19° 13’ 99° 0’ Chalco K-68-1
San Mateo Xochimilco D.F. 2300 19° 14’ 99° 7’ Chalco K-68-2
Xochimilco Xochimilco D.F. 2200 19° 15’ 99° 5’ Chalco K-68-3
Puente Dalila-Hda. de Dolores Durango Dgo. 1950 24° 1’ 104° 32’ Mesa Central JYL-87
Puente Gavilán Durango Dgo. 1950 24° 1’ 104° 29’ Mesa Central JYL-86
Francisco Villa (3 km E) Durango Dgo. 1900 24° 11’ 104° 24’ Mesa Central Doebley 625, JYL-88
Amates Grandes (km 40 Telol.-Arcelia) Acapetlahuaya Gro. 1150 18° 23’ 100° 4’ Balsas K-67-11, JYL-121El Crustel
(Km 44-47 Telol.-Arcelia) Acapetlahuaya Gro. 970 18° 20’ 100° 7’ Balsas K-67-12, JYW-306
Villa de Ayala Acapetlahuaya Gro. 1500 18° 22’ 100° 2’ Balsas W-47750, JYL-120
Km 55 Teloloapan-Arcelia Arcelia Gro. 1050 18° 21’ 100° 11’ Balsas W-71-3
Cerro de Los Chivos Arcelia Gro. 814 18° 17’ 100° 13’ Balsas Wilkes 67
Achotla Arcelia Gro. 500 18° 17’ 100° 14’ Balsas H (Wilkes 67)
Km 75 Teloloapan-Arcelia Arcelia Gro. 1600 18° 15’ 100° 21’ Balsas W-71-2
La Rosa 20 km de Ayutla Ayutla Gro. Balsas NC (R.Bye pers.com.)
Chilapa Chilapa Gro. Balsas Wilkes (pers. com.)
Palo Blanco Chilpancingo Gro. 1260 17° 24’ 99° 28’ Balsas W-47259, K-76-16, JYL-109
Mazatlán Chilpancingo Gro. 1350 17° 26’ 99° 28’ Balsas W-47335, K-67-5,6,JYL-106
Ocotito Chilpancingo Gro. 900 17° 15’ 99° 32’ Balsas W-47276, 47279
San Miguel Palmas Huitzuco Gro. 1250 18° 14’ 99° 12’ Balsas NC
Paso Morelos Huitzuco Gro. 1225 18° 17’ 99° 11’ Balsas JYW-305
Ranchos Nuevos (km 25 Telol.-Arcelia) Ixcapuzalco Gro. 1620 18° 24’ 99° 58’ Balsas W-47711, JYL-119, K-67-10
Zacatlancillo Ixcapuzalco Gro. 1720 18° 23’ 99° 58’ Balsas W-47744, JYW-307
Km 7 Ixcateopan-Pachivia Ixcateopan Gro. 1500 18° 28’ 99° 48’ Balsas JYL-112
Los Sabinos Ixcateopan Gro. 1200 18° 25’ 99° 44’ Balsas W-53912
Km 48 Iguala-Teloloapan Ixcateopan Gro. 1560 18° 22’ 99° 46’ Balsas K-67-7
Ixcateopan Ixcateopan Gro. 1920 18° 30’ 99° 48’ Balsas W-53923, C-8-78, JYL-111
Ahuacatitlán Ixcateopan Gro. 1640 18° 20’ 99° 48’ Balsas C-9-78
Ahuehuetzingo Mochitlán Gro. 1180 17° 25’ 99° 26’ Balsas C-6-78
El Salado Mochitlán Gro. 1150 17° 24’ 99° 24’ Balsas K-76-14, MAS-20
Acahuizotla Mochitlán Gro. 1100 17° 21’ 99° 29’ Balsas W-47269, JYL-107
El Rincón Mochitlán Gro. 820 17° 17’ 99° 30’ Balsas K-69-14, C-7-78
Taxco Taxco Gro. 1755 18° 33’  99° 36’ Balsas W-49094, 49092
Km 52 Iguala-Teloloapan Teloloapan Gro. 1570 18° 21’ 99° 47’ Balsas K-67-8
Rincon del Sauce (3 km E Teloloapan) Teloloapan Gro. 1650 18° 20’ 99° 50’ Balsas W-47692, 47732
Km 55 Iguala-Teloloapan Teloloapan Gro. 1500 18° 19’ 99° 48’ Balsas W-71-4, JYL-113
Alcholoa (km 11 Teloloapan-Arcelia) Teloloapan Gro. 1450 18° 24’ 99° 54’ Balsas K-67-9, JYL-117
Manuel Doblado M. Doblado Gto. 1710 20° 45’ 101° 50’ Mesa Central W-46452, K-69-1, 2, JYL-55
Piñicuaro Moroleón Gto. 2150 20° 3’ 101° 14’ Mesa Central K-69-11
Moroleón-Piñicuaro Moroleón Gto. 2100 20° 5’ 101° 13’ Mesa Central K-69-10
Silao Silao Gto. 1780 20° 57’ 101° 26’ ? H (Wilkes 67)
Uriangato Uriangato Gto. 1925 20° 10’ 101° 5’ Mesa Central W-45037, K-69-7, JYW-309
Uriangato (Cerro 8 km E) Uriangato Gto. 1850 20° 10’ 101° 6’ Mesa Centra W-45121
Yuriria Yuriria Gto. 1740 20° 13’ 101° 8’ Mesa Central NC
Quexpan-Las Raíces Ameca Jal. 1200 20° 36’ 104° 13’ Balsas JMYA-275
San Jerónimo Ayotlán Jal. 1550 20° 24’ 102° 20’ Balsas ? JYL-2,3,4,5
La Huertita C. Castillo Jal. 1000 19° 34’ 104° 23’ Balsas Guzmán w/o no., MAS-11
Los Depósitos Ciudad Guzmán Jal. 1650 19° 40’ 103° 35’ Z. perennis Guzmán w/o no.
San Miguel Cuzalapa Cuautitlán Jal. 2250 19° 32’ 104° 13’ Z. diploperennis K-2-78
Las Joyas Cuautitlán Jal. 1800 19° 35’ 104° 17’ Z. diploperennis Guzmán-1120
Manantlán Cuautitlán Jal. 1350 19° 37’ 104° 12’ Z. diploperennis Iltis et al-1190, JYL-68
La Ventana Cuautitlán Jal. 2250 19° 32’ 104° 13’ Z. diploperennis Guzmán-777, MAS-13
10 km SW Degollado Degollado Jal. 1650 20° 23’ 102° 11’ Mesa Central ? Puga-11066
Ejutla Ejutla Jal. 1140 19° 54’ 104° 10’ Balsas NC
San Lorenzo Ejutla Jal. 1000 19° 57’ 103° 59’ Balsas NC
El Coyotomate Ejutla Jal. 1300 19° 58’ 104° 4’ Balsas JSG-205
El Palmar (Cerro La Mesa) Ejutla Jal. 980 19° 57’ 104° 4’ Balsas Puga-11065, JYL-73
Los Naranjos de Enmedio Ejutla Jal. 960 19° 55’ 104° 5’ Balsas JSG-331
Oconahua 3 km NE Etzatlán Jal. 1370 20° 43’ 104° 7’ Balsas JSG-335
7 km NE Zacatongo Guachinango Jal. 1000 20° 50’ 104° 34’ Balsas JYL-45
Km 10 Guachinango-La Ciénega Guachinango Jal. 1420 20° 37’ 104° 24’ Balsas JMYA-301
Km 10 Las Garzas-Guachinango Guachinango Jal. 1000 20° 46’ 104° 25’ Balsas NC

K = T.A. Kato Y., MAS = M. Aguilar S., C = T. Cervantes S., W = G.H. Wilkes, JYL = J.J. Sánchez G. and L. Ordaz S., JSG = J.J. Sánchez G., JYW = J.J.
Sánchez G. and G.H. Wilkes, JMYA = J.J. Sánchez G., M. Aguilar S. and A. Arregui E., JSG y MCH = J.J. Sánchez G. and M. Chuela B., JSG, JMHC, K,
FCG = J.J. Sánchez G., J.M. Hernández C., T.A. Kato Y. and F. Castillo G., H = Herbarium specimen, IB (UNAM) = Institute of Biology, UNAM, NC =
Sample not yet collected.
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Table 1 (cont'd).

Race or Collector(s)
Place Municipality State Altitude Latitude Longitude species code

El Aguacate Guachinango Jal. 1500 20° 28’ 104° 18’ Balsas NC
La Ciénega de los Ahumada Guachinango Jal. 1320 20° 41’ 104° 30’ Balsas JMYA-298
Llano Grande Guachinango Jal. 1100 20° 46’ 104° 31’ Balsas K-84
El Tablillo Guachinango Jal. 1090 20° 48’ 104° 33’ Balsas JYL-43
El Saucito Jilotlán Jal. 1460 19° 18’ 103° 5’ Balsas Guzmán and Anaya-32, JYL-142
Agua Caliente Juchitlán Jal. 1000 19° 59’ 104° 3’ Balsas Cobia-Olmedo w/o no., JSG-203
La Estancia Lagos de Moreno Jal. 1920 21° 30’ 101° 51’ Mesa Central Guzman & Perez-110
Zacatongo Mascota Jal. 620 20° 48’ 104° 35’ Balsas JYL-40
La Roblera Tecalitlán Jal. 1400 19° 10’ 103° 6’ Balsas ? NC
El Rodeo-La Lima Tolimán Jal. 1460 19° 33’ 104° 3’ Balsas Iltis _et al_ 28888, JSG-200
Jirosto V. Purificación Jal. 500 19° 45’ 104° 46’ Balsas Iltis & Nee 1480, JSG-202
El Chino (Talpitita) V. Purificación Jal. 500 19° 40’ 104° 45’ Balsas C-21-78
Pabelo V. Purificación Jal. 660 19° 53’ 104° 38’ Balsas NC
Los Cimientos V. Purificación Jal. 520 19° 42’ 104° 49’ Balsas JYL-74
La Tinaja Venustiano Carranza Jal. 2100 19° 39’ 103° 35’ Z. perennis JSG & LOS-63
Piedra Ancha Venustiano Carranza Jal. 2100 19° 38’ 103° 35’ Z. perennis Guzmán w/o no., JYL-15
La Mesa Venustiano Carranza Jal. 2130 19° 38’ 103° 34’ Z. perennis C-20-78, JYL-17
El Aguacate Amatepec Méx. 1100 18° 42’ 100° 19’ Balsas C-13-78, JYL-168
Palmar Chico Amatepec Méx. 940 18° 41’ 100° 24’ Balsas C-12-78, JYL-167
Salitre de Palmarillo Amatepec Méx. 960 18° 43’ 100° 18’ Balsas NC
Pueblo Nuevo-El Sitio Amatepec Méx. 1100 18° 45’ 100° 19’ Balsas JYL-169
7 km S Palmar Chico Amatepec Méx. 800 18° 39’ 100° 24’ Balsas JYL-165
2 km N Amecameca Amecameca Méx. 2390 19° 8’ 98° 46’ Chalco C-3-78, JYL-94
Soyatzingo Amecameca Méx. 2450 19° 5’ 98° 47’ Chalco JYL-96
San Pedro Nexapa Amecameca Méx. 2505 19° 5’ 98° 45’ Chalco C-4-78, JYL-95
Km 3 Chiconcuac-Lechería Atenco Méx. 2250 19° 34’ 98° 55’ Chalco JYL-1
Km 6 Chalco-Amecameca Chalco Méx. 2200 19° 15’ 98° 51’ Chalco C-1-78
Km 9 Chalco-Miraflores Chalco Méx. 2200 19° 15’ 98° 51’ Chalco K-71-1
Chalco Chalco Méx. 2220 19° 16’ 98° 55’ Chalco K-68-4, JYL-91
Miraflores Chalco Méx. 2200 19° 13’ 98° 48’ Chalco K-65-1,2
Crucero Chalco-Miraflores Chalco Méx. 2200 19° 15’ 98° 51’ Chalco JYL-92
Chapultepec Chapultepec Méx. 2540 19° 12’ 99° 37’ Chalco JSG,JMHC,K,FCG-319
Zoquiapan Ixtapaluca Méx. 2270 19° 19’ 98° 51’ Chalco K-68-6
San Francisco Acuautla Ixtapaluca Méx. 2300 19° 21’ 98° 53’ Chalco K-69-12, JYL-102
Juchitepec Juchitepec Méx. 2490 19° 6’ 98° 53’ Chalco K-67-2
Km 5.5 Los Reyes-Texcoco Los Reyes Méx. 2200 19° 24’ 98° 57’ Chalco Doebley-482
Los Reyes Los Reyes Méx. 2200 19° 22’ 98° 59’ Chalco Wilkes 67, JYW-304
Malinalco Malinalco Méx. 1850 18° 57’ 99° 30’ Balsas JYL-159
Mexicaltzingo Mexicaltzingo Méx. 2600 19° 13’ 99° 35’ Chalco Taba 93
El Pedregal Guadalupe Victoria Ocoyoacac Méx. 2500 19° 16’ 99° 28’ Chalco JSG,JMHC,K,FCG-318
Km 4 Zuluapan-V. de Bravo Otzoloapan Méx. 1320 19° 10’ 100° 19’ Balsas JYL-178
Km 8 Zuluapan-Tingambato Otzoloapan Méx. 1260 19° 9’ 100° 23’ Balsas JYL-176
Agua Zarca (km 7 Zacazonapan-

Otzoloapan) Otzoloapan Méx. 1400 19° 6’ 100° 18’ Balsas JSG-185
Ozumba de Alzate Ozumba Méx. 2340 19° 3’ 98° 49’ Chalco K-66-1, JYL-97
Sto. Tomás de los Plátanos Sto. Tomás Méx. 1380 19° 11’ 100° 17’ Balsas JSG-184
Km 12 Tejupilco-Bejucos Tejupilco Méx. 1410 18° 55’ 100° 13’ Balsas NC
La Cabecera (km 8 Tejupilco-Bejucos) Tejupilco Méx. 1320 18° 54’ 100° 12’ Balsas JYL-161
Las Anonas Tejupilco Méx. 980 18° 48’ 100° 23’ Balsas JSG-186
Las Juntas (km 16 Tejupilco-Bejucos) Tejupilco Méx. 1200 18° 53’ 100° 15’ Balsas JYL-163
El Puerto (km 18 Luvianos-

Zacazonapan) Tejupilco Méx. 1180 18° 59’ 100° 19’ Balsas JYL-170
Temamatla Temamatla Méx. 2400 19° 11’ 98° 53’ Chalco K-67-1, JYL-105
Temascaltepec Temascaltepec Méx. 1720 19° 3’ 100° 2’ ? H (Wilkes 67)
Tenango del Aire Tenango Méx. 2400 19° 9’ 98° 52’ Chalco JYL-101
Tepetlixpa Tepetlixpa Méx. 2320 19° 1’ 98° 50’ Chalco K-67-3,4, JYL-99
Boyeros Texcoco Méx. 2200 19° 30’  98° 55’ Chalco Doebley-479, JYL-135
Km 52 México-Amecameca Tlalmanalco Méx. 2490 19° 10’ 98° 47’ Chalco JYL-93
Tlalmanalco Tlalmanalco Méx. 2400 19° 12’ 98° 48’ Chalco K-68-5, C-2-78
Colorines V. de Bravo Méx. 1620 19° 10’ 100° 12’ Balsas JYL-172
Km 2 Zacazonapan-Otzoloapan Zacazonapan Méx. 1580 19° 5’ 100° 18’ Balsas JYL-171
El Guayabo ? Mich. 1000 Balsas W-48091
B. Juárez (km 24 Zitácuaro-Tuzantla) Benito Juárez Mich. 1300 19° 18’ 100° 25’ Balsas JYL-124
Laureles (km 26 Zitácuaro-Tuzantla) Benito Juárez Mich. 1100 19° 17’ 100° 25’ Balsas JYL-126
Km 37-43 Zitácuaro-Tuzantla Benito Juárez Mich. 850 19° 16’ 100° 28’ Balsas K-67-25, JYW-310
2 km W Cd. Hidalgo Cd. Hidalgo Mich. 2040 19° 42’ 100° 34’ Chalco ? W-48897, JYL-128
Chucándiro Chucándiro Mich. 1800 19° 54’ 101° 20’ Mesa Central W-48715, K-69-5, JYL-53

K = T.A. Kato Y., MAS = M. Aguilar S., C = T. Cervantes S., W = G.H. Wilkes, JYL = J.J. Sánchez G. and L. Ordaz S., JSG = J.J. Sánchez G., JYW = J.J.
Sánchez G. and G.H. Wilkes, JMYA = J.J. Sánchez G., M. Aguilar S. and A. Arregui E., JSG y MCH = J.J. Sánchez G. and M. Chuela B., JSG, JMHC, K,
FCG = J.J. Sánchez G., J.M. Hernández C., T.A. Kato Y. and F. Castillo G., H = Herbarium specimen, IB (UNAM) = Institute of Biology, UNAM, NC = Sample
not yet collected.
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Table 1 (cont'd).

Race or Collector(s)
Place Municipality State Altitude Latitude Longitude species code

Km 1.5 Churintzio-La Noria Churintzio Mich. 1790 20° 10’ 102° 5’ Mesa Central JYC-342
Km 8-9 Churintzio-Purepero Churintzio Mich. 1900 20° 2’ 102° 7’ Mesa Central NC
Km 3.5 Churintzio-La Noria Churintzio Mich. 1760 20° 12’ 102° 6’ Mesa Central JYC-341
Cerro Churintzio Churintzio Mich. 1850 20° 9’ 102° 5’ Mesa Central W-45320, K-69-3, JYL-48
5-7 km SW Cojumatlán Cojumatlán Mich. 1700 20° 6’ 102° 53’ Mesa Central ? JYL-75
Copándaro Copándaro Mich. 1800 19° 53’ 101° 13’ Mesa Central W-48699, 48703, 48723,

C-18-78
2 km S Cuamio Cuitzeo Mich. 1810 20° 1’ 101° 8’ Mesa Central W-45132, JYL-54
Cuitzeo Cuitzeo Mich. 1840 19° 58’ 101° 8’ Mesa Central W-48731
Hda. La Estancia Huandacareo Mich. 1830 19° 59’ 101° 17’ Mesa Central JYL-51, 52
La Tiringucha (km 18 Huetamo-Morelia) Huetamo Mich. 670 18° 43’ 100° 58’ Balsas JYL-123
Cerro Huetamo Huetamo Mich. 900 18° 37’ 100° 53’ Balsas W-47890
Quenchendio (km 24 Huetamo-Morelia) Huetamo Mich. 740 18° 49’ 100° 58’ Balsas K-67-13, JSG-187
Huetamo Huetamo Mich. 580 18° 32’ 100° 54’ Balsas W-47942
Eréndira Huetamo Mich. 710 18° 50’ 100° 56’ Balsas C-17-78
El Salitre Ixtlán Mich. 1530 20° 10’ 102° 23’ Mesa Central JYL-134
El Salitre 1-2 km SE Ixtlán Mich. 1530 20° 11’ 102° 22’ Mesa Central JSG y MCH-328
Quinceo Morelia Mich. 2000 19° 45’ 101° 14’ Mesa Central Iltis & Cochrane 276
Morelia Morelia Mich. 1920 19° 44’ 101° 11’ Mesa Central JYL-132
Poturo N. Churumuco Mich. 520 18° 49’ 101° 37’ Balsas ? NC
Penjamillo de Degollado Penjamillo Mich. 1700 20° 6’ 101° 56’ Mesa Central JYW-308
Km 6 Puruándiro-Villachuato Puruándiro Mich. 1840 20° 5’ 101° 33’ Mesa Central JYL-49
Pastor Ortíz Puruándiro Mich. 1800 20° 18’ 101° 36’ Mesa Central NC
Puruándiro Puruándiro Mich. 1890 20° 5’ 101° 31’ Mesa Central K-69-8, 9
Km 2 Puruándiro-Las Tortugas Puruándiro Mich. 1880 20° 7’ 101° 27’ Mesa Central JYL-50
Taretan Taretan Mich. 1100 19° 20’ 101° 55’ Balsas NC
Las Colonias Taretan Mich. 1180 19° 23’ 101° 55’ Balsas JSG-196
Tiquicheo Tiquicheo Mich. 420 18° 54’ 100° 44’ Balsas W-48041
Riva Palacio (El Guajolote) Tiquicheo Mich. 600 18° 59’ 100° 45’ Balsas NC
La Ceibita (km 50 Huetamo-Morelia) Tiquicheo Mich. 660 18° 53’ 100° 49’ Balsas JSG-190
San Carlos (km 112 Huetamo-Morelia) Tiquicheo Mich. 1000 19° 14’ 100° 47’ Balsas K-67-15
Las Juntas (km 43 Huetamo-Morelia) Tiquicheo Mich. 720 18° 51’ 100° 54’ Balsas K-67-14, JSG-189
El Fresnal Tumbiscatio Mich. ? 18° 25’ 102° 33’ Balsas ? NC
Km 46 Zitacuaro-Tuzantla Tuzantla Mich. 880 19° 13’ 100° 31’ Balsas K-67-24
Km 3 Tingambato-Tuzantla Tuzantla Mich. 950 19° 5’ 100° 28’ Balsas K-67-22
Km 27 Tingambato-Tuzantla Tuzantla Mich. 1040 19° 11’ 100° 33’ Balsas K-67-23
Tzintzuntzán Tzintzuntzán Mich. 2050 19° 37’ 101° 34’ Mesa Central NC
Patambicho Tzintzuntzán Mich. 2100 19° 37’ 101° 35’ Mesa Central G. Prior w/o no.
Tzitzio Tzitzio Mich. 1500 19° 36’ 100° 55’ Balsas W-48096,48101, JYL-130
5 km SE Devanador Tzitzio Mich. 1000 19° 17’ 100° 48’ Balsas JSG-191
Km 127 Huetamo-Morelia Tzitzio Mich. 1120 19° 22’ 100° 52’ Balsas K-67-15, JSG-192
4 km S Paso Ancho Tzitzio Mich. 1100 19° 27’ 100° 54’ Balsas JSG-193
Queretanillo (km 24 Temascal-Huetamo) Tzitzio Mich. 1310 19° 30’ 100° 55’ Balsas W-48085, C-15-78
Chinapa (km 51 Temascal-Huetamo) Tzitzio Mich. 930 19° 23’ 100° 54’ Balsas C-16-78
Panindicuaro-V. Jiménez V. Jiménez Mich. 1950 19° 57’ 101° 45’ Mesa Central W-45461
Los Espinos V. Jiménez Mich. 1950 19° 54’ 101° 46’ Mesa Central W-45470
Villa Jiménez V. Jiménez Mich. 1900 19° 55’ 101° 44’ Mesa Central W-45447, K-69-4, MAS-18
Opopeo Villa Escalante Mich. 2320 19° 24’ 101° 36’ Chalco ? JSG-194
Jalapa Zinaparo Mich. 1840 20° 11’ 102° 2’ Mesa Central JYL-47
Cuautla Cuautla Mor. 1300 18° 49’ 98° 57’ ? Wilkes 67
Amatlán (Ahuatenco) Tepoztlán Mor. 1700 18° 59’  99° 2’ Balsas JSG-183
Yautepec Yautepec Mor. 1210 18° 53’ 99° 4’ ? H (Wilkes 67)
Los Copales Amatlán de Cañas Nay. 900 20° 48’ 104° 24’ Balsas K-84, JYM-264
San Agustin Loxicha Oax. 1200 Balsas Wilkes-86
San Cristobal Honduras S. Pedro Juchatengo Oax. 1120 16° 20’ 97° 2’ Balsas JSG-197
Caltepec Caltepec Pue. 1900 18° 11’ 97° 29’ ? IB (UNAM)
Chinantla Chinantla Pue. 1100 18° 12’  98° 16’ ? NC
Sta. Inés 4 km NW Cd. Serdán Ciudad Serdán Pue. 2600 18° 55’ 97° 27’ Chalco J. Acosta G. 93
San Martín Texmelucan S.M. Texmelucan Pue. 2250 19° 17’ 98° 26’ ? Wilkes 67
Ejido Sta. Cruz San Juan Atenco Pue. 2425 19° 5’ 97° 33’ Chalco JSG,JMHC,K,FCG-311
Ejido San Antonio San Juan Atenco Pue. 2440 19° 4’ 97° 32’ Chalco JSG,JMHC,K,FCG-313
Km 11 San Salvador el Seco-Tlalchichuca San Nicolás B. Aires Pue. 2355 19° 10’ 97° 33’ Chalco JSG,JMHC,K,FCG-317
Km 3 San Salvador el Seco-Coatepec San Salvador el Seco Pue. 2425 19° 7’ 97° 38’ Chalco JSG,JMHC,K,FCG-316
Querétaro Querétaro Qro. 1820 20° 36’ 100° 24’ ? H (Wilkes 67)
San Luis Potosí S.L. Potosí SLP 1860 22° 9’ 100° 59’ ? H (Wilkes 67)

K = T.A. Kato Y., MAS = M. Aguilar S., C = T. Cervantes S., W = G.H. Wilkes, JYL = J.J. Sánchez G. and L. Ordaz S., JSG = J.J. Sánchez G., JYW = J.J.
Sánchez G. and G.H. Wilkes, JMYA = J.J. Sánchez G., M. Aguilar S. and A. Arregui E., JSG y MCH = J.J. Sánchez G. and M. Chuela B., JSG, JMHC, K,
FCG = J.J. Sánchez G., J.M. Hernández C., T.A. Kato Y. and F. Castillo G., H = Herbarium specimen, IB (UNAM) = Institute of Biology, UNAM, NC = Sample
not yet collected.
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Figure 3. Teosinte distribution in the state of
Durango.
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Figure 4. Teosinte distribution in western Mexico.
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from Durango at “Hacienda de Dolores-Puente

Dalila” and “Puente Gavilanes,” and in the northwest

near Francisco Villa (Hacienda Alcalde). A collection

was made at the latter site by Palmer in 1896

(Doebley 1983b), and the population was also

reported by Collins (1921). Figure 3 shows a point for

Cerro Prieto in the northwest of the state, the site

mentioned by Lumholtz (1902) and Collins et al. et al.

in 1937 (cited by Wilkes 1967).

Western Mexico
In this region (Fig. 4) there are major climatic

contrasts due to the varied topography and the

influence of the Pacific Ocean and various lakes.

Annual rainfall in teosinte areas ranges from 500 to

1900 mm and average temperatures from 16 to 27°C.

Teosinte is found in moderate climates (Cw) on the

northern slope of the Nevado de Colima, home of Zea

perennis, and in the Sierra de Manantlán, where Zea

diploperennis is found. Annual teosintes occur in

semihot climates (A)C as that of San Jerónimo, Jalisco;

in hot, semidry climates Awo such as

those of El Palmar, Jalisco, and

Amatlán de Cañas, Nayarit; and in

hot, subhumid climates (Aw2) such as

those of Jirosto and La Huertita,

Jalisco.

Within this region, the most

important populations are:

(i) Southern Coast. Saucito, toward

the Pacific coast near Jilotlán de

los Dolores, Jalisco; at the eastern

end of the Sierra de Manantlán at

La Lima and El Rodeo, Jalisco,

and at San Antonio-El Sauz in

Colima; northeast of Autlán in El

Palmar, Naranjo de Enmedio, El Coyotomate,

and Aguacaliente, Jalisco; west of Villa

Purificación in Jirosto, Los Cimientos, and El

Chino.
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QUERETARO

Figure 6. Teosinte distribution in the state of
Queretaro.
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(ii) East and southeast of Chapala Lake. East of Lake

Chapala there are three locations: Degollado and

San Jerónimo in Jalisco and El Salitre in

Michoacán; to the southeast is a small

population near Cojumatlán, Michoacán.

(iii) Ameca and Atenguillo River Basins. In the

Atenguillo River Basin in northwest Jalisco, at

Zacatongo, El Tablillo, Llano Grande, La

Ciénaga de los Ahumada, and Guachinango; in

the Ameca River Basin at Oconahua and

Quexpan-Las Raíces, Jalisco, and Amatlán de

Cañas, Nayarit.

(iv) Lagos de Moreno.  The last time teosinte was

collected at this location was at the end of the

decade of the 1970s. In 1984 the site was visited

in order to obtain seed for the INIFAP Maize

Germplasm Bank, but without success.

According to the administrators of the Hacienda

La Estancia, teosinte was eliminated by cutting

plants before they reached flowering, an activity

that was carried out for approximately three

years.

The rest of the points in Figure 4 correspond to

information from different sources; in no case,

however, has seed been collected or the existence of

the populations been verified.

El Bajío
Located between 19 and 21° N and 100 and 102 W

(Fig. 5) mainly in Guanajuato and Michoacán states,

from 1,500 to 2,000 masl, this area forms part of the

Central Plateau and has a temperate, moderately

rainy climate with annual precipitation from 700 to

1000 mm, a dry, benign winter, average annual

temperatures of 16-22°C, and a hot summer. Climatic

classifications fall within the (A)C(w) and C(w) types.

The region contains numerous valleys (mostly

ancient lakes) separated by high elevation zones.

Teosinte is found predominantly in cultivated maize

fields, and also along stone walls that border some

fields. In the state of Guanajuato (Fig. 6), teosinte

grows in two principal areas: 1) to the northwest at

Manuel Doblado and 2) to the south at Yuriria,
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Figure 7. Teosinte distribution in the state of Michoacán.
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Moroleón-Uriangato, and

Piñicuaro. Two additional

reports come from Silao,

to the east of Manuel

Doblado, and Queretaro,

without precise

information on the exact

location (Wilkes 1967).

In the state of Michoacán

(Fig. 7), teosinte grows in

semihot, subhumid

climates of type (A)CW at

1) Jalapa, Churintzio and

Penjamillo de Degollado;

2) Puruándiro and Villa

Jiménez; 3) near Lake Cuitzeo at La Estancia,

Chucándiro, Copándaro, Cuto del Porvenir, Cuitzeo,

Morelia, and Quinceo; 4) Cojumatlán and El Salitre

(near Ixtlán de los Herbores), and 5) in temperate

climates (CW) at Ciudad Hidalgo and near Lake

Pátzcuaro at Patambicho and Opopeo.

Valley of Mexico and southeastern Puebla
In the southern portion of the Central Plateau,

between 19 and 20° N and 97 and 100° W (Fig. 8), the

region comprises valleys surrounded by high

mountains that are part of the Volcanic Chain. In this

area, subhumid, temperate, and semicold subhumid

climates predominate, with annual precipitation

generally above 700 mm, average annual

temperatures of 12-18°C, and

altitudes ranging from 2,250 to

2,650 masl.

In the state of Mexico (Fig. 9),

teosinte grows near Los Reyes,

Chalco, Amecameca,

Tepetlixpa, Texcoco,

Ocoyoacac, Chapultepec, and

Toluca. In the Federal District,

it may be found at San Mateo,

San Antonio Tecomitl, and

Xochimilco. In Puebla state, it

is common near Ciudad

Serdán, San Salvador el Seco,

San Juan Atenco, and San

Nicolás de Buenos AiresFigure 8. Teosinte distribution in the Valley of Mexico and the
southeast part of the state of Puebla.
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Figure 10. Teosinte distribution in the Balsas River Basin.
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Figure 9. Teosinte distribution in the state of Mexico.

V. de Bravo

Texcoco

(Llanos de San Andrés and Llanos de San

Juan). Throughout the region, teosinte

grows exclusively as a weed in cultivated

maize fields.

Balsas River Basin
A low region (average altitude 1,000 masl)

between the southern Sierra Madre and the

Neovolcanic Cordillera, between 17 and

20° N and 98 and 103° W (Fig. 10), rainfall

varies from 500 to 1,200 mm, with an

annual average of 650 mm. Temperatures

are high, with annual averages up to 28° C.

Climate is of the savanna type, hot and

dry, with dry winters (Aw).

The zone includes parts of the states of

Morelos, Jalisco, Michoacán, Mexico,

Guerrero, Puebla, and Oaxaca, and

contains the largest Mexican teosinte populations,

predominantly in mountainous areas ranging from

800 to 1,900 masl. The most important regions for

each state are:

Guerrero. Teosinte is found: 1) south and east of

Chilpancingo at Mazatlán, Palo Blanco, Acahuizotla,

El Rincón and Chilapa; 2) north of Iguala at Taxco

and Ixcateopan; 3) along the Teloloapan-Arcelia

route; and 4) east of Huitzuco at

Paso Morelos and San Miguel

Palmas (Fig. 11).

Michoacán. Within this state, the

most important regions are 1) the

Cutzamala River Basin, including

Huetamo, Eréndira, Tiquicheo,

Paso Ancho, and Tzitzio; 2)

southwest of Zitácuaro from

Benito Juárez to Tuzantla (Fig. 7).

Mexico. Teosinte is found 1)

southwest of Valle de Bravo at

Colorines, Santo Tomás, Zuluapan,

Otzoloapan, Zacazonapan,

Luvianos, and Tejupilco de

Hidalgo in subhumid, semihot
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Figure 11. Teosinte distribution in the state of
Guerrero.
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climates ((A)C(w)); 2) in subhumid hot climates (AW)

at El Sitio, El Aguacate, Palmar Chico, and Las

Anonas; 3) an isolated population exists in the

archaeological ruins of Malinalco, in the southern

part of the state in an (A)C climate; it covers

approximately 1 km2 on a steep, rugged hill known

locally as the “Hill of the Idols” (Fig. 9).

Morelos. Seed has been found at only one site east of

Tepoztlán (Fig. 12), characterized by a semihot,

subhumid climate type (A)C. Teosinte is located in a

small canyon next to the town of Amatlán, generally

isolated from maize and surrounded by plum

orchards (Spondias mombin L.). The population grows

more abundantly on a small cliff, far from the reach

of cattle, competing only with grasses and shrubs, in

an area no larger than 1 km2.

State of Oaxaca
Three populations have been reported: 1) one by

Danish botanist Fredrick Liebmann last century near

San Agustín Loxicha (Wilkes 1967, 1986); 2) another

discovered in 1985 near San Pedro Juchatengo (San

Cristóbal Honduras); and 3) In the Mixe region

where, according to a communication by Lipp (1986)

(Fig. 13), teosinte is interplanted with maize or sown

as a separate crop.

Teosinte is also found in the areas of San Pedro

Juchatengo and San Agustín Loxicha, in the southern

Sierra Madre with a climate primarily similar to that

of the Balsas River Basin, namely subhumid, and hot

with a dry winter (Aw).

Figure 13. Teosinte distribution in the state of
Oaxaca.
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Table 2. Altitude, temperature, and precipitation
for the distribution areas of two
teosinte races.

Average annual Average annual
Altitude temperature precipitation Slope

Race (masl) ( °C) (mm) (%)

Balsas 620-1550 19.8-27.7 840-1265

Central
Plateau 1530-2000 15.9-19.6 800-916 <  4

Herbarium specimens and ethnobotanical
information
Figures 1 to 13 and Table 1 list information on

teosinte populations from botanical samples or other

varied sources. Farmers and cattle ranchers are the

most common sources, but information has also come

from taxonomists and agronomists who work

directly with farmers and ranchers. The information

in the figures and table is considered reliable and of

potentially great use in planning exploration and

collection trips. Sites in the states of Chihuahua,

Jalisco, Oaxaca, and Chiapas are of particular interest;

confirmation of teosinte’s existence there would

permit the study of genetic diversity in a latitudinal

continuum, covering a large number of ecosystems

beginning in Chihuahua at almost 30° N and ending

in Nicaragua close to 13° N.

Potential areas of teosinte
distribution

The preceding describes locations where teosinte’s

presence is either reported by non-technicians or

where its presence has been confirmed through direct

observation by a recognized expert. It is widely

believed, however, that heretofore undescribed

teosinte populations exist in Mexico. One approach

for encountering such populations would be to define

ideal environments and then search for areas and

locations that fit the parameters defined, using a

geographic information system. The following

section describes an experiment which follow this

approach to identify potential areas of teosinte

distribution in Mexico, outlining the methodology

and preliminary results for the Balsas and Central

Plateau races in the Central Pacific Region of Mexico.

First, altitude, temperature, and precipitation

parameters were defined for teosinte for sites where

seed of the maize wild relative has been collected in

the states of Colima, Jalisco, Michoacán, and Nayarit

(Table 2 lists requirements for Balsas and Central

Plateau races — results for these two races are

presented, because data are available from many

sites). To search for potential areas of teosinte

distribution, an INIFAP geographic information

database for the Central Pacific region was used,

working at resolutions of 900 x 900 m. Using this

database and the IDRISI system, altitude, annual

temperature, and annual precipitation maps were

reclassified as a function of the ranges listed in Table

2. The reclassified maps were then overlaid to find

potential areas of distribution for Balsas and Central

Plateau teosinte (Figs. 14, 15). For the Balsas race,

21,014 km2 of possible teosinte areas, representing

12% of the region, was found in four states (9,425 km2

in Jalisco, 7,883 km2 in Michoacán, 3107 km2 in

Nayarit, and 599 km2 in Colima). For the Central

Plateau race, 2,151 km2 (1.2% of the region) of new

areas was detected; 1,307 km2 in Jalisco and and 843

km2 in Michoacán.

Common names of teosinte
in Mexico

Closely related to the issue of teosinte distribution in

Mexico and of considerable importance in study or

collection efforts are the common names given the

species (Table 3). These names are generally based on

some resemblance of the plant to maize, or on the

names of birds which, according to the local
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DISTRICT
Colima

1 Colima
2 Tecomán

Jalisco
1 Colotlán
2 Lagos de M.
3 Ameca
4 Zapopan
5 La Barca
6 Tomatlán
7 El Grullo
8 Cd. Guzmán

Michoacán
1 Sahuayo
2 La Piedad
3 Zamora
4 Uruapan
5 Pátzcuaro
6 Morelia
7 Zitácuaro
8 Huetamo
9 La Huacana

10 Apatzingán
11 Aguililla
12 Coahuayana
13 L. Cárdenas

Nayarit
1 Acaponeta
2 Sgo. Ixcuintla
3 Tepic
4 Compostela
5 Ahuacatlán Potential areas

Figure 14. Potential areas of teosinte distribution in the Central Pacific region of Mexico; race Balsas.
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Figure 15. Potential areas of teosinte distribution in the Central Pacific region of Mexico; race Mesa Central.
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Table 5. Mexican teosinte collection preserved by
INIFAP at Chapingo, Mexico; grouping
by state.

State of the No. of Races
Republic accessions or species

Colima 2 1
Chihuahua 2 1

Durango 3 1
Guanajuato 3 1
Guerrero 22 1

Jalisco 29 4+
México 40  2
Michoacán  35 2+

Morelos 1  1
Nayarit 1 1
Oaxaca 1 1

Puebla  5 1
Total 144 6

Table 4. Mexican teosinte collection preserved by
INIFAP in Chapingo, Mexico; grouping
by race.

Race or species Number of samples

Balsas 80
Chalco 29
Mesa Central 22
Nobogame 2
Durango 3
Zea diploperennis 4
Zea perennis  4
TOTAL 144

Table 3. Common names for teosinte in Mexico.

Common name Place(s)

Acece (unwanted or Chalco, Amecameca, Texcoco (Méx.)

disagreeable; weed)

Acecintle Amatlán (Mor.)

Acecentli Paso Morelos (Gro.)

Acintle (diving aquatic bird) Mazatlán-El Salado (Gro.)

Atzitzintle Estado de Guerrero

Cocoxle (ground dove or San Cristobal Honduras (Oax.)

roadrunner)

Cundaz Copándaro, Patambicho (Mich.)

Chapule (Zea diploperennis) Cuzalapa (Jal.)

(grasshopper)

Maicillo (little corn) Nabogame (Chih.), Durango

Maíz silvestre (wild maize) Nabogame (Chih.)

Maíz chapulín (grasshopper El Chino (Jal.)

maize)

Maíz tuscato Colorines-Zuluapan (Méx.)

Maíz de pájaro (bird maize) Guerrero, Michoacán, Naranjos de Enmedio

(Jal.)

Maíz de huiscatote (roadrunner) Guerrero

Maíz de cuitzcatuto Palmar Chico, Méx.

Maíz camalote (camalote is a Cd. Hidalgo, Tzitzio (Mich.)

grassy, aquatic plant)

Maíz de guajolote Zacatongo, El Tablillo (Jal.)

(turkey maize)

Maíz pata de mula (mule La Estancia (Jal.)

hoof maize)

Maíz de coyote (coyote maize) El Bajío (Jalisco, Michoacán, Guanajuato)

Maíz de cuervo (crow maize) Quexpan-Las Raíces (Jal.)

Maíz cimarrón (wild maize) Sureste de Puebla

Maíz forrajero (forage maize) Valle de Toluca

Maíz del Indio (indian maize; Naranjos de Enmedio (Jal.)

perennial and annual)

Milpilla (little corn field;

perennial and annual) Villa Purificación (Jal.),

Amatlán de Cañas(Nay.)

Milpa de zorra (fox corn field) Malinalco (Méx.)

Milpa de rata (rat corn field) El Saucito (Jal.)

Milpa de tapacaminos Villa Purificación (Jal.)

(goatsucker corn field)

inhabitants, rely on its seed for food and may be one

means of its dissemination. In addition to names

listed in Table 3, Lumholtz (1902) recorded the name

“maizmillo” for teosinte of Nabogame and “maíz de

pájaro” (bird maize) and “tats” used in the Huichol

Sierra. On the other hand, Lipp (1986) recorded the

name of “caa mook” (stone maize) used in the Mixe

region in the state of Oaxaca. It is worth mentioning

that nowhere is the plant called “teosinte” by local

inhabitants.

The INIFAP teosinte collection

The major teosinte collections in germplasm banks in

Mexico are those of INIFAP and CIMMYT, but other

institutions preserve seed in different quantities and

under varied conditions: the Colegio de

Postgraduados at Montecillo, Mexico; the Instituto de

Botánica de la Universidad de Guadalajara (Botany

Institute of Guadalajara University); and, in smaller

quantities, the Universidad Autónoma Agraria

Antonio Narro (Antonio Narro Autonomous
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Agrarian University). Of these institutions, only

INIFAP and CIMMYT have adequate facilities for

short and medium-term seed conservation; that is, at

temperatures of 0 to 5° and -18° respectively.

The INIFAP maize germplasm bank holds 144

samples (Tables 4 and 5), representing approximately

70% of the populations known in Mexico. Sample size

varies from 20 to 4,285 gm (average 860 gm).

Discussion

Over the last 15 years, great advances have been

made in knowledge of the natural distribution of

teosinte in Mexico (Guzmán 1982; Sánchez and Ordaz

1987; Doebley 1983b; Wilkes 1986; Wilkes and Taba

1993; Wilkes and Sánchez 1993; Sánchez and Chuela

1995). The 144 seed samples in the INIFAP maize

germplasm bank at Chapingo, state of Mexico,

represent populations from approximately 110 sites

in different regions of the country. Although the

samples on hand may generally represent the

variation known and expected in Mexico, it has not

been possible to verify in the field many reports on

teosinte, due to the difficulties of reaching sites (long

distances, inaccessibility), budget constraints, lack of

equipment for exploring and collecting, and the

growing volume of information requiring proper

documentation.

Based on the geographic information system for the

Balsas and Central Plateau races, the potential areas

determined coincide to a fair degree with the

distribution of sites reported by different collectors

(Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7). In cases such as that of the Balsas

race, the potential area may seem very broad.

However, this may indicate current distribution

zones or sites that were once occupied by the race but

which, due to ecosystem disturbances, have

undergone modifications. Most teosinte populations

exist as “ruderales” — opportunistic plants within or

around cultivated maize fields; that is, they are

partially dependent on agricultural niches or open

habitats (Hernández X. 1993; Benz et al. 1990;

Sánchez-Velázquez et al. 1991). This is the case of Zea

diploperennis and the Chalco, Central Plateau, and

Nobogame races. The Balsas race (Zea mays spp.

parviglumis), on the other hand, seems to be part of

the natural primary vegetation in some places, but

also depends to a large extent on human inhabitants

opening cultivated fields in slash and burn systems

and on cattle, which forage on the plant and

distribute the seed in their excrement.

The potential distribution area results are preliminary

and require fieldwork for verification. Their precision

will depend partly on updating geographic

information databases for the region — especially for

climate — and on the addition of other diagnostic

variables, such as vegetation associated with teosinte,

physiography, soil exposure, human influence, and

so forth. This type of work must be extended to the

national level. Finally, exploration and collection

should be made more efficient, above all in these

times of increasingly scarce resources.

It is difficult to estimate the danger of extinction for

teosinte in Mexico with precision. Based on

observations over the last 12 years, all populations

are threatened except for those of the Balsas Basin

(which include most populations in the states of

Guerrero, Michoacán, Jalisco, and Mexico). Table 6

displays the general situation of populations in

Mexico. Several populations (Lagos de Moreno, Los

Cimientos, and Oconahua in Jalisco, Copándaro, Villa

Jiménez, Patambicho, and Quiroga in Michoacán, and

Manuel Doblado, Morolleón, and Yuriria in

Guanajuato) have practically disappeared. The Diario

Oficial de la Federación (the Mexican equivalent of the

Federal Register in the USA) of Monday, May 16,

1994, published the Technical Legal Standard (Norma

Oficial Mexicana) NOM-059-ECOL-1994, which

identifies species and subspecies of wild, land and
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Table 6. General situation of teosinte populations in Mexico.

Race or Area
species (km 2) Location* Threatened populations Type of threat

NOBOGAME 30-50 R Deforestation
DURANGO 15-20 R
MESA CENTRAL

Guanajuato  100 ? A M. Doblado, Moroleón, Yuriria Crop changes,
Jalisco  100 ? E Lagos de Moreno (Extinct) urbanization, systematic
Michoacán 50 ? A Copándaro, V. Jiménez, Patambicho, Quiroga weed control.

CHALCO
Chalco >300 E Chalco Urbanization
Distrito Federal  >100 A Xochimilco
Puebla >300 E
Toluca >100 E

BALSAS
Colima 100 E
Guerrero  >1000 E
Jalisco >1000 E Oconahua, Los Cimientos, El Palmar Artificial pastures,
México  >1000 E intensive livestock grazing.
Michoacán >1000 E
Morelos 1 A Amatlán Plum orchards
Nayarit 50 E
Oaxaca 50 R San Cristobal Honduras

Zea perennis 10 ? P Piedra Ancha, La Mesa, Los Depósitos Grazing
Zea diploperennis 50 ? A Manantlán Grazing, deforestation

*  R = rare, E = stable, A = threatened (Vulnerable), P = in danger of extinction

aquatic flora and fauna in danger of extinction,

threatened (i.e. vulnerable), rare, or subject to special

protection, as well as establishing specifications for

their protection. Thirty-nine Mexican institutions

helped draft the Standard, including the Secretary of

Social Development, via the Federal Attorney

General for Environmental Protection; the Secretary

of Fishery (today the Secretary of Natural Resources,

Environment, and Fishery); and the Secretary of

Agriculture and Water Resources (today the

Secretary of Agriculture, Livestock and Rural

Development) for their respective areas of

jurisdiction. The same institutions will oversee

compliance with the Standard. The Diario Oficial lists

species and categories in danger of extinction,

threatened (vulnerable), rare, or subject to special

protection. The list includes 92 families and 950

species of plants, 470 of which are endemic. Zea

perennis is listed as being in danger of extinction and

Zea diploperenis as threatened (vulnerable). No

mention is made of annual teosintes.

According to Hernández X. (1993), two factors over

the last 500 years have affected teosinte populations:

the arrival of cattle and the introduction of

mechanical tilling. Both eliminate spontaneously

generated plants and make their recovery difficult.

More recently, other human activities and related

phenomena are affecting agriculture in Mexico. The

opening of roads to explore forests have made several

isolated regions accessible over the last ten years;

irrigation water is increasingly scarce and expensive,

making it necessary to consider more less expensive

options; and urbanization and the establishment of

pastures for grazing have dramatically altered many

ecosystems. In El Bajío, the movement to horticulture

has resulted in the elimination of all types of weeds.

The preceding factors are affecting the stability of

numerous teosinte populations, so that the rare,

indeterminate, or even the stable ones may pass into

the vulnerable categories or be threatened by

extinction, leaving little hope for their long-term

survival as natural populations. What has preserved
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teosinte in the face of the above is its use as a fodder,

its flexibility in occupying open niches, its usefulness

in the improvement of native varieties, and in some

cases its revered status as the “heart” of maize,

among certain ethnic groups (Hernández X. 1993).

Geographic studies, monitoring, exploration,

collection, and conservation of teosinte populations

are activities that must be intensified to reduce the

danger of their disappearing. The potential for

discovering new variants with still unknown genetic

properties for use in crop improvement programs

fully justifies teosinte preservation efforts.
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Discussion
H.G. Wilkes and J.J. Sánchez-
González/J.A. Ruiz-Corral
Presentations

M. Goodman:

Obviously, the questions that this group will face are
those of genes, transgenes, introgressing in the
teosinte. Questions such as: Is teosinte affected by any
of the same pests that bother maize? Are stalk borers
or earworms affecting teosinte or is teosinte strictly
affected by available environmental niche? Is
urbanization the real problem or are insects, diseases,
fungi, factors in the establishment of the teosinte
populations?

J. Sánchez:

We have observed that the pests and diseases which
attack maize are the same ones found in teosinte.
Nonetheless, there is great variation between and
within these teosinte populations. In the Guadiana
Valley in Durango, teosinte plants have been found
with head smut (Sphacelotheca reiliana); in this case it
was believed that susceptibility to head smut was due
to the planting of susceptible maizes and to teosinte
introgression, but we believe this explanation is
unsatisfactory. We have planted all teosinte
populations collected by INIFAP in different
environments and have found great variation; for
example, in experimental plantings in Jalisco (1,500
masl), we have found that Balsas type teosinte
collections (Zea mays ssp. parviglumis) from Oaxaca
and Guerrero are more resistant to leaf rust (Puccinia

sorgui) than Jalisco collections established in regions
nearby the evaluation site.

As for other factors, it is worth mentioning that the
threat of urbanization is more evident for Chalco and
Central Plateau type teosinte races (Zea mays ssp.
mexicana) found in the environs of Chalco,
Amecameca, Mexico City and Morelia. I would like to
know Dr. Benz’s comments on the subject.

B. Benz:

I agree with Dr. Goodman’s line of questioning and
in relation to what Dr. Sánchez has said, I have
prepared a list of pests common for the maize and
teosinte species that I have studied. In the case of Zea

mays ssp. perennis in the Nevado de Colima and the
Zea mays ssp. diploperennis of Manantlán, both
Fusarium spp. as well as Ustilago maydis affect the two
teosintes and cultivated maize when they are found
together, whether in abandoned or cultivated fields.

In the case of insects, certain Coleoptera
(Macrodactylus murinus) infest both Zea mays ssp.
diploperennis and maize, although the impact seems to
be different, while in the case of Homoptera and
Lepidoptera, even though both species of plants may
be infested, it seems that the damage tolerance of
teosinte is lower than that of maize.

The invasion of urban zones and changes in land use
definitely have a negative effect on teosinte
populations and traditional landraces. These agents
are displacing populations in the same way hybrids
are hastening the substitution of traditional maizes.
Thus, it may be predicted that transgenic maize will
have an effect similar to that of hybrids. At the same
time, we have to ask ourselves what would happen if
the genes present in improved varieties, hybrids or
transgenic maize were to be incorporated into
teosinte or landraces.

J. Sánchez:

It seems important to add that, although urbanization
is a threat for the Chalco and Central Plateau teosinte
races (Zea mays ssp. mexicana), activities of farmers
have increased conservation of Balsas type teosinte
(Zea mays ssp. parviglumis). In the Balsas River Basin,
man has opened up land using the slash-and-burn
system, planting maize and establishing rotational or
alternating pasturing areas. These factors have
facilitated the establishment of many teosinte
populations; that is to say, in these regions teosinte
has survived with the help of humankind.
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It is not easy to predict whether population growth
may cause drastic modifications in land use in the
Balsas Basin or whether this zone may be
transformed into annual crop areas. Nevertheless, if
we take into account the population growth rate of
Mexico, which is still high, it is likely that the
predictions of Dr. Wilkes are true. That is to say, that
in 35 or 40 years, many teosinte populations will exist
as relics in germplasm banks.

D. Louette:

I would like to know whether teosinte is considered a
weed in all regions of Mexico, or if there is some race
that is utilized, for example, to feed cattle. What is
teosinte used for?

J. Sánchez:

That is a very interesting question. In Jalisco, in the
area near the Manantlán Reserve, contrasting
situations arise. For example, in the municipality of
Ejutla, in Los Naranjos de Enmedio and La Estancia,
teosinte (Z. mays ssp. parviglumis) is considered a
weed and farmers want to exterminate it. Very
nearby is the town of San Lorenzo. There, teosinte is
traditionally used as green forage to feed cattle and
there are people who attribute beneficial properties to
it, so that it is used in improving maize; farmers say
that in approximately four years they obtain a new
maize that has a better response than their traditional
varieties or hybrids.

In general, in regions where Chalco and Central
Plateau races of teosinte are found, maize producers
consider them to be weeds, although there are cases
in which they are used as animal feed. In contrast, in
the Balsas Basin, maize producers tolerate and protect
teosinte populations for use as cattle feed and, in
some cases, in maize improvement.

J.A. Serratos:

Is there any relationship between teosinte use and the
ethnic groups of the regions where these teosinte
populations are found?

J. Sánchez:

Unfortunately, I have not found an ethnobotanical
pattern in this regard. The example I mentioned
earlier of teosinte in Jalisco occurs in a small region,
in communities fairly close to one another, with good
communication and predominantly mestizo groups.
In other states, such as in Nayarit, some mestizo
cattle ranchers in Amatlán de Cañas have planted
teosinte seed from Llano Grande, Jalisco, for 65 years
and today they continue promoting the establishment
of teosinte for cattle feed. On the other hand, in the
case of maize there is a clear ethnobotanical
relationship between indigenous groups and the
conservation of traditional varieties.

G. Wilkes:

I agree with everything that was said about diseases
by M. Goodman, and I would like to point out
another thing, that in Amecameca corn has ergot
(Claviceps gigantea), which you won’t see in any other
place in Mexico that I know of, and there teosinte has
ergot. If you go to Chilpancingo you will see tar spot
(Phyllacora maydis) on corn, and there again, teosinte
has tar spot. Here in Chalco there is a lot of leaf blight
(Helminthesporium turcicum), teosinte has it. So, some
of this seems to be population matching. For borers,
we’ve been around Tepalcingo with John Mihm,
CIMMYT’s entomologist, and we found borers on
Tripsacum, on teosinte and on corn. So, it looks like
locality is important.

I want to say one very important thing. I think Jesús
Sánchez has done a wonderful job on this and I want
to compliment Mexico because I don’t think there is
any other major crop close relative which has a fine
grid for known distribution. What I did 35 years ago
was coarse grid, and it was good, it outlined it, but
we are now down to a grid that can find a population
in less than a hectare. That is, we have some
population that appear big because of a dot on the
map but, the real truth is that the populations are
somewhat small.
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There are populations that have moved with dairy
cattle manure. For example, as the dairies that were
once in the Valley of Mexico have been subdivided,
like, right here in Texcoco, the Rancho Santa Isabela
which was a big dairy, it is no longer here, it is now
all appartment houses but they took the manure to
Cuautla, or other places, and we were able to find
these new fields.

The other thing is that the Aztecs had two or three
botanical gardens. Amatlán is the case of that. I was
at Amatlán two days ago; that population is not
bigger than 10 x 40 m at the top of a hill, and that is a
leftover from an Aztec Botanical Garden. So, no other
country in the world can say they know the wild
relatives of a crop at that microscale. That is what
makes an opportunity here, that a lot of the work has
already been done on the distribution of teosinte.

V. Villalobos:

Considering that 35 years ago, when these teosinte
collections were being made, no one anticipated the
availability of genetic engineering and that, at least
based on the two presentations that we have heard
this morning, gene flow goes from maize to teosinte, I
would like to ask the speakers two questions. The
first is, what is their position on the potential risk of
maize transformation, specifically to teosinte
conservation as such; and the second is, if they might
be able to speculate on the potential benefits of
genetic engineering applied to conservation or to
making better use of teosinte.

J. Sánchez:

Dr. Wilkes mentioned some of these aspects in his
presentation. Based on his predictions, if transgenic
maize has a real impact on teosinte, then probably in
a few decades teosinte will not be found in pure
form. On the other hand, if the predictions are not
correct, from now until the moment transgenic
varieties are released and sold commercially, many of
the important teosinte populations known to date
would be lost, due to other factors. On one occasion
Dr. Goodman commented that if transgenic varieties

contain beneficial characteristics, then gene flow
toward traditional varieties and teosinte would also
be highly beneficial given that these suffer from the
same problems. In a reciprocal way, genetic
engineering may be able to transfer desirable genes
from teosinte to maize.

J. Larson:

Jesus Sanchez and Garrison Wilkes mentioned the
importance of in situ conservation. Could one of you
develop a proposal for a specific program with that in
situ conservation information? Given that teosinte is,
in ecological terms, an opportunistic species, where
do you think that a specific in situ conservation
program might lead?

J. Sánchez:

In my presentation, I did not deal with the subject of
in situ conservation, nor did I offer any proposal;
nevertheless, I think that we have made great efforts
in ex situ conservation. In turn, we have a modest, but
effective, in situ monitoring program, with the
collaboration of the INIFAP, the Postgraduate
College and CIMMYT. The only in situ conservation
program is that of Zea diploperennis in the Manantlán
Sierra Biosphere Reserve.

Several years ago Dr. Taba, Dr. Wilkes and I
proposed monitoring teosinte populations every five
to ten years. The objective was to analyze whether a
population might be in danger of extinction and, if
so, to collect sufficiently large samples and alert
institutions responsible for natural resource
conservation. Now we have begun to doubt whether
five-to-ten-year periods are sufficient to detect the
disappearance of some populations. Perhaps one-to-
two year periods would be recommendable in some
cases.

As for in situ conservation, there has been
considerable debate on the issue. In Mexico we have
several races or populations that should be
candidates for conservation; nevertheless, I do not
really know how simple it would be to expropriate or
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to establish in situ conservation programs in 100 km2

areas or even in 1 km2 areas. I believe that the
combination of in situ monitoring and ex situ

collection could be the logical alternative, while some
reserves for in situ conservation could be made
available.

I would like to give an example. In 1991, Dr. Wilkes
and Dr. Taba were in Guatemala to survey the
principal zones of teosinte distribution with ICTA
personnel. They had difficulties locating some
populations, while others were not found;
nevertheless, the Guatemalan authorities were
interested in initiating an in situ conservation
program. Several years ago, the Government of
Guatemala prohibited the collection of wild species
and their removal from the country. At the same
time, there was no germplasm bank for ex situ

conservation in Guatemala, and the idea of in situ

conservation was unsuccessful. Later, in 1994, some
researchers from ICTA and the University of San
Carlos visited several places where teosinte
populations were previously known; the situation
was alarming because many populations had
disappeared and there was no seed in reserve in any
germplasm bank.

R. Quintero:

I don’t really know anything about teosinte. So I
would like to know whether the current state of
knowledge and information on teosinte is sufficient
to understand what would happen with the
introduction of transgenic maize or whether, after the
introduction, we would be in a better position to
evaluate the impact.

J. Sánchez:

I think that we know a fair amount about the
distribution, morphology and cytology of teosinte,
but there is insufficient information on gene flow
from maize to teosinte and vice versa. Although we
have collected many sympatric maize and teosinte
populations throughout the country, we have not
carried out genetic diversity studies that would give
us the necessary data to have an idea of the possible
gene flow between these two subspecies. All this
material is stored in the germplasm bank.

Considering these limitations in information, I think
that five years would be enough time to evaluate the
impact or to know what has happened. Nonetheless, I
must emphasize that the state of our knowledge is
incomplete, and there is much that remains to be
discovered.
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Introduction

Cross-pollinating plants regulate crossing so as to

balance the depressing effects of inbreeding and the

dysgenic effects of wide hybridization. Inbreeding is

avoided by such means as separation of the sexes and

differences in flowering time. Physiological self-

incompatibility is especially important in some taxa.

As a result of elegant genetic analysis, extensive

physiological study, and the application of modern

molecular biological techniques, a detailed

understanding of self-incompatibility is emerging. At

the other end of the crossing spectrum,

indiscriminate hybridization is prevented by a

combination of spatial, temporal and physiological

factors. In contrast with self-incompatibility, the

physiological basis of cross compatibility is poorly

understood. Analysis in this case typically involves

the genetic complexity of interspecific hybrids. This

complication is alleviated to some extent in Zea mays,

where various incompatibilities exist between and

within subspecies.

Cross incompatibility in a given case may be viewed

in either of two ways. The normal congruous

relationship between pollen and pistil may be

disrupted because some function of one member is

missing. Fertilization fails in this case due to

incompleteness of the reaction, i.e. due to incongruity

(Hogenboom 1973). Alternatively, there could be

genes which function specifically to recognize

foreignness and serve to block an otherwise

compatible reaction. Such gene functions, like those

governing self-compatibility, appear to be

superimposed on the normal compatible relation.

Both mechanisms likely contribute to preventing

cross incompatibility collectively and no attempt is

made to distinguish them here.

Evidence of incompatibility is of two general sorts. In

a given cross no seed may set despite the use of

viable pollen on potentially receptive silks. The

barrier to crossing is complete. In other crosses a

partial or full set of seed may be obtained but the

proportion of sperm genotypes utilized in

fertilization is not the same as that present in viable

pollen. Some pollen genotypes may be incapable of

functioning on particular pistils or excluded by

competition with pollen of other genotypes. Partial

compatibility is detected operationally by differential

pollen tube growth and the distorted recovery of

alleles coupled to incompatibility genes. Partial

compatibility may be simulated in controlled crosses

by using mixtures of pollen. Both complete and

partial incompatibility have been reported in Zea

mays.

Incompatibility within Zea mays
ssp. mays

Demeréc (1929) reported failure of a popcorn variety

to set seed when pollinated with a dent variety. The

reciprocal cross was successful. Because the barrier

was unilateral, hybrids and advanced generation

progeny could be produced and nonreceptivity of the

popcorn variety analyzed as a heritable trait. The

difference between receptive and nonreceptive

proved monogenic and mapped to the Gametophyte-1

locus (Schwartz 1950). The allele from popcorn (Ga1-

s) is partially dominant in that Ga1-s Ga1-s silks are
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regularly nonreceptive to ga1 (dent) pollen, whereas

Ga1-s ga1-s silks are partially receptive (Nelson 1952).

The Ga1-s : ga1 system is formally analogous to genes

responsible for interspecific barriers that have been

defined in a number of genera (e.g. see Mutschler and

Liedl 1994, for a recent review of such barriers in

Lycopersicon).

The nonreceptivity of Ga1-s Ga1-s to ga pollen is a

useful criterion for surveying varieties for the

presence of the Ga1 allele. Thus most popcorns

proved Ga1 Ga1 (Nelson 1993). All North American

dents and flints tested were ga1 ga1, whereas many

Mexican and Central American races carried Ga1.

Earlier, Mangelsdorf and Jones (1926) had identified

ga1 as a site on maize chromosome 4 that showed

preferential pollen transmission in certain crosses.

When the F1 hybrid between rice popcorn and a

sugary-1 strain was self-pollinated, or used as pollen

parent in backcrosses to rice popcorn, a region on

chromosome 4 descended from the popcorn variety

(Ga1) was transmitted to the virtual exclusion of the

corresponding region from sugary (ga1). Because of

linkage between su1 and ga1, kernels of sugary

phenotype were recovered in about 16%, rather that

25%, of F2 progeny. Normal 50:50 segregation was

observed when the sugary parent was pollinated

with the F1. Because distortion is observed only on

Ga1-carrying silks, recognition between pollen and

silks clearly is an aspect of this phenomenon. Similar

pollen-silk recognition factors have been reported on

maize chromosomes 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9 (Nelson

1993). But only in the case of Ga1 does the Ga Ga

homozygote prevent the setting of seed when ga is

the sole source of pollen.

Still earlier, Jones (1920) reported a general test for

the presence of such pollen preference (gametophyte)

factors. He reported the results of mixing pollen from

genetic tester stocks, each homozygous for a recessive

kernel trait, and applying the mixture to the two

donor parents. Using different recessive traits in the

two parents allowed the proportion of selfed and

crossed seed to be determined. By comparing the

relative proportions of selfed and crossed progeny

kernels in the two cases, Jones could infer whether

selfed or crossed pollen was at a competitive

advantage. Almost always, and sometimes to a

remarkable degree, selfed pollen was at a

comparative advantage. Whereas the segregation-

distorting effects of genes linked to a gametophyte

factor test only a single chromosome region, Jones’

design is global in that it tests for such factors

throughout the genome.

Recently, we have used reduced seed set in

conjunction with a modified form of Jones’ pollen

mixing technique to study the interaction between Ga

factors. Pollen conferring aleurone color from a strain

carrying no known Ga factors is mixed with a

colorless strain carrying a given Ga allele, and the mix

placed on colorless strains of various Ga composition.

The results are presented as a bivariate plot of the

form given in Figure 1. Dispersion in respect to the y

axis reflects reduced seed set; dispersion across the x

axis reflects pollen preference.

Figure 1. Bivariate graph of the sort used to
visualize the results of pollen mixture
experiments. Pollen from two sources is
mixed and applied to various genotypes.
The resulting ears are evaluated for
percent set, and the progeny classified
for paternity.
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Compatibility Factors in Zea mays
ssp. mexicana and ssp.
parviglumis

What limited information is available concerning

gametophyte factors in teosinte taxa derives from

attempted crosses with Zea mays ssp. mays. Diploid

teosintes generally pollinate US dent corns

successfully. Crosses in the reciprocal direction are

less readily controlled and often unsuccessful. Ting

(1963) reported pollinating six collections of diploid

Mexican teosinte with the maize variety Wilbur’s flint

(ga1 ga1). Plants in four of the six collections set seed

poorly or not at all. In the process of introducing the

teosinte cytoplasm into maize via backcrossing, we

pollinated six collections each of ssp. mexicana and

ssp. parviglumis with the US inbred lines W22 and

W23, both ga1 ga1. Crosses onto most plants in the

parviglumis collections were fruitful. Five of the six

involving mexicana gave very few or no seeds. In two

cases we introduced the barrier into inbred W22 by

repeated selection for nonreceptivity (Kermicle and

Allen 1990).

The two barrier-containing stocks descend from

members of Wilkes’ collections (1967) classified as

races Chalco and Central Plateau. In the backcrossed

stock the Chalco-derived barrier was inherited

monogenically. By the criteria of crossability with

established Ga1-s Ga1-s stocks, distortion of su1 ratios

in F2, and allelism, it behaved as Ga1-s. The barrier

extracted from the Central Plateau collection behaved

otherwise. This stock successfully pollinated Ga1-s

and ga1 tester stocks but rejected pollen from both. At

Ga1 it carried an allele that allowed it to pollinate

Ga1-s Ga1-s. Present alone, this Ga1 allele does not

cause the rejection of ga1 pollen. Such an allele,

having the pollen but not the silk potential of Ga1-s,

was identified previously in an inbred line derived

from white rice popcorn (Jiménez and Nelson 1965;

Maletskii 1970; Ashman 1981). The factor or factors

which confer the specificity to the barrier carried in

Central Plateau teosinte maps to a locus that is four

map units distal to sugary-1 on chromosome 4. We

designate this locus gat. In conjunction with ga1, the

barrier conferred by Gat gat plants is weak and that of

Gat Gat plants only moderately strong. However, in

combination with the unique allele of ga1 present in

Central Plateau, the barrier is strong, even in

heterozygous plants.

Use of pollen mixtures reveals a functional relation

between ga1 and gat alleles. Pollen carrying Gat is

favored over gat on Ga1-s ga1 silks; similarly, Ga1-s

pollen is favored over ga1 on silks having a

moderately strong Gat barrier.

Working under CIMMYT auspices, Castro-Gil (1970)

used pollen mixtures to determine whether teosinte

pollen could compete successfully with maize when

applied to maize silks. He mixed pollen of Chalco

and Guerrero teosintes with an equal quantity of

pollen from numerous Mexican and Central

American maize races, then tested the mixture on

plants of the donor maize race. The progeny were

classified as either maize or maize-teosinte hybrids.

About half the tests yielded no hybrid offspring,

whereas others gave a low percentage of hybrids.

Only 5 of 57 test combinations yielded more than 10%

hybrid offspring. For comparison, plants in 14 of the

maize lines were pollinated only with teosinte pollen.

In all cases a good set was obtained. Because no

absolute barrier to hybridization was found, he

concluded that pollen competition was responsible

for the lack or reduced number of hybrids resulting

from the mixtures.
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Possible role of pollen silk
incompatibility in governing in
situ hybridization of maize and
teosinte

Relative to a natural setting, experimental conditions

for studying compatibility are highly contrived.

Pollen from a given source — pure unless

deliberately mixed — is applied at one time to

primed silks to the exclusion of other pollinating

agents. Not enough is known about the natural

history of in situ populations to relate directly the

evidence obtained from controlled crosses to

populations. Perhaps the available evidence is most

useful in formulating pertinent questions. A first such

question is whether incompatibility plays any role in

isolating maize and teosinte.

Experienced investigators often spot maize-teosinte

hybrids in maize fields infested with teosinte. Most

reports suggest that they are infrequent. Most often

they are rare relative to expectations, based on

random crossing between maize and teosinte. For

example, if random mating with no selection or

migration occurred in a population comprising 90%

maize and 10% teosinte plants, the ratio of hybrids to

teosinte plants in the next generation should be 18:1.

But hybrids have always been a minority class. Many

factors, including human agency, contribute to the

isolation of maize and teosinte. The presence of

barriers to dent maize within mexicana teosintes,

which typically grow in close association with maize,

together with the absence of barriers in parviglumis

teosintes, which typically grow in dense strands

outside of maize fields, sets up the presumption of a

role for these barriers in isolation.

Incompatibility serves as a stable isolating

mechanism only if it is bilateral. The maize pop (Ga1-

s) or Central Plateau teosinte (Gat) systems, acting

individually, constitute unilateral barriers with

respect to ga1 ga1 ; gat gat. Some other factor, such as

time of flowering or human selection, could

contribute to bilateral isolation. It is also possible that

compatibility factors act in pairs. For example, the

pop and teosinte barrier stocks are reciprocally

incompatible. Do such pairs exist in sympatric

populations? We don’t know. In no case has the

mutual compatibility of sympatric populations been

reported, either in terms of crossed seed set or by

Jones’ criterion of pollen competition. If bilateral

compatibility is general, different pairs presumably

became fixed at different sites, since one teosinte

population carried Ga1-s but another Gat.
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Introduction

The great intra and inter-racial variation observed in

maize and teosinte has long been attributed to

extensive exchange of genes that would have

occurred in populations of these plants through the

process of introgression. This has been the prevalent

idea until now and has remained in force among a

number of maize and teosinte researchers

(Mangelsdorf 1961, 1974; Wilkes, 1967, 1970, 1977,

1979, 1986). However, information based on analysis

of special chromosomes and chromosomal knobs

(Kato 1976, 1984; López and Kato 1990) and

morphological-ecological analysis (Doebley 1984) in

maize and teosinte has cast doubt on the validity of

the above interpretation. The results imply that, since

the domestication of maize, teosinte and maize have

remained relatively isolated in genetic terms

(Doebley 1984; López and Kato 1990), suggesting that

they have had the opportunity to evolve

independently. Nevertheless, the possibility of a low

frequency of introgression is not completely

discarded, given that maize and teosinte coexist

sympatrically and form fertile hybrids in many

regions.

The importance of clarifying this problem is both

academic and practical. Academic concerns relate to

the taxonomic origin of the Zea genus, while practical

issues involve the exploitation of teosinte in maize

improvement. More recently, considerations on the

deployment of transgenic maize varieties developed

through genetic engineering require knowledge of

the frequency of introgression between maize and

teosinte and of the influence that it would have on

both species. Decisions on the introduction and

commercial release of transgenic maize depend on

this knowledge, given the risk involved in the

transmission of transgenes to native maize and

teosinte populations.

This paper reviews data from a published study of

chromosomal knobs and other more recent findings,

in order to reassess ideas expressed in earlier

publications on introgression between maize and

teosinte.

General structure of chromosomal
knobs

In comparing the general structure of chromosomal

knobs of maize (Zea mays), with those of perennial

teosintes from Jalisco (Z. mays ssp. perennis; Z. mays

ssp. diploperennis), Mexican annual teosintes (Z. mays

ssp.mexicana), and annual Guatemalan teosintes (Z.

mays ssp. luxurians), similarities and differences were

found which will be discussed below.

Analysis of large numbers of plants and collections of

maize from all over the Americas has demonstrated

that only 21 positions may have knobs in frequencies

which are highly variable (McClintock et al. 1981). Of

these 21 positions, 18 are intercalated and 3 are

terminal (4S2, 7S and 9S). In addition to the 21

positions observed in maize chromosomes, Mexican

annual teosinte (Z. mays ssp. mexicana) has 10

intercalated and 3 terminal knobs — a total of 34

positions (Kato 1976), 13 of which are not found in
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Figure 1. Representations of pachytenic chromosomes of maize, Mexican annual teosinte, and
Guatemalan annual and perennial teosintes. Centromeres are represented by white circles;
black circles represent knob positions, and white squares indicate specific knob positions
of Mexican annual teosinte.
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maize (Figure 1A). This of course clearly

demonstrates that the knobs in these 13 positions

have not been transferred from this teosinte to maize

by way of introgression.

On the other hand, all knobs in the perennial

teosintes of Jalisco and the annuals of Guatemala are

terminal (Figure 1B). Three positions (4S2, 7S, and 9S)

are shared with maize and six (3S2, 4S2, 5S2, 7S, 8S

and 9S) are common to these two teosintes and the

Mexican annuals (Kato 1976; Kato and López 1990;

Longley 1937; McClintock et al. 1981). Thus,

perennial teosintes and annuals from Guatemala

possess 16 terminal knob positions that have not been

seen in maize and 13 terminal knob positions that

have not been found in Mexican annual teosinte. This

situation indicates that the knobs of 16 positions of

Guatemalan annual teosintes have not been

transferred to maize, nor have the 18 positions of the

latter been passed to the former through

introgression. It also seems unlikely that the knobs on

13 positions of Guatemalan annual and perennial

teosintes have been introduced to Mexican annuals

through introgression given that, as far as is known,

there are no sympatric populations of these teosintes.

The preceding refers exclusively to knob positions

which show no evidence of introgression between

maize and teosinte, but it is possible that closely

linked genes may be transferred. On the other hand,

many chromosomes do not have knobs in these

positions, so that existing information does not

preclude the possibility that genes not linked to these

knobs may be transferred. This of course applies to

all genes in chromosomal segments where there are

no knobs.

Longley (1937) reports the sole evidence (with regard

to knobs) in the literature of possible introgression.

He observed two small, intercalated knobs — one on

the short arm of chromosome 4 (corresponding to

position 4S1) and the other on the long arm of

chromosome 6 — in two teosinte plants from San

Antonio Huixta, Huehuetenango, Guatemala. This

would indicate a low frequency of introgression from

maize to this Guatemalan teosinte. However, another
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1 Two small knobs at 7S were observed in two of the 31 plants analyzed of this teosinte.

explanation exists: knobs in position 4S1 have not

been found in maize to date despite the fact that

many plants and collections have been examined

(McClintock et al., 1981; Kato 1976); these knobs have

only been found in Mexican annual teosintes. This

suggests that the knobs observed by Longley may

have come not from maize but rather are strange

remnants from ancestors of this Guatemalan teosinte,

if one accepts the phyllogenetic scheme of Kato and

López (1990), in which the members of the Zea genus

are a result of diversification from a common

ancestor that possessed both terminal and

intercalated knobs in a polymorphic condition.

The observations of Ting (1958) are frequently cited

as evidence of introgression from maize to teosinte of

Huehuetenango, Guatemala. In F1 plants derived

from crosses between Huixtla teosinte and maize

lacking chromosomal knobs (Wilbur’s flint and Conn.

P39),  six intercalated and two terminal knobs were

found. However, none of the terminal knobs are

typical of this teosinte, which casts doubt on this

information as evidence of introgression.

In isoenzyme studies in perennial and Guatemalan

teosintes, Doebley et al. (1984) found several Z.

luxurians plants that contained the Glu 1-7 allele,

which is frequent in maize but not known in these

teosintes. They also found two alleles (Enp 1-8 and

Pgd 1-3.8) in a Z. diploperennis plant that are

frequently present in maize but were unknown in

this teosinte, citing both cases as evidence for the

transfer of alleles from maize through introgression.

Introgression between maize and
mexican annual teosinte

The preceding section mentions 13 knob positions in

Mexican annual teosinte that have not been found in

maize as evidence of a lack of introgression. But the

fact that these two types of plants share knobs in 21

additional positions complicates any analysis of

introgression.

The comparative analysis of knob frequencies in

positions 4S2, 5S1, and 7S for maize and Mexican

annual teosinte populations from different regions of

Mexico is highly illustrative. Knobs at these positions

have been observed at a fairly high frequency in

chromosomes of teosinte from the Chalco-

Amecameca region, southeastern Mexico state,

whereas in analyses of maize from the same region

they are absent (Figure 2). This led Kato (1976, 1984)

to conclude that introgression between maize and

teosinte of Chalco-Amecameca did not occur, despite

this being one of the regions where spontaneous

crossing produces fertile hybrids year after year at

counts of 5 to 9% in different fields (Wilkes 1967).

On the other hand, maize in the Oaxaca-Chiapas

region of southern Mexico, especially race Zapalote

Chico, possesses knobs at 4S2, 5S1 and 7S at a high

relative frequency similar to that of teosinte from

Chalco-Amecameca and almost absent1 in teosinte

recently discovered in San Salvador, Juchatengo,

Oaxaca (Wilkes 1986) (Figure 2). Other maize races of

this region, such as Zapalote Grande and Bolita,

possess these knobs at a lower frequency than

Zapalote Chico. In this case, the logical interpretation

is that the knobs in maize do not come from teosinte

through introgression. On the other hand, the small

knobs observed at 7S in the teosinte plants could be

the result of maize introgression to teosinte. (This will

be discussed below in greater depth.)

Teosintes of the Rio Balsas Basin (including those of

Jalisco, which are morphologically similar to Balsas

teosinte) possess knobs at 4S2, 5S1, and 7S, but at

highly variable frequencies in the four subregions

considered. Knobs at 4S2 are found at a relatively
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Figure 2. Frequency distribution of large (L), medium (M) and small (S) knobs, as well as
absence of knobs (O) at positions 4S 2, 5S1 and 7S in Chalco-Amecameca and
Oaxaca-Chiapas teosinte and maize.
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high frequency in teosinte from Jalisco, northern

Guerrero, and Mazatlán, Guerrero, but at a very low

frequency in teosinte from eastern Michoacán and

southwestern Mexico state. Knobs were present in

position 5S1 at very low frequencies in teosinte from

all four subregions, and at at a relatively high

frequency in 7S in teosinte from Jalisco, eastern

Michoacán, southwestern Mexico state, and northern

Guerrero, but at a very low frequency in plants from

Mazatlán, Guerrero. In contrast, these knobs are not

found or are present at a very low frequency in maize

of this part of the Balsas Basin (Fig. 3), which would

suggest that the knobs were transferred from teosinte

to maize by introgression. This contradicts the

situation in the Chalco-Amecameca region for the

same knobs where, despite field observations of

frequent maize-teosinte hybrids (Wilkes 1967) the

data indicate no introgression. In contrast, the Balsas

type teosinte (Z. mays ssp. parviglumis) infrequently

crosses with maize, according to Wilkes, yet it

appears that these knobs were indeed transferred

from teosinte to maize. If this is correct, then it might

be thought that knobs in the same positions acquire

different adaptive values in populations from

different environments, so that in some places

introgression is possible because a given knob may

adapt itself to the genetic and ecological environment

to which it is transferred and be maintained in the

new population.

Using Kato’s (1976) data on chromosomal knobs,

Smith and Goodman (1981) compared knob

frequencies of sympatric and allopatric maize and

teosinte populations, analyzing each position and

interpreting the differences in terms of introgression,

selection, differentiation and ancestral similarities or

differences. One of their conclusions is that

introgressions exist for more knob positions in

teosinte of northern Guerrero than for that of Chalco,

where the differences between maize and teosinte are

better explained in terms of selection, local

differentiation and ancestral differences.
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Figure 3. Frequency distribution of large (L), medium (M) and small (S) knobs and absence of knobs (O)
at positions 4S 2, 5S1 and 7S in teosinte and maize from Jalisco, eastern Michoacán-
southwestern Mexico state, northern Guerrero and Mazatlán, Guerrero.
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There is another interpretation for the presence of

knobs at positions 4S2, 5S1 and 7S in Balsas maize. As

described in preceding paragraphs, these knobs are

found at a high frequency in the Zapalotes of Oaxaca-

Chiapas and at a low frequency throughout the

Pacific coastal belt to northwestern Mexico, as well as

in certain parts of Central America. This distribution

pattern led Kato (1984), McClintock (1978), and

McClintock et al. (1981) to posit the Oaxaca-Chiapas

region as a center of domestication for a primitive

maize (currently represented by Zapalote varieties)

that possessed these knobs and was dispersed by

way of human migration to the above-mentioned

territories. Therefore, the existence of these knobs at a

low frequency in the Balsas region is the result of the

influence of this primitive maize and not necessarily

of teosinte introgression. In any case, this does not

preclude the possibility that certain knobs in Balsas

maize come from teosinte.

The presence of 7S knobs in some Oaxaca teosinte

and much of the Zapalote Chico maize does not

necessarily indicate their introgression from maize to

teosinte. Knobs at 4S2, 5S1 and 7S are also found at a

very low frequency in teosinte of different Balsas

subregions: 4S2 in plants of eastern Michoacán-

southwestern Mexico state; 5S1 in the four

subregions; and 7S in Mazatlán, central Guerrero

(Figure 3). The causes for these knobs appearing at

low frequencies in teosinte of these subregions could

also be the same causes that have determined that the

knobs at 7S in the teosinte of Oaxaca are maintained

at a low frequency and those at 4S2 and 5S1 are

absent.

As for isoenzymatic studies, it has been found that

some alleles, such as Glu 1-8 and Enp 1-14, exhibit

evidence of introgression at a low frequency from

teosinte to maize in the Mexican central plateau. On

the other hand, the isoenzymatic structure of maize

and teosinte in the Balsas basin has turned out to be

so similar that it has no use in analyses of

introgression (Doebley et al. 1984, 1987).

Adaptive value of
chromosomal knobs

Analyzing in greater detail the data on chromosomal

knobs in other positions — that is, excluding those

already described in the preceding section (4S2, 5S1
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Table 1. Overall frequencies (%) of knobs in different positions in maize (MZ) and teosinte (TC) populations
from the Chalco-Amecameca region in southeastern Mexico state.

Knob position and plant type

Subregion 1S 2 1L1 2S1 2L1 3S1 3L1 4L1 5L1 6L1

MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC

Federal District - 71.4 - 85.7 - 76.2 - 80.9 - 23.8 - 80.9 - 95.2 - 83.3
Chalco-Zoquiapan 35.5 71.7 7.6 84.8 56.7 80.4 20.1 91.3 5.7 10.9 68.2 82.6 77.9 91.3 91.3 84.7 28.8 91.3
Temamatla-Tlalmanalco 31.8 75.0 4.6 80.4 38.6 66.1 31.8 85.6 9.1 8.9 34.0 96.4 63.6 83.9 70.4 89.3 29.5 83.9
Juchitepec-Tepetlixpa 11.4 81.8 9.5 95.4 28.9 63.6 4.3 72.7 8.8 9.1 36.0 86.3 38.5 90.9 54.3 90.9 17.5 72.7

Knob position and plant type

Subregion 6L 2 6L3 7L1 8L1 8L2 9S 9L2 10L1 10L2

MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC

Federal District - 26.2 - 16.7 - 83.3 - 80.9 - 11.9 - 69.9 - 0.0 - 0.0 - 26.2
Chalco-Zoquiapan 3.8 19.5 11.5 10.9 79.8 91.2 57.6 82.6 0.2 0.2 74.0 67.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 21.7
Temamatla-Tlalmanalco 4.5 12.5 11.3 10.7 63.6 96.4 38.6 89.3 0.0 0.5 54.5 60.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.3 2.3 12.5
Juchitepec-Tepetlixpa 0.9 18.2 6.1 9.1 35.0 90.9 31.5 72.7 0.2 0.0 24.6 45.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.9 0.0

Source: Kato 1976, McClintock et al., 1981, and other unpublished sources.

and 7S) — the following was found regarding maize

and teosinte from the Chalco-Amecameca region. As

may be seen in Table 1 and Figure 4, teosinte from all

four four subregions maintains a high frequency of

knobs. In contrast, in the vast majority of knob

positions there is a clear tendency for frequencies to

diminish from north to south — from Chalco-

Zoquiapan to Juchitepec-Tepetlixpa, passing through

Temamatla-Tlalmanalco. This suggests that selection,

both natural as well as artificial, acts indirectly on the

chromosomal knobs of the populations of these

subregions. At the same time, natural selection in

teosinte tends to favor the permanence of knobs at a

high frequency in populations of the entire region.

The preceding seems to indicate that selection acts

independently on maize and teosinte populations

and indirectly on chromosomal knobs, due to the fact

that they may acquire different adaptive values in the

two types of plants.

As in cases of knobs at positions 4S2, 5S1 and 7S in

maize and teosinte of the Balsas basin, the

frequencies of knobs at each one of the positions is

highly variable between regions, displaying no

clearly defined relationship between frequencies for

populations of the two plants (Table 2). The

explanation for this is the same as that for maize and

teosinte of the Chalco-Amecameca region.

On the other hand, knobs at the 7S position are found

at low frequencies in both maize and teosinte from

Mazatlán, Guerrero, suggesting the improbability of

introgression in either direction between teosinte and

maize (Fig. 3). Rather, this situation seems to be the

result of natural selection in teosinte and natural and

artificial selection in maize, as a response to the

adaptive values displayed by these knobs, the genetic

conditions of populations, and the ecological

conditions of the location.

There are knobs in teosinte at the 10L1 position which

do not appear in maize (Tables 1 and 2). In all annual

teosintes of Mexico, the average frequency of these

knobs is 11.9%, with a variation ranging from its

absence in Nobogame, Chihuahua, teosintes, through

frequencies of 12.9% in Jalisco and Oaxaca teosintes,
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Figure 4. Frequency distribution of knobs at positions 1S 2 and 2L 1 in Chalco-Amecameca teosinte and
maize.
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to 54.2% in those of Durango. On the other hand,

these knobs have been found in maize varieties of

Oaxaca, Chiapas and Guatemala at respective

frequencies of only 3.5, 3.7 and 3.6%, and at even

lower frequencies in maize of other Central American

countries (Kato 1976; McClintock et al. 1981). The

preceding suggests an absence of introgression

between maize and teosinte, and that the variation in

knob frequencies among populations of different

regions — especially for teosinte — is due to the

differential action of selection on knobs with different

adaptive values.
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Table 2. Overall frequencies (%) of knobs in different positions in maize (MZ) and teosinte (TC) populations
from the Rio Balsas Basin, Mexico.

Knob position and plant type

Subregion 1S 2 1L1 2S1 2L1 3S1 3L1 4L1 5L1 6L1

MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC

Jalisco-Nayarit 71.3 95.2 8.3 40.3 45.3 41.9 69.4 88.7 5.3 43.5 76.8 8.0 90.0 98.3 91.9 95.1 10.7 0.0
E. Mich.-SO. Méx. 35.2 56.1 13.6 8.8 31.0 42.1 34.2 34.1 8.6 20.1 39.7 21.0 61.4 67.5 66.3 72.8 11.9 4.3
N. Guerrero 53.5 66.7 1.8 19.8 15.4 57.9 47.2 65.1 0.0 54.7 42.0 34.1 86.3 80.1 88.3 90.4 0.9 0.0
Mazatlán, Gro. 50.0 21.1 0.7 28.8 11.0 71.1 53.6 30.8 0.0 36.5 31.6 13.4 84.5 36.5 86.8 73.0 1.5 1.9

Knob position and plant type

Subregion 6L 2 6L3 7L1 8L1 8L2 9S 9L2 10L1 10L2

MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC MZ TC

Jalisco-Nayarit 49.1 100.0 40.1 87.1 90.2 62.9 81.7 58.0 39.1 75.8 75.9 100.0 9.8 43.5 0.0 0.4 4.4 1.6
E. Mich.-SO. Méx 17.3 44.7 26.6 50.0 57.0 44.7 46.7 47.4 3.2 47.4 39.7 74.5 7.6 10.4 0.0 12.9 13.5 2.6
N. Guerrero 24.5 64.2 41.7 73.7 80.3 64.2 57.1 80.9 22.3 43.7 66.0 79.3 7.2 15.8 0.0 5.2 1.8 9.4
Mazatlán, Gro 28.0 40.4 43.3 84.6 66.8 86.2 35.2 67.2 13.2 28.8 75.0 69.1 2.2 3.8 0.0 3.2 1.5 0.0

Source: Kato 1976, McClintock et al. 1981, and unpublished sources.

General discussion

A new analysis based on chromosome knob data

from Kato (1976), McClintock et al. (1981), and some

unpublished sources described in the preceding

sections, shows that there are many knobs that offer

no evidence of transfer through maize-teosinte

introgression in either direction. Evidence for other

knobs suggests that introgression from teosinte to

maize occurs in some regions but not others. There

are also cases that seem to indicate a transfer of knobs

from maize to teosinte. In all cases of possible

introgression, alternative interpretations may be

found based on selection, migration, and ancestry.

These explanations, though, are not exclusive.

Therefore, based on current information, it is not

possible to determine with certainty whether

introgression has occurred and continues to occur, or

whether differences are due to other causes.

Certain isoenzyme data also provide evidence of

introgression from maize to Z. mays ssp. luxurians

and to Z. mays ssp. diploperennis, as well as from

annual Mexican plateau teosinte (Z. mays ssp.

mexicana) to maize (Doebley 1990; Doebley et al. 1984,

1987). Nevertheless, Doebley (1990) mentions “...there

are problems in documenting the occurrence of

introgression. Whenever sympatric populations of

crops and their wild relatives show a similar trait,

there will be several possible explanations: (1)

retention of an ancestral trait, (2) convergent or

parallel evolution, and (3) introgression.” A similar

statement by Smith and Goodman (1981) says:

“Attempts to estimate levels of gene flow and the

extent of genetic erosion will have limitations,

regardless of the character used, since it is impossible

to demarcate clearly the contributions of ancestry,

selection and gene flow.” Therefore, regarding data

on knobs and isoenzymes, introgression is just one

possibility among several interpretations that may be

given for their differing frequencies among maize

and teosinte populations, and evidence of

introgression between maize and teosinte is

circumstantial and insignificant as valid proof.

As for morphological traits, such as leaf sheath

coloring and pubescence, size of grain (or the rachis

segment that contains the caryopsis in teosinte) and

so forth — sometimes considered as evidence of

introgression between maize and teosinte — Doebley
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(1984) has demonstrated that this information does

not necessarily indicate introgression, but may also

be explained in terms of converging or parallel

evolution, based on ecological principles.

About 20 years ago, Kato (1976) proposed the idea

that knobs may exhibit different adaptive values

based on differences in the regional distribution of

frequencies, both in maize and teosinte. Several cases

in this paper support this conclusion. How is it that

knobs may confer different adaptive values? The

explanation posited by Kato (1976) is the following:

in heterochromatin, one component of the knobs,

recombination between homologs does not occur;

moreover, given that the heterochromatin is added

material in the chromosomes, pairing off in knob

segments may be irregular, which would lead to a

reduction or elimination of recombination in adjacent

segments, so that genes in those segments would

tend to form “supergenes” (i.e., a group of coadapted

genes inherited as a unit). This is situation similar to

what occurs in inversions in Drosophila (Dobzhansky

1970). The allelic combinations in the supergenes

would confer different adaptive values. If this is

correct, then by selection in different populations in

different environments, diverse combinations of

knobs at varied frequencies may be maintained. This

may also explain apparent signs of introgression in

the case of a given knob in a specific position in

sympatric populations of one region, whereas in

other regions there is no evidence of introgression.

The above discussions support the possibility that

low frequency introgression occurs between maize

and teosinte, though the circumstantial nature of the

evidence means that introgression is not

unequivocally proven. Further studies of the

following types would help arrive at definitive

conclusions: 1) analyses under controlled conditions

using cytological, morphological, and molecular

markers on maize x teosinte hybrids, backcrosses,

and diverse selections, especially where maize and

teosinte coexist; 2) ethnobotanical studies on the

relationship man-maize-teosinte; and 3) a

combination of 1 and 2.

Considering the ambiguity of maize-teosinte

relationships, it is not possible to know whether

introducing transgenic maize varieties in areas where

teosinte exists will result in the introgression of

transgenes or to what extent transference may occur.

Furthermore, based on existing information it is

impossible to predict the effects — favorable or

otherwise — that the transfer of transgenes would

have. For now, and until we have a clearer

understanding of maize-teosinte introgression, such

transfers must be considered possible and the

associated risks must be assessed.
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Discussion
J. Kermicle and T.A. Kato Y.
Presentations

D. Louette:
I would like to know how chromosomal knobs are
formed and if they are stable in a population from
one generation to another.

A. Kato:
We do not know the origin of chromosomal knobs.
Nor do we know when this occurred, and why
variation exists in tiny, medium, large and very large
sizes. What we do know is that the chromosomal
knob is heterochromatin and that as such it is
composed of repetitive short segments of DNA of
approximately 200 base pairs, which are so short that
these sequences are not transcribed nor translated
into proteins. What is curious is that the sequence of
these segments is different between different types of
heterochromatin. For example, heterochromatin next
to centromeres is different. In B chromosomes,
heterochromatin in the long arm is different from the
heterochromatin next to the centromere; there is this
difference, but we don’t know how it occurred.

On the other hand, we suppose that these
chromosomal knobs are highly stable, from an
evolutionary point of view, because it has been
observed that geographical and racial distributions of
chromosomal knobs are differential. That is to say,
certain knobs are distributed in maize along the
Pacific and not in other places. If the knobs were not
stable, we would find them distributed randomly.

R. Ortega-Pazcka:
Much has been said about teosinte and maize, but
very little has been said about the crosses between
them, perhaps because fewer studies are available.
On this issue, we know that generally when there are
two populations or species that are crossed, the
hybrids require intermediary conditions. Because
these intermediary conditions generally do not exist,
then the result, after a characteristic process, is
introgression. Considering then that there are few

studies, I would like to ask you, having worked on
this, 1) what are the requirements or conditions for
survival of maize and teosinte hybrids? 2) what
disadvantages do hybrids have in relation to the two
progenitor subspecies, given that intermediary
conditions do not exist? and 3) what is the attitude of
producers with respect to hybrids, since it seems that
most farmers destroy these populations.

A. Kato:
Teosinte is maintained because it can naturally
disperse seeds. Maize is entirely different, in that it
depends on human activity. The maize x teosinte F1,
which is the best known, does not have the capacity
for dispersion. If the seeds do not fall to the ground
before harvest, then they are harvested together as a
maize cob. If they fall to the ground and germinate,
there could be considerable competition between the
40 or 50 plants that come out in a location. So
elimination by competition between them occurs.

As for selection by farmers, I think that it is very
difficult to select these little cobs, even if the are
harvested. Nonetheless, there are reports that some
farmers do harvest them. In the Manantlán region
they harvest and plant them so that there are
crossings; that is, they try to control hybridization for
2 or 3 years until the hybrid becomes maize, based on
what they say, and then they mix the seed with
common maize. In this case, it may be deduced that
selection does occur.

We also know that the grain produced in the corn cob
by the fertilization of a teosinte pollen grain is smaller
in size. If there are several small grains in one cob, the
product of hybridization with teosinte, then the
farmer inadvertently may select that cob with some
hybrid seeds and provide a greater opportunity for
introgression. I think that it is here where
ethnobotanical information is lacking.

Finally, I believe that information and evidence on
maize-teosinte introgression is circumstantial and
indirect, and therefore is not conclusive.
Consequently, I think that we need to do more
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experimental work. Using materials from places
where the possibility of introgression exists and
analyzing them by means of cytogenetic and
molecular markers such as chromosomal knobs,
isoenzymes and RLFPs. In parallel form,
ethnobotanical studies could be carried out to
combine the two types of studies. I think that this is
what is needed.

M. Goodman:
How many gametophyte alleles are there in total in
maize?

J. Kermicle:
The total was run up to 8 or 10. Then, people sort of
quit keeping track, and disappointingly, they quit
keeping their stocks. So, the available stocks are the
series ga1 and ga2.

G. Wilkes:
Some of the popcorns in times past were more
common in the germplasm here in Mexico. And
things like Rocamex, which was introduced 40 years
ago, have displaced some of these popcorn strong
gas. So, there has been a change in the relationship
between corn and teosinte in the last 40 years.
Interestingly, you can go teosinte to corn and there is
no problem, but you can’t go corn to teosinte as
easily, in most cases. And this, interestingly, is
exactly what you would have hypothesized, if
teosinte were an established wild population and
corn came into its territory, and to keep the
disarticulating rachis in the wild genes, it developed
the sterility system, not corn.

J. Kermicle:
And what keeps the flow from going in the other
direction?

G. Wilkes:
Selection.

J. Kermicle:
On who’s part?

G. Wilkes:
The cultivator.

J. Kermicle:
So, they rogue the seed they plant. Would they rogue
out the hybrid? That would be the other aspect of a
sort of 1-2 punch that would make for bilateral
incompatibility. I was interested in your earlier
comment, because I am unaware of a barrier between
Guatamalan and Mexicana...

G. Wilkes:
This work has been done in Argentina and Brasil.

J. Kermicle:
Is this bi-directional?

G. Wilkes:
My memory doesn’t tell me who the female was. I
know one investigator who did about 5,000 distinct
pollinations — 2 years of work!

J. Kermicle:
We had no difficulty pollinating luxurians material
with our form of dent lines.

G. Wilkes:
You didn’t do the reverse?

J. Kermicle:
No. We wanted to extract cytoplasms.
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Figure 1. Location of Manantlán Sierra Biosphere Reserve
(RBSM) and the Cuzalapa watershed.
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Introduction

The results herein are intended to contribute to

discussions on the risk of transgenic varieties to the

genetic structure of teosinte populations and

landraces in Mexico. The study presented is part of

research in Mexico on the conservation in situ of local

varieties of cultivated plants (Louette 1994). This

report attempts to describe the mechanisms that

underlie the structure and dynamics of diversity in a

traditional agrosystem by characterizing the diversity

of maize varieties cultivated, traditional management

practices, and their effects on genetic structure.

A transgenic variety will affect the genetic structure

of landraces to the extent that is grown near the

landraces and there are favorable conditions for gene

flow between the two materials. Our data allow us to

specify, on one hand, the degree to

which a traditional agricultural system

follows a strict model of endogenous

conservation of its genetic material;

that is to say, to what extent it is open

to the sowing of alien varieties. Based

on these data, the frequency of seed

exchange between a community and

other regions is estimated, indicating

the relative probability of easily

introducing a variety developed in one

region to regions considered isolated.

On the other hand, the data also

provide evidence of the importance of

gene flow between varieties,

indicating to what extent traditional systems

encourage or restrict this flow, and therefore to what

extent a variety introduced may have an effect on the

genetic structure of landraces.

The setting

The work was carried out at the Manantlán Sierra

Biosphere Reserve in western Mexico at the border of

Colima and Jalisco states (Fig. 1). The Reserve was

established in part for conservation in situ of genetic

resources of the Zea genus (Benz and Jardel 1990).

The choice of the location — the Pacific coast of

Mexico — is due to its being considered an area

where maize probably originated (Benz and Iltis

1992); to the presence of several teosinte species, such

as Zea mays spp. parviglumis (Iltis, Doebley) and Zea

diploperennis (Iltis, Doebley, Guzmán) (Guzmán 1985);
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to the primitive character of the maize races planted

(Benz, in press; Wellhausen et al. 1952); to the

sympatric relationship between teosinte and maize

(Benz et al. 1990); and to the suitability of the Reserve

for the conservation of genetic resources.

The work was carried out in the indigenous

community of Cuzalapa, to the south of the Reserve

(Fig. 1). The community covers approximately 24,000

ha of land of irregular topography, isolated from

large urban centers. The agricultural zone is situated

at an altitude of 600 m and has warm, subhumid

climate (average annual temperatures above 22°C

and annual precipitation of 1,500 mm, concentrated

in June to October). Maize is the predominant crop,

as throughout the Reserve. There are two sowing

cycles per year. One thousand hectares may be

planted, 600 of which are in an irrigation zone.

Sowing techniques are based on animal traction with

little use of chemical inputs, with the exception of

nitrogen fertilizer. Average annual maize yield is

above 2 t/ha and is destined primarily for family

consumption, with sale or exchange of the surplus.

This community is traditional, based on Toledo’s

(1990) criteria: domination of use value over market

value, mostly family labor and little use of external

inputs, production destined for reproduction of the

system more than for profit, subsistence based on a

combination of practices (agriculture, livestock,

fishing, salaried work, and so forth). This community

may be considered representative of the rural zones

of Mexico that are still not highly integrated into the

market economy, therefore it may be viewed as an

apt indicator.

Varieties sown
and seed exchange

The concept of a “variety”
In this paper, the farmer’s concept of variety is

considered. Variety was defined as the overall group

of seed lots that share the same name and are

considered by farmers as part of the same unit. Thus,

a seed lot is the group of grains of the same type of

maize selected by a farmer for seed, sowed during a

crop cycle and the direct progeny of these seeds.

To provide greater details on this concept, we tried to

define to what extent there was a relationship

between the name given to a seed lot and its

morphological characteristics. For several seed lots of

the five main varieties planted in the zone,

descriptors of plant, tassel, and ear were measured in

an experimental plot (Table 1) for 60 plants and 45

ears per seed lot. The data from 21 plants per lot were

integrated into a discriminant factorial analysis

(DFA) permitting differentiation of the seed lots as a

function of descriptors with the smallest coefficient of

variance [intra-lot variance/variance between lots].

The coordinates of each seed lot were integrated over

the first five axes of the DFA in an ascending

hierarchical classification. The coordinates of a lot

corresponded to the centroid of the 21 plants forming

that lot. The classification was done using the

calculation of the weighted average of the Euclidean

distances between seed lots (Fig. 2).

In this classification the seed lots of the same name

are placed into well defined groups, with the

exception of lot B1 of the Blanco variety. The seed lots

of yellow grain Amarillo Ancho varieties and blue

grain Negro varieties that appear in the same group

would have been differentiated into two groups, if it

had been possible to take grain color into account in

the classification.

Thus, based on the farmers’ concept, a maize variety

(described as a group of seed lots of the same name)

corresponds to a well defined phenotypic unit. The

morphological characteristics of the seed lot are what

determines to which variety it belongs.
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Table 1. Principal characteristics of the 14 varieties studied (measured in experimental plots of at least
60 plants and 40 ears per seed lot).

Variety* FM AMA APL NHO AHO RM HIL ANG ESG POL DOL PMA DMA P1G
(d) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (cm) (g) (cm) (g) (cm) (g)

SHORT SEASON

Blanco (B) 77.3 129 219 5.9 7.9 16.1  8.7 1.13 0.40 19.7 2.1 140 4.0 0.42

Perla (P) 82 144 235 6.1 8.1 16.9  8.7 1.08 0.39 18.7 2.2 128 3.9 0.38
Amarillo Ancho (AA) 82 146 231 6.1 7.9 19.3  9.8 1.00 0.39 19.8 2.2 126 3.9 0.33
Amarillo de Teq. (AT) 82 160 242 6.2 7.8 20.8  9.6 0.99 0.38 17.5 2.1 123 3.9 0.35
Negro (N) 83.2 156 232 6.3 7.9 19.8 10.0 0.97 0.37 18.1 2.2 123 3.9 0.31

Tabloncillo (T) 85 145 230 6.2 7.7 19.2  9.3 0.95 0.33 12.0 1.8 104 3.6 0.29

LONG SEASON

HT47 (HC) 89.5 130 193 6.4 8.9 13.2 15.0 0.82 0.40 30.8 3.0 137 4.5 0.27

Negro (ext) (NX) 91.5 171 232 6.1 8.2 20.5 10.2 1.00 0.38 23.1 2.4 126 4.0 0.31
Híbrido (H) 92 179 254 6.3 8.1 20.4 11.9 0.91 0.37 22.0 2.3 141 4.2 0.30
Amarillo (A) 92 185 261 6.6 8.1 19.8 11.3 0.99 0.38 27.3 2.6 164 4.4 0.36
Enano (E) 92.5 161 231 6.8 8.5 23.2 13.4 0.89 0.40 29.7 2.7 160 4.5 0.31
Guino (G) 92.5 174 249 6.5 8.6 20.0 12.7 0.94 0.36 30.1 2.7 181 4.6 0.34
Chianquiahuitl (C) 93.2 188 260 6.2 7.8 21.5 11.7 0.85 0.34 17.6 2.1 126 3.9 0.27
Enano Gigante (EG) 93.5 185 261 6.6 8.4 20.5 12.4 0.93 0.36 26.2 2.6 158 4.4 0.32

Argentino (AR) 96 195 273 6.5 8.4 22.8 12.6 0.92 0.36 26.2 2.5 158 4.4 0.32

* Local varieties are in boldface type.

DESCRIPTORS MEASURED
Phenology: FM : Male flowering (1991 irrigation cycle).

Plant Descriptors: APL:  Plant height; AMA:  Ear height; DIA:  Stalk diameter; LHO:  Leaf length of upper ear; AHO:  Leaf
width; NHO: Number of leaves above the upper ear.

Tassel Descriptors: ESP:  Tassel length; PED: Tassel peduncle length; RAM:  Length of branched out portion of tassel; RM:
Number of tassel branches (primary, secondary and tertiary).

Ear Descriptors: LMA:  Ear length; PMA;  Ear weight at 15% humidity; DMA:  Ear diameter; POL:  Cob weight; DOL:  Cob
diameter; HIL:  Number of rows; ALG:  Grain height; ANG: Grain width; ESG: Grain thickness; PIG:
Weight of a grain at 15% moisture.

Amarillo and Negro varieties (+ lot B1)
AA1
N2
B1
AA2
AA4
AA3
N3
N1

Variety Blanco (- lot B1)
B4
B6
B2
B3
B5

Variety Chianquiahuitl
C3
C4
C1
C5

Variety Argentino
AR1
AR2
AR3

Figure 2. Intra-varietal morphological variability:
ascending hierarchic classification of
seed lots of five varieties as a function of
phenotype.

Long
season

Short
season

The variable set of varieties planted
Given the preceding definitions and based on a survey

carried out with 39 farmers during 6 crop cycles, we

found 26 different varieties in Cuzalapa (Table 1).

Intervarietal phenotypic variability is significant for

duration of cycle, plant characteristics, and tassel and

ear traits. The majority are white floury grains

essentially destined for human consumption. We also

found one variety of popcorn grain, three blue grain

varieties (the sweeter cobs of which are eaten roasted

or boiled), and three yellow grain varieties of which

are essentially used as animal feed.
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Table 2. Relative importance of different maize varieties grown in Cuzalapa (survey of 39 farmers
over 6 crop cycles).

% area
VARIETY sown to variety % farmers Grain color

Local varieties
White grain varieties

BLANCO 51% 59%  White
CHIANQUIAHUITL 12%  23%  White
Tabloncillo  5% 6%  White
Perla   0.4%  0.02%  White

Colored grain varieties
Amarillo Ancho  8% 23%  Yellow
Negro  3% 34%  Blue

Non-local varieties
Most commonly grown varieties

Argentino (2) 5%  10% White
Enano (2)  3% 12% White
Amarillo (1)  3% 11% Yellow

17 minor varieties
1) Canelo - Ahumado - Blanco (de Tequesquitlán) -  <3%  <4% Mostly

Amarillo (de Tequesquitlán) - Negro Gordo - Guino Gordo - per per white
Guino rosquero - Tuxpeño - Negro (externo) -      variety   variety
Guino (USA) - Cosmeño - Tampiqueño - Tosqueño

2) Híbrido - Híbrido (mejorado) - Enano Gigante
3) HT47

Non-local varieties: 1) local varieties from other regions; 2) advanced generations of improved varieties; 3) first and second generation
of hybrid HT47.

We defined as “local” those varieties which have

been reproduced in the region by at least one

generation of farmers (around 30 years). A variety is

considered non-local when its introduction is more

recent or when it is planted in the zone sporadically.

Using these criteria, we defined a small group of 6

varieties as local (Table 2), of the 26 varieties

reported. These local varieties cover 80% of the

cultivated area and are planted by a high percentage

of farmers. All belong to the Tabloncillo race

characteristic of western Mexico. The variety

Chianquiahuitl was probably introduced 40 years

ago, whereas the origin of the other five is unknown.

(“My grandfather used to plant it,” comment the

farmers, when asked about the origin of these.)

The other 20 varieties are non-local introductions.

The composition of this group varies as a function of

crop cycle: only three have been planted by a

significant percentage of farmers (10 to 12%) for the

last 5 or 6 years, as of our survey, whereas most of the

other 17 varieties are recent introductions or are

cultivated for only for a limited period. Each covers

less than 5% of the area sown.

Fourteen of the introduced varieties are farmer

varieties from other regions, five are advanced

generations of improved, open pollinated varieties,

and one comes from the hybrid HT47. The farmer

varietal introductions form a highly diverse group.

We identified white, yellow (Amarillo de

Tequesquitlán, Amarillo), and blue grain types;

varieties introduced from communities near

Cuzalapa, such as Guino, of US origin (Guino USA);

Tabloncillo varieties; and varieties of races such as

Rosquero (Guino Gordo, Guino Rosquero, Negro

Gordo) introduced from a community in the Reserve

where perennial teosinte Zea diploperennis grows.
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Intensive seed exchange
The introduction of non-local varieties is the result of

farmer exchanges or seed purchases. To analyze seed

exchange in greater detail, we classified 484 seed lots

reported in a survey of 39 farmers during 6 crop

cycles into three categories of origin: 1) farmers’ own

seed (lots selected from a prior harvest); 2) seed

acquired from another farmer in the watershed; and

3) seed introduced from other regions. Of the lots

reported, 52.9% fell into class 1, accounting for 44.5%

of the area planted by the surveyed farmers; 35.7%

were of class 2, a source that accounted for 39.9% of

the area sown; and 11.4% were of class 3 and sown on

the remaining 15.1% of the area (Fig. 3).

There are differences in seed exchange based on type

of variety. The introduction of seed lots was less

important for the main varieties planted (7.9% for

local varieties and 5.3% for the three main non-local

varieties) than for lesser used non-local varieties

(36.4%). The first are widely used by farmers and

seed availability in the watershed is important,

whereas the second type is introduced to be tested.

On the other hand, we observe that the three leading

non-local varieties of longest continuous use in

Cuzalapa are widely sown in the community. These

varieties have proven their productivity in the

conditions of the zone and are exchanged by farmers.

This occurs much less frequently with lesser used

non-local varieties.

These data confirm that significant amounts of

genetic material are introduced from other regions

and attest to the active seed exchange among farmers

in the watershed. The occasional unavailability of

seed, the agricultural calendar, and farmers’ curiosity

are the main factors explaining seed exchanges both

within Cuzalapa and beyond it.

Gene flow

Separation of varieties in space and time
Notwithstanding the preceding discussion, non-local

introductions will affect the genetic structure of local

varieties to the extent that favorable conditions exist

for gene flow between varieties. To determine the

extent to which traditional management creates such

conditions, we studied the location and flowering

date over 3 crop cycles of seed lots grown in 7 plots

less than 200 m apart (the minimum distance for

isolating maize plots [Hainzelin 1988]) and covering

some 10 ha (Fig. 4).

Based on the survey and this monitoring, we

determined that farmers do not try to separate

different varieties nor seed lots produced locally from

non-local introductions. They plant an average 2.5

varieties per crop cycle, all in the same plot (1

through 7), independent of the varieties planted in

contiguous plots and, particularly, of the origin of the

seed lots. In addition, considering the risk of gene

flow between varieties when there is less than a five-

day difference between masculine flowering of one
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Figure 4. Maize varieties sown in seven rural plots (10 ha) in the Cuzalapa watershed over three crop
cycles.
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variety and feminine flowering of another (Basseti

and Westgate 1993), we found a 38% probability of

gene flow in the monitored plots. In 24% of the cases,

different planting dates, according to the farmer, led

to an overlap in the flowering of long and short

season varieties. (Fig. 5 represents the situation

observed during the 1991 irrigated cycle.) However,

overlap in flowering is much more likely among

varieties of similar maturity (65% for late-maturing

varieties and 47% for short-cycle varieties). Thus,

differences in flowering date do not guarantee

reproductive isolation between varieties, in contrast

to physical isolation.

Taking advantage of the xenia color effect of grains

and dominance of blue grain color, we confirmed the

existence of such genetic flows by monitoring the

percentage of blue grains in white or yellow varieties

at harvest in six rural plots planted in areas

contiguous to the blue-grained variety, Negro (Fig. 6).

As indicated by farmers and the literature (Paterniani

and Stort 1974), the contamination of one variety by

another type planted nearby diminishes rapidly

beyond the first three or four border rows and

stabilizes over a great distance, which explains why

farmers believe that contamination between varieties

occurs by means of the roots.

Actual gene flow in Negro maize plots is higher than

that measured, because the plants are not

homozygous for grain color. Nevertheless, the level

of contamination as a function of distance from the

contaminating variety parallels the reported airborne

pollen concentration (Raynor, Ogeden, and Hayes

1972).

We then concluded that farmers did not seek to

isolate different varieties nor seed lots reproduced

locally from non-local ones, and that differences in

flowering date between seed lots was insufficient to

ensure reproductive isolation. This type of

management creates favorable conditions for gene

flow between varieties of any provenance.

The level of gene flow may seem small (1 to 2% on

average between two parcels), but such exchanges

occur in all plots each crop cycle and probably affect

the genetic composition of varieties significantly. The
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genetic makeup of a seed lot is not stable and is

highly influenced by other varieties, among them the

non-local varieties.

Effect of gene flow on diversity
The extent of gene flow may explain the

morphological and genetic continuum that we

bserved aero the four principal local varieties and

the diversity of varieties planted from reduced grain

samples.

Morphological continuum
There is a morphological and gencti..: conUnuum

across the four main local varietips. The continuum,

which .is closely linked to maturity of the vari ties,

begin~ with the short- yc1e variety Blanco, passing

through the intermediate-cycle varieties Amarillo

Aneho and Negro, to the long-cycle Chianquiahlllll.

lllis continuum ie; present both in overall plant traits

and in lassel amI grain characteristics (Table 3). At

the genome level it is manifested as a gradual shift .in

frequencies of different alleles for 4 of 10

polymorphic loci (Fig. 7).

Figure 5. Probable gene flow between maize varieties planted
over 10 hectares during the 1991 irrigation cycle.

Arrow thickness Is a function
of distance (the smaller the
distance, the greater the
likelihood ot contamination) 100m

Genetic markers are considered

neutral; that is, they are

unaffected by selection. TIlUS

the existence of this contimwm

cannot be due to a lose

orreJation between maturity

and the mOlphological

escriptors and genetic

markers fur which the

continuum i' observed.

Assuming there is no

-oincidence, the cont.inuum

could be an illustration of the

potential effect of an

introduced variety on

land races. Chianquiahuitl, at

one end of Ul(;~ continuum, was

introduced 40 years ~go,

whereas the other varieties

have been cultIvated in the

zone for a much shorter tim~.

The continuum obs 'rved

would thus result from the

modification of the

cJlaractcristics of local arieties

with ~he introduction and

frequent cultivation of the
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Loss of alleles
Gene flow among varieties may explain intra-seed-lot

diversity observed in the different varieties in the

zone.

Crossa (1989) and Crossa and Vencovsky (1994)

showed that, in a seed lot formed from the grain of

fewer than 40 ears of an open pollinated population,

alleles present with a frequency of less than 3% may

be lost and heterozygosity reduced by more than 1%,

when there are fewer than 3 alleles per locus.

An average of 32% of the seed lots in the Basin are

constituted by shelling fewer than 40 ears, and

therefore theoretically suffer a fluctuation in diversity

from the loss of rare alleles.

This phenomenon was

similarly identified by

Ollitrault (1987) for millet,

sorghum and rice in West

African countries. In Cuzalapa,

the phenomenon is most

important for varieties of

colored grain type (54.7% of all

varieties in the area), such as

Negro, which are grown in

small plots for private use —

although the phenomenon may

be significant as well for the

principal white grain varieties

(16.4%) (Fig. 8).

introduced variety. The continuum indicates just how

dynamic diversity in the watershed is and how it is

affected by the introduction of non-local varieties,

and would stem both from divergent selection at its

two extremes by farmers — for quality traits such as

grain size (unpublished data) and for local adaptation

(favoring, for instance, the late variety during the

rainy season and the early variety during the

irrigated season) — and from preferential gene flow

between varieties of comparable maturity throughout

the continuum, as we saw earlier.

Gene flow implies that the components of diversity in

the zone are modified by the introduction of new

genetic material.
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Table 3. Phenotypic continuum over four principal local varieties.

Male Number Grain Grain Grain Ear Number
flowering of width thickness weight height of tassel

Variety (d) rows (cm) (cm) (g) (cm) branches

Blanco 77 8.7 1.13 0.4 0.42 129 16.1

Amarillo ancho 82 9.8 1 0.39 0.33 146 19.3

Negro 83 10 0.97 0.37 0.31 156 19.8

Chianquiahuitl 93 11.7 0.85 0.34 0.27 188 21.5
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Figure 8. Size of seed lots planted by 39 farmers
surveyed during 6 crop cycles.
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In isolated conditions, this should lead to a strong

loss of genetic diversity in seed lots of colored-grain

varieties. In fact, although 70% of the seed lots of

Negro are formed with grain from fewer than 40 ears,

the level of genetic diversity of this variety is

comparable to those of varieties, such as Blanco,

whose seed comes from much larger lots (Table 4).

Constant gene flow between seed lots planted in

contiguous areas seemingly replenishes intra-

population polymorphism, and new introductions

serve as “fresh blood” for local types. In this

management system, gene flow between varieties

contributes to the productivity of varieties.

Conclusions
Varieties sown and seed exchange

Seed exchange is intense within the community and

beyond it. Thus, as the set of non-local varieties

changes each cycle, so also the makeup of the set of

varieties planted in the zone varies over time. Dennis

(1987) similarly observed a strong turnover in rice

seed in several communities in Thailand. Farmers are

deeply curious and are open to testing other varieties.
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Table 4. Enzymatic polymorphism parameters for the four principal local varieties (15 loci studied).

Sample Average number Number
size of alleles per of rare alleles %

(number polymorphic locus (< 5% polymorphic Genetic
Variety of kernels) (standard deviation) frequency) loci diversity*

Blanco 42 3.4 (0.7) 2 66.7 0.390

Amarillo Ancho 20 2.9 (0.6) 1 66.7 0.344

Negro 41 3.5 (0.3) 5 66.7 0.380

Chianquiahuitl 32 3.3 (0.3) 3 66.7 0.345

* Number of loci studied (poly- and monomorphic) - ∑ (allelic frequencies)2

Number of loci studied (poly- and monomorphic)

The data also indicate not only the substantial

introduction of non-local varieties, but also that

introductions are integrated into local varieties. Based

on its phenotype, an introduced seed lot may acquire

the name of a local variety and subsequently become

part of it.

Seed exchange causes the composition of the seed lots

forming a variety to change over time. Lots

essentially disappear by not being replanted, whereas

one lot may give rise to several others through seed

exchange and introductions may come to form part of

a local variety. A variety is therefore defined more by

its morphology than by its genetic composition, and

the diversity within a local variety does not arise

solely from local factors, but also from management

in other zones. These results call into question the

concept of “local variety” and the geographic scale it

implies.

The indigenous community of Cuzalapa functions as

an open system from the perspective of material

planted. The traditional management of varieties

does not lead to regional isolation nor isolation

between communities — rather, there is a constant

flow of genetic material among communities over

large areas. The Guino variety (USA) introduced

from the United States furnishes a clear example. We

might think, then, that a landrace variety, an

improved variety, or a transgenic variety can reach

any zone of the country, even the most isolated ones,

such as those where teosinte grows.

Gene flow
The traditional system described appears open to the

introduction of new genetic material. The significant

number of introductions indicates a strong curiosity

on the part of farmers — a trait not unique to the

zone, but indeed an important component in the

traditional management of diversity. To convince

oneself of this, it is enough to observe how world

agriculture resulted from an ancient, constant

evolution that included the dissemination of crops far

from their centers of origin, the adoption and

abandonment of species and varieties, the

differentiation of races and varieties, and the

adaptation of varieties to different agrosystems or

cultivation techniques (Harlan 1975; Haudricourt and

Hedin 1987).

A variety as defined by peasant farmers is an open

genetic system. This idea differs significantly from

the “stable, distinct, and uniform” concept applied

both in crop breeding and in the conservation of

genetic resources. The makeup of a farmer variety

varies over time, both in the seed lots it comprises
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and in its genetic structure. Each lot is subject to a

fluctuation of diversity and to constant gene flow

from other plots. An introduction may thus affect the

genetic diversity of local material, above all if it is

cultivated for several cycles in the zone.

The testing of transgenic varieties may consequently

be carried out with proper isolation measures.

Nevertheless, if seed is removed from these

experiments or if some accidental contamination

occurs and if the introduced gene is favorable and

easily selected by farmers, it may be disseminated

locally through gene flow among varieties and over

long distances through seed exchange, reaching

apparently isolated zones.
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Table 1. Gene flow between adjacent plots with
simultaneous flowering. In this experiment, a
maize variety that contained the su gene was
surrounded by floury Cacahuacintle maize or
blue maize. Location: Chapingo, state of
Mexico, 1992. Adapted from Ortiz Torres (1993).

% cross pollinated
Plot grains

Border rows 10 a 60 %
15 m from borders 2 a 3 %

Table 2. Gene flow between adjacent plots with
simultaneous flowering. In this experiment the
white grain variety VS 450 was surrounded with
the yellow grain variety V523A in a plot 45 m on
each side. Location: Iguala, Guerrero. Adapted
from Murillo Navarrete (1978).

% cross pollinated
Plot materials

Border rows 93 to 100% of ears
Border rows 8 to 23% of kernels

12/14 m from borders 36 to 74% of the ears
12/14 m from borders 0.16 to 0.43% of kernels
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Introduction

Gene flow between landrace populations has not

been fully studied; nevertheless, the work of D.

Louette (this proceedings) and several earlier studies

have demonstrated possible trends in gene flow

between native varieties of maize, by measuring

xenia and comparing the diversity of collections

made in different epochs.

Studies of gene flow between indigenous maize

populations and teosinte populations adjacent to

cultivated fields are scarce. Some comparisons have

been made of maize and teosinte populations based

on frequencies of chromosomal knobs and

isoenzymatic analysis; however, sample sizes have

been very small and the exact field locations of

populations unspecified. Analysis has been based on

the presence of “alleles” along with differences in

relative frequencies (see A. Kato, this proceedings).

Gene Flow Between Improved Maize and
Landraces
More precise studies of gene flow are now possible

with molecular markers; nevertheless, other, existing

information may help to understand gene flow

between “improved” maize and landraces. Tables 1

and 2 summarize results of Ortiz Torres (1993) and

Murillo Navarrete (1978). Using xenia frequency for

traits such as kernel color and endosperm type, both

showed that gene flow between different types of

maize at adjacent edges of neighboring plots is

considerable, if they flower at the same time, even

though there is almost no effective gene flow toward

the center of the plot (around 15 meters from the

pollen source) (Figure 1; Ortiz Torres, 1993). There is

no systematic, exhaustive information regarding the

movement of native, improved, and imported maize

varieties between farmers, communities, or regions,

though oral reports suggest that native maize

populations move within the same region and across

regions. Among traditional farmers, there are

frequent references to a certain loss of productivity in

maize varieties after planting them for several

generations at the same site; to recover productivity,

farmers adopt some of the following strategies:
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Figure 1. “Topological” map showing the reduction in gene flow from outside sources as one moves
toward the center of a maize field. Near the center, gene flow was minimal. Adapted from
Ortiz Torres (1993).
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• They plant their maize at a distance within the

same region and them return to the original site in

the next cycle. This way of renewing seed is

practiced in different regions.

• They seek new seed from recognized sources of

good seed; this is the case of Chalqueño maize,

which is transported by some farmers from

Chalco (state of Mexico) to Ciudad Serdán (state of

Puebla), some 200 kms away (Sánchez, Kato,

Hernández and Castillo; personal

communication), or Cacahuacintle maize, which

from the environs of Toluca may be sown 150 kms

away in the Amecameca region (Ortega and

Castillo, personal communication).

Introgression studies

Information from studies of introgression between

landraces and improved maize varieties or hybrids is

also scarce. By comparing ears from collections he

made in 1971 with those that had been collected in
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1946 by E. Hernandez Xolocotzi in the state of

Chiapas, Ortega Paczka (1973) found that

approximately one-third of the populations of the

Tuxpefio maize race showed intr gression of

improved and hybrid varieties, which represents 20%

of the 382 accessions collected.in 1971. Figure 2 shows

the races thal Ortega Paczka (1973) found in Chiapas

in 1971, while Figures 3 and 4 exhibit materials

derived by farmers based on hybrids and improved

varieties, respectively. By the same token, yield of old

accessions conserved in germplasm banks has been

compared with that of accessions collected in more

recent times (Tables 3 and 4). The results suggest

though not necessarily prove - that the more recent

collections may have historical precedents of

introgression from improved materials. Table 3

summarizes the study of Vega (1973), in which yields

69

of accessions collected during 1940-1950 in the states

of Puebla, Mexico, and Tlaxcala were compared with
•

samples collected in 1971 in the same region. In this

case, the old and :recent collections do not come from

exactly the same I cation, but do pertain to the same

geographical area. On average, more recent

collections yielded 0.7 t/ha more than older ones

(Vega, 1973). In Colombia, Femando Arboleda (Table

4, personal communication) compared a smaller

number of accessions, but the altitudinal range was

broader. In this work, crop yield was compared in the

same farms where accession samples had been

collected 20 or 30 years earlier. Here the yield

differential was 0.6 and 0.7 t/ha. In both studies

(Vega, 1973; Arboleda, personal communication), it

was observed that yield seems to have increased

between 25 and 33% in a period of 20 to 30 years. This

Figure 2. Maize races found In Chiapas in 1971 (Figure 19 from Ortega Paczka, 1973). From left
to right and up to down: Olotillo, Tuxpelio, Vandelio, Tepecintle, Zapalote Grande,
Zapalote Chico, Nal • Tel, Quichelio, Negro de Chimaltenango, 010t6n, Salpor,
Juncana, Tehua, and Argentino.
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Figure 3. Examples of populations derived from hybrid maize varieties by farmers and found in
collections made in Chiapas in 1971. (Figure 22 from Ortega Paczka, 1973).

Figure 4. Examples of populations derived from improved maize varieties obtained by
farmers, found in collections made in Chiapas In 1971. (Figure 23 from Ortega
Paczka, 1973).
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Table 4. Yield comparisons (t/ha) between old and new
collections from the same collection sites.
Medellín, Colombia, 1986-88 (F. Arboleda,
personal communication).

Adaptation (altitude)

Germplasm Low Medium High Average

Original 2.22 2.24 2.47 2.31
Recent collection 2.81 2.95 3.74 3.16
No. of collections 5 2 3
No. of sites

(environments) 13 6 8
LSD (.05) 0.18 0.32 0.25 0.18

Table 3. Yield comparisons between accessions of old and
new germplasm in the Mexican highlands
(adapted from Vega Zaragoza, 1973). Data
obtained at Chapingo, 1971.

State (germplasm No. of Yield Days to
category) entries (t/ha) flowering

Puebla (old) 21 1.8 83
Puebla (new) 110 2.3 81
Mexico (old) 40 1.4 79
Mexico (new) 92 2.1 80
Tlaxcala (old) 4 1.1 76
Tlaxcala (new) 66 2.0 76

leads to the question: why do more recent collections

have a better yield than the original ones? To answer

this question, the following possibilities were

suggested:

1. Continuous selection was practiced by farmers on

their maize populations, while old collections

remain static in germplasm banks.

2. Natural selection has favorably modified

materials collected in more recent times.

3. Introgression of improved and hybrid varieties

occurred in more recent collections.

4. Endogamic depression resulted from frequent

regeneration of the bank collections.

Over the short term, the likelihood of genetic

exchange between maize and teosinte is less than that

of exchanges between improved maize and

landraces, but over the long-term, the possibility of

genetic exchange between maize and teosinte

increases. If transgenic maize is successful in Texas or

California, it is highly probable that the seed will

soon be transported, legally or illegally, to other

places, including Mexico. Though not all transgenic

maize will adapt well to production conditions in

Mexico, eventual cross pollination is almost certain.

Viewpoints

A key question is whether the effect of this gene

exchange is important. It is predictable that natural

gene transfers from improved maize to native maize

or to teosinte will be of minor consequences.

Nevertheless, though researchers generally share this

opinion (Miller, 1995; Berg and Singer, 1995), its

veracity will have to be demonstrated scientifically.

Having said this, it is also true that farmers have

problems which demand immediate solutions. For

example, Mexican maize farmers would welcome a

transgenic plant that possessed resistance to damage

by stored grain insect pests, but no current research

to develop transgenic maize focuses on this serious

problem. If this type of resistance were available,

would any politician elected by farmers, or

agricultural scientist really be inclined to restrict its

use?

The productivity of transgenic maize with resistance

to herbicides, viruses, or even insects would have to

be outstanding for farmers to try and find ways of

overcoming the disadvantages that natural selection

would impose on such plants (and which are

probably inherent to the transgenes).

The introgression to teosinte of transgenes from

currently available transgenic maize is still less

probable. In fact, the main enemies of teosinte are
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human population density and human activities (see

G. Wilkes, this proceedings). The possibility of

today’s transgenic material conferring some

advantage to teosinte is remote, due to probable

natural selection against transgenic materials.

The basic genetic models that describe these

situations are very simple, although much more

complex models exist for analyzing the effects of

transgenic maize or of natural selection. In general,

the results are fairly predictable if reasonable

assumptions are adopted (Table 5). These procedures

were developed in their majority by S. Wright and

J.B.S. Haldane in the 1930s and examples and

references may be found in any quantitative genetics

textbook.

Table 5. Genetic and economic model for the dissemination
of new genetic constructs. A is a new
construct of genetic disadvantage s (due
natural selection effects) and economic
advantage c.

Model Genetic Economic Combined
genotype model model model

AA 1-s 1 1-s
A- 1-s 1 1-s
- - 1 1-c 1-c

Based on outputs from the genetic and economic

model in Table 5, a native maize population would

achieve equilibrium when any of the AA or — alleles

are fixed, depending on the relative size of s and c. In

native populations, c is apt for its small size with

respect to s, so that an a — reversion is probable. In

wild populations such as teosinte, one could infer

that the latter is more likely.
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Discussion
D. Louette and F. Castillo-
González/M.M. Goodman
Presentations

B. Benz:

I think what you are saying is really telling: that is, if

c is relatively small — c has to be small relative to s —

then we are not going to get adoption of these

transgenic plants. But the rural poor in Mexico are

the ones that would have the least risk in planting

something whose potential advantages could be

considerably greater than what exists presently. So

the probability of accepting something that may

produce greatly, increases the probability of

adoption. Look at marijuana cultivation for example.

M. Goodman:

I don’t doubt in any way that all sorts of remote

Mexican farmers are going to grow transgenic crops

and I think they are going to do it whether it is legal

in Mexico or not. The same thing is probably true all

over the world. You have everything from Mexican

migrant labor to Mexican PhD students to

missionaries in the Congo. All of these people think

they are doing good by carrying this material around.

And this has nothing to do with phytosanitary rules

or any of the sorts of things that we like to think

protect us against exactly this sort of thing.

Somehow, regardless of the outcome, the problem

has to be faced and it has to be faced worldwide.

These things are never going to be restricted to a

single country, as much as the companies would like

to restrict them.

N. Ellstrand:

I would like to ask a two-part question about mutants

and their role. First, there is a growing ecological

genetics literature showing that new mutations are

not necessarily disadvantageous. Second, will not the

industries try to ameliorate the effects of any

disadvantages of transgenes anyhow? Because if

plants are weak as you say, it doesn’t help the

industry.

M. Goodman:

I have little doubt that the industry will try their best

to ameliorate any disadvantages that transgenic

plants may have. But keep in mind they will be doing

this in their background and in their material, which

may not transfer well. How successful will they be? I

don’t think even they know, at this point in time.

Because this is still very much experimental, probably

there are no more than 3-to-6 hybrids that are

actually ready to be marketed next year in the United

States. Ciba-Geigy apparently has several, Mycogen

may have one or two. There is a lot of publicity but

not much seed is going to be available. It is going to

be sold in lots of 1 to 3 (one lot of transgenic to three

lots of normal maize) and in quantities too large for

use by small farmers in the United States.

Now, I will answer the other question. Obviously

there is an entire body of literature on the role of

neutral mutation from the Kimura school to the great

deal that has followed since the mid-1960s. However,

these transgenes are not very apt to be neutral in the

sense that they are being inserted, causing a

mutation, and they in themselves are basically

foreign genetic matter which will produce an

essentially antigenic reaction, because all organisms

carry their own restriction enzymes to chop these

things out periodically. As a result, the mechanism

will be a little harder to ameliorate. I think on-going,

basic studies in vectors and promoters will help here

a lot.

If CIMMYT were to suddenly adopt this as a basic

part of their hybrid program, you are talking then

about introducing genes from CIMMYT’s hybrids

into local populations. The fact that 85% of Mexico’s
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land area is planted to non-improved maize suggests

that there are some disadvantages keeping that sort

of material from getting in and taking over. That does

not mean it will not happen, but it is suggested that

the private companies, CIMMYT, and INIFAP have

thus far been remarkably unsuccessful in conquering

85% of the territory. Are these transgenes going to do

much better? I can’t answer that.

G. Wilkes:

I am limited to the academic semester so sometimes I

am here to look at teosinte in December, which is not

the best time. But, you can be in the furthest point in

Mexico from the road and see pickup trucks of

migrant workers who come for Christmas. Those are

the people who are going to carry seed back.

Sometimes there are almost no vehicles except new

vans and pickup trucks with plates from the United

States. But, those are the carriers and they are in the

teosinte district.

M. Goodman:

The Mexican farmers resident in North Carolina

probably know far more about shipping seed

overseas than I do. If they want to get something

back to Mexico, I assure you, they know how to do it.

V. Villalobos:

Could you please elaborate on the stability of

transgenic materials? Are they stable? What you say

is of great importance for this meeting. We have to

discuss this, based on the assumption that, although

there has not been very much field experience with

transgenic materials, when there is an inserted and

expressed gene, the gene will remain permanently.

M. Goodman:

I am not an active worker in this field, I am straight

plant breeder (although I work across the hall from

someone who runs a gene gun, so I keep up with this

sort of thing). It came very much as a surprise to me

that there is an entire group of people who have

devoted their careers to trying to improve the

stability of transgenic plants. We had a McKnight

Symposium in Raleigh last spring which focused

essentially on attempts to stabilize transgenic

constructs. In my naiveté I thought that, well, if you

shoot the callus with a gun and you manage to get

one insert that is fine, and if you get two even better,

and if you get three that is even better and if you get

16 that would be downright wonderful, but it turns

out that is absolutely wrong.

If you achieve one insert, then you have some hope of

stability, but if you get more, somehow they mutually

get together and decide to leave. I don’t know what

the mechanisms for this are and I think there is a lot

of debate over this question. But clearly there are

mechanisms for deleting foreign germplasm and

there is quite a lot of very advanced work, at least in

the United States and Europe, to try to defeat these

mechanisms. But at the moment it is still “shoot and

pray,” as far as those who want to commercialize

these products are concerned.

You insert a gene, you study it, you hope you got it

stable and obviously then the gene has to be

backcrossed into many different lines. Until you

actually go about that backcrossing business you

don’t really know how stable your gene is, because it

can be stable in background A and when it is put into

background B it is excised and you are out of

business. The problem is that this is not immediately

obvious and it can happen to you in succeeding

generations. When you discover in the S6 generation

that suddenly 25% of your plants don’t have the

construct when in the S2 generation a 100% of them

did, you know you’ve got a problem.
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V. Villalobos:

What you say is very important for this meeting. We

have to discuss this assuming that, although there is

not much field experience with transgenics, when

you have a gene already inserted and expressed then

the gene will stay.

M. Goodman:

That was certainly the initial assumption, and I think

for the most part that is still correct. But only for the

most part. Perhaps Dave Hoisington can add more on

that.

G. Carrillo:

How important is the study of genes that could

restrict selective fertilization?

M. Goodman:

Obviously that has a very serious impact on the

probability of transfer of transgenes from maize to

teosinte. It will have some effect on the transfer genes

from transgenic plants to at least some semi-

commercial varieties of white maize in Mexico,

because some white maize, including some of the

hybrids which have came out of Rockefeller-

CIMMYT programs, carry a gametophyte factor

which prevents pollination from other types of maize.

So those may be reasonably important, at least

locally, but I think our knowledge of this will

essentially be on a case-study-by-case-study basis,

deriving from what Dr. Kermicle talked about. It

looks like you can’t make generalizations about the

problem.

R. Martínez-Parra:

M. Goodman mentioned that if there were a

transgenic plant on the market, in one way or

another, producers would bring it. I would like to ask

Dr. Louette if in the course of the survey, she was

able to identify criteria by which producers select

material and introduce it into their plots.

D. Louette:

The principal criterion is visual appearance of the ear.

Most of the time, an ear is taken, for example, when

they are going to harvest with a neighbor or in

another region. The conservation of material occurs if

average production is obtained over several cycles

without problems. If there are any problems, the

introduced variety is dropped from one cycle to the

next.
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Introduction

With few exceptions, field releases of transgenic

plants in Latin America have involved plants

developed outside the region. However the situation

is changing, and plants are now developed in

countries of the region and several research groups

are approaching field testing. Potatoes are one of the

most popular transgenic crops in Latin America, and

more than 10 research groups are active in

developing transgenic varieties. But the biosafety

assessment of these new varieties represents a special

challenge to regulatory authorities, since very little

relevant risk assessment on the release of transgenic

potatoes has been done. In general, most risk

assessments on the release of transgenic potatoes

have been conducted in countries where the

possibilities of gene flow to wild Solanum populations

was virtually non-existent.

Against this backdrop, the Biotechnology Advisory

Commission (BAC) and the Inter-American Institute

for Cooperation in Agriculture (IICA) decided to

organize a workshop to comprehensively review

environmental concerns associated with the release of

transgenic potatoes in their centers of origin. Specific

emphasis was placed on transgenic constructs

developed in Latin America, to assists regulatory

authorities and scientists in the region. Participants

included South American researchers active in

developing transgenic potatoes (including the

International Potato Center, CIP), members of

national biosafety committees, private industry, and

additional resource persons with experience in

releases of transgenic potatoes in the north.

Output and conclusions

Having listened to general presentations and

discussions, workshop participants examined the

issues in greater detail in three groups. Each group

was charged to consider the more important

transgenic traits under research in their country. They

were asked to articulate environmental concerns and

anticipated benefits for a particular transgenic trait

vis-à-vis the stage of crop development (field trial or

commercialization). Results were reported back to a

plenary session (Table 1).

There was a clear consensus that the major efforts in

transgenic potato development are and will be made

in the evolution of plants with increased resistance to

diseases and pests. The traits most analyzed at the

workshop were resistance to insects, bacteria, virus

and fungi. Stress tolerance (in particular to frost) was

also discussed, whereas herbicide resistance and

quality modifications (e.g., altered starch composition

and protein content) were only briefly considered.

In the United States and Europe, the possibility of

gene transfer to interfertile species is virtually non-

existent, due to the lack of wild relatives. In Latin

American centers of origin, there will be gene flow

between commercially grown fertile transgenic
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Table 1. Summary of group discussions on the environmental concerns and potential benefits of
transgenic potatoes. It was assumed that 1) transgenic potatoes will be commercialized in
Latin America and 2) there will be gene flow to interfertile species.

Country Relative benefits/ Level of Recommended control
Traits priority  for  whom 1 concerns 2 actions 2

Resistance to All countries. High to medium benefits. Low to Male sterile lines
virus and bacteria. Lowering of seed cost medium.3 should be used in

Viruses (PVX, PVY, and better seed sanitary centers of Solanum diversity
PLRV); Bacterial conditions. to limit  sexual outcrossing
soft rot and bacterial to  wild relatives6

wilt (Erwinia).
Benefit:  SF>>LF

Resistance to All countries High benefits for Low to Additional research needs
insect pests. Lepidoptera and Diptera environment and medium.4 to be done to determine

(e.g., Potato human health, the impacts of traits with a
Tuber moth). less use of.insecticides. potential to increase fitness,

in order to better evaluate and,
Benefit:  SF = LF where possible, to quantify

environmental risks. Male sterile
lines should be used in centers
of Solanum diversity.

Resistance to All countries. High benefits High in areas See above.
fungi. (Lower use of with wild

Major problem is fungicides) Solanum
late blight populations. 5

(Phytoptera infestans). Benefit:  SF = LF

Tolerance to Frost:: Argentina High benefit. High in areas See above.
abiotic stresses and Andean countries. Especially farmers with wild Solanum
(frost and salt). cultivating on populations. 5

Salt:: Cuba and Peru. marginal land.

Altered starch/ Argentina, Chile, Medium to Low. No specific action
protein quality. Peru and Venezuela. low benefits. was recommended.

Benefit:  LF >>  SF

1 Relative benefit is estimated as low, medium or high. Distinctions between the small-scale farmer (SF) and large-scale farmer (LF) were made,
where possible: = indicates equal benefit; >> indicates greater benefit for the first.

2 The nature of the concerns have been described in this chapter and earlier. The determinations listed here were based on considerations
relating to the commercialization (large scale) of transgenic crop. For field trials, it was thought that environmental concerns could be sufficiently
addressed by appropriate confinement measures.

3 These traits probably confer little additional fitness to the host; resistance genes already present in wild Solanum populations; wild species are
able to flower with bacterial infection.

4 This trait will probably confer little additional fitness to the host. Tolerance in insects to pesticidal proteins may be controlled through agricultural
management practices or, naturally, by the availability of alternative host plants.

5 Possible displacement of wild relatives due to increased fitness of specific Solanum species.
6 The use of male-sterile, transgenic varieties was a general precautionary measure recommended for consideration in all commercial plant lines.

potatoes and the wild Solanum populations.

Therefore, the discussion was not so much concerned

with the containment of transgenes, as with the

possible impact these transgenes would have on the

environment; more specifically, the consequences of

transgene flow in centers of diversity.

There was general agreement that the centers of

diversity are of great value, both locally and

worldwide. Furthermore, participants felt that one

should take all reasonable measures to preserve this

diversity. However, there was no clear consensus

among participants whether the introduction of
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transgenic traits in wild and cultivated potatoes

would erode Solanum diversity by changing growth

patterns and thus displacing the natural population.

Many felt that, in most cases, transgenic potato

varieties would be no different from plants used in

conventional breeding. Others argued that a trait that

drastically increased the fitness (weediness) of plants

would, at least theoretically, pose a threat to Solanum

diversity. In general, there was a feeling that the

available information and current research efforts in

this field, specifically in relation to Latin America, are

inadequate.

Regarding disease resistance traits (insect, bacterial,

virus and fungi resistance), most participants took the

view that the benefits would, in most cases, outweigh

the environmental concerns. It was argued that these

traits already were present in wild populations in

many Latin American regions and that the transgenic

traits are not different from those selected for by

potato breeders for many years. Therefore, the a priori

risks are not different from those associated with

traditionally bred cultivars. Mention was made of the

difficulty of comparing gene flow from transgenic

crops resistant to, for example fungi, with

traditionally bred or naturally occurring varieties.

The reason for this is that a specific phenotype in the

latter category is due to multigenic traits, whereas

transgenic plants of the same phenotype would carry

a single dominant gene. It was observed that

multigenic characteristics are much less efficiently

transferred.

Discussions on specific traits

Virus-resistance was thought to improve the sanitary

conditions for growers and seed producers. Small-

scale farmers would stand to benefit most, through

improved access to certified seed. The genes

encoding for resistance to viruses are already present

in wild species and there is a long experience with

virus resistant potatoes obtained through traditional

breeding. There was a limited discussion on the

possibility of creating new viruses through

recombination and transencapsidation in virus-

resistant transgenic plants. It was recognized that

research is needed to address this possibility. Most of

the participants thought this would not be a major

problem, considering that virus recombination

through this mechanism already frequently occurs in

nature. Therefore, no additional precautions in

comparison to neutral genes were thought necessary.

Transgenic plants coding for resistance to bacteria

were also seen as beneficial for the same reasons as

were virus resistant plants. It was pointed out that

there are already genes encoding for bacteria

resistance in the wild plant population. In addition, it

was mentioned that, despite bacterial infection,

plants are still able to flower and spread seeds. The

infection affects tuber quality but not reproduction.

Therefore bacterial resistance was not considered to

be a trait that would dramatically increase the

fitness/weediness of potato plants.

Resistance to insects is relevant for crops in most

Latin American countries. The ratio of benefits-

versus-environmental concerns was high, due to the

negative effects of insecticides on the environment

and human health. Economically, large-scale farmers

who spend considerable money on insecticides

would probably benefit more than small-scale

farmers. Many felt that there was little information

available on the impact of transgenes conferring

insect-resistance in centers of Solanum diversity. Some

argued that insect pests are not the major biotic stress

on Solanum populations and therefore the presence of

resistance genes would not increase their fitness

dramatically. As regards to disruptive ecological

effects, it was mentioned that most insects have

alternative hosts, decreasing the potential for insects

populations to develop tolerance to transgene
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products such as the Bt toxin. It was suggested that

this trait would be suitable for a study on the effect of

gene flow on selective advantage and disruptive

ecological effects. In this regard a study of the

possible disruptive ecological effects in different

ecosystems (Andean region, tropical and subtropical)

following a spray of Bacillus thuringiensis was

suggested.

Of the fungi resistant traits, resistance to late blight

(Phytoptera infestans) received most discussion.

Participants agreed that transgenic potato plants

resistant to late blight would be highly beneficial for

Latin America, increasing productivity and a

reducing the need for fungicides. Both large- and

small-scale farmers would benefit. There are already

species in the wild Solanum gene pool that are

resistant to late blight, so transfer of resistance genes

would not dramatically affect the wild populations.

However, some participants argued that resistance to

late blight may lead to an increase in fitness and that

gene flow of this trait to wild relatives could change

their growing pattern from non-weedy to weedy,

possibly affecting Solanum diversity. Conversely, it

was argued that wild Solanum populations were not

under high selective pressure by late blight, as

compared to cultivated varieties. This was due to

unfavorable growing conditions for late blight

(wrong temperatures, humidity, etc.) or to natural

resistance in wild Solanum species. Consequently, it

was argued that transferring genes that confer

resistance to late blight would not have a major

impact on the growing pattern of wild Solanum

populations. The Toluca valley, Mexico, an area with

high Solanum diversity and late blight pressure,

would make a good research site for this issue. In the

population there are S. demissium species naturally

resistant to late blight and a study on their

competitive advantage and impact on diversity was

advocated.

Frost tolerance was much discussed as an example of

an abiotic stress tolerance trait. It was agreed that

frost tolerant plants would be beneficial in Andean

regions and in southern Argentina, increasing

productivity and improving tuber quality. Naturally

occurring frost tolerance is a result of high alkaloid

levels and is under multigenic control. It was argued

that this is an example where transfer of natural

tolerance is more difficult than transfer of a single

dominant gene encoding for a single protein

conferring frost tolerance. When discussing

environmental concerns it was argued that a frost-

tolerance trait, if spread to wild relatives, could

possibly enhance fitness and subsequently

weediness. However, frost tolerant transgenic

varieties would mainly be used at altitudes where the

flora is already tolerant to frost and therefore the trait

would not confer any selective advantage via

introgression to wild relatives. On the other hand, it

was argued that if the frost-tolerant genes are

established in weedy populations growing at lower

altitudes these could spread to higher altitudes,

possibly eroding wild Solanum diversity. Participants

noted that conventionally bred varieties resistant to

frost are being used in the region without any

noticeable effects on the environment. Therefore,

further studies on improved fitness following transfer

of the tolerance gene(s) was recommended. The

experimental work should include the transfer of

genes coding for frost tolerance to varieties that are

already frost tolerant, as well as those that are frost

sensitive.

Traits which modify starch quality, protein content

and dry matter of potatoes were considered to have

negligible environmental impacts. None of these

traits were considered to be of major importance in

the development of transgenic potatoes in Latin-

American at the present time.
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For some of the above traits there were

environmental concerns that could not be answered

with present knowledge. For example, no one at the

meeting was aware of any environmental impact

study on the release of a transgene (via gene flow to

wild relatives) that demonstrated an increased

fitness/weediness of plants. Therefore studies with

transgenes(traits) that confer a predictable increase of

fitness were strongly recommended. A suggestion

was made to investigate the extent to which

particular diseases and pests affect wild Solanum

populations. Participants argued that the whole

world benefits from the utilization of wild relatives

from the centers of origin and there is an

international concern in keeping this biodiversity.

Therefore, studies on the impact of the use of

transgenes in these environment should be an

international responsibility. This is particularly

important at a time when Latin American

governments are less and less able to support these

kind of studies and the widespread use of transgenic

plants will be difficult to control. However, the

perceived risks should not be an impediment for

transgenic potato research or small, restricted field

trials where risks can be effectively managed.

Conclusion

Countries will make decisions about whether or not

introduce transgenic plants based on their needs. The

view taken by many at the workshop was that it is a

matter of balancing the environmental concerns with

the potential benefits. The benefits will in many cases

outweigh the perceived risks. However, in several

cases more information is needed on the

environmental impacts of certain transgenic traits in

specific regions of Latin America.
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Introduction

Natural hybridization between crops and their wild

relatives has two potential, harmful consequences.

The first potential problem is the transfer of crop

alleles “to weedy species to create a more persistent

weed” (Goodman and Newell 1985). While some

crop alleles may pose a cost in the wild, others may

confer an advantage. The problem is more than

theoretical. Examples of increased weediness

resulting from gene flow from the products of

traditional agriculture to their weedy relatives

include many of the world’s most important crops:

sugar beet (Boudry et al. 1993), pearl millet (Brunken

et al. 1977), rice (Gould 1991), and rye (Sun and Corke

1992). In all cases, weed evolution has had a

substantial cost in terms of increased control efforts.

The other potential problem is extinction of the wild

species. Extinction by hybridization can occur in one

of two ways. “Outbreeding depression” is a drop in

fitness following hybridization (Templeton 1976); the

locally rare species is partially sterilized by mating

with the locally common species. The alternate way is

“swamping,” which occurs when a locally rare

species loses its genetic integrity by assimilation into

the locally common species through repeated bouts

of hybridization and introgression (Ratcliffe 1972).

Both phenomena are frequency-dependent with

positive feedback, such that each succeeding

generation the locally rare species becomes

increasingly rare until extinction occurs (Ellstrand

and Elam 1993). Both can lead to extinction rapidly. If

900 individuals of a locally common species

randomly mate with 100 of the locally rare one,

extinction by either outbreeding depression and/or

swamping can occur in three generations. Again, the

problem is more than theoretical. Gene flow from

crops has been implicated in the extinction of the

wild relatives of several crop species (Kiang et al.

1979; Small 1984). Presently, hybridization with crops

may be contributing to the decline of wild crop

relatives ranging from those of walnut (McGranahan

et al. 1988) to cotton (e.g., Wendel and Percy 1990).

Evaluating the risks
of transgene flow

Just because such events CAN occur, does not mean

they WILL occur. Data can be collected, from

experimental or descriptive studies, and, if available,

from the pre-existing scientific literature to evaluate

how likely and significant the risks of gene flow may

be. Prior reports on the topic outline the evaluation of

multiple risks of transgenic crops or other transgenic

organisms (e.g., Crawley 1990; Rissler and Mellon

1993; USDA Agricultural Biotechnology Research

Advisory Committee, 1995). Below I will specifically

address potential ways to evaluate the risks of gene

flow from a crop to wild species.

Enhanced weediness

The problem of enhanced weediness will depend on

1) whether hybridization can occur, 2) whether the

transgene has an opportunity to persist in the wild,

and 3) whether the transgene confers an advantage to

the weed.
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Obviously, if hybridization does not occur, gene flow

cannot occur. The appropriate way to test whether

hybridization can occur under field conditions is to

create experimental stands of the crop and weed that

simulate agronomic conditions typical of when both

encounter each other. The experimental stands

should represent the range of those conditions. Gene

flow can then be measured by testing the progeny of

the weed for crop-specific, genetically based markers.

Sample sizes must be large enough to detect gene

flow at biologically significant levels, (optimally, an

order of magnitude higher than mutation rates, but at

least sensitive enough to detect hybridization rates of

1%). A number of such studies have been used to

measure weed x crop hybridization rates for a variety

of species, such as radish (Klinger et al. 1991),

sunflower (Arias and Rieseberg 1994), and rice

(Langevin et al. 1990). Hand pollination and embryo

rescue are not appropriate techniques because they

do not simulate natural vectors or natural seed

production.

Interpretation of the data is as important as the data

themselves. Phrases such as “gene flow drops off

rapidly with distance” miss the point, if any

hybridization is detected at distances typical of those

occurring between the crop and the weed. With such

data, the appropriate interpretation is, “The

transgene will move into weedy populations”, and

the appropriate response is to move to the next

question of evaluating the risk.

The next question is, “Will the transgene persist?”

Population genetics predicts that an allele will persist

in a population under pressure from gene flow, even

if the allele is neutral or moderately disadvantageous

(Slatkin 1985). Thus, if hybrids can reproduce and if

the weedy populations are under a rain of constant

gene flow from the crop, the transgene will persist.

Appropriate data on persistence are those that

indicate whether the first generation hybrids will

reproduce under field conditions. Experiments of the

kind described above would show whether hybrids

can pass on their genes to future generations by seed,

pollen, and/or vegetative reproduction. To date, only

a few studies have measured the fitness of weed-crop

hybrids compared to that of their weed progenitors

under field conditions (Klinger and Ellstrand 1994;

Arriola 1995). Unless hybrids are sterile or have a

strong fitness depression, transgenes will persist in

wild populations.

An alternative approach is descriptive population

genetics studies that search for crop-specific genetic

markers in natural populations. These can be used to

determine whether advanced hybridization (that is,

introgression) has occurred in the past and to what

extent. Such studies have already demonstrated

introgression of crop alleles into natural populations

(e.g., Boudry et al. 1993, Brunken et al. 1977, Sun and

Corke 1992; Joergensen and Andersen 1994). These

studies must be conducted at the population level to

assess allele frequencies. Single accessions from each

population cannot provide such data. If crop-specific

alleles occur in significant frequencies (>1%) in

weedy populations near crop plantations, then it is

clear that persistence is likely.

The next question is, “Will the transgene enhance

weediness?” The prior questions could be addressed

without direct consideration of the transgene. Certain

transgene phenotypes (e.g., herbicide tolerance,

disease resistance, insect resistance) will certainly

enhance fitness. Because transgenes may have

unexpected pleiotropic effects on fitness, field fitness

experiments of the kind detailed above could be

conducted on transgenic hybrids to determine the

effects of transgenes. A few experiments of this kind

have been reported, but mostly on transgenic crops

and not on hybrids (e.g., Crawley et al. 1993; Linder

and Schmitt 1995). Again, interpretation of the data is

critical. A fitness boost of 5% would certainly

enhance weediness to the point of economic

significance.
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Extinction by hybridization

The problem of extinction by hybridization will

depend on 1) whether hybridization occurs at a

substantial rate and 2) whether the rare taxon is

locally rare compared to the nearby crop.

As opposed to the problem of enhanced weediness,

the problem of extinction by hybridization depends

on the mating rate between the crop and the wild

species (Ellstrand, unpublished data). Specifically, the

risk decreases radically as interspecies mating rates

decrease from random mating (that is, as assortative

mating increase). The appropriate way to measure

hybridization rates is to create experimental stands of

the crop and rare taxon that simulate the

environmental conditions when both are expected to

co-occur. The experimental stands should represent

the range of those conditions. Gene flow can then be

measured by testing the progeny of the rare taxon for

crop-specific genetically based markers. Sample sizes

must be large enough to detect gene flow at

biologically significant levels, (at least sensitive

enough to detect hybridization rates of 50%). I am not

aware of any experiments involving hybridization

rates for any common x rare combination. However,

the studies listed above measuring weed x crop

hybridization (Klinger et al. 1991, Arias and

Rieseberg 1994, Langevin et al. 1990) are appropriate

models. Again, hand pollination and embryo rescue

are not appropriate techniques because they do not

simulate natural vectors or natural seed production.

The other question is, “Is the rare taxon locally rare

compared to the nearby crop?” The question is

critical because the chance of population extinction is

frequency-dependent. In the case at hand, it increases

as the ratio of the local population size of the rare

taxon over that of the crop (N[wild]/N[crop])

decreases (Ellstrand and Elam 1993). The risk of

extinction by hybridization will occur only when a

previously allopatric rare taxon becomes sympatric or

peripatric with a crop that has an expanded range.

Thus, the taxa at risk are those that are newly

challenged by the presence of a crop relative. Typical

crop plantation sizes can be estimated. The rare taxon

populations can be estimated through direct count

and adjusted if disturbance and fragmentation are

anticipated in the future. These relative numbers,

combined with the hybridization rates from the

above experiments can then be used to develop a

crude estimate of time to extinction.

Conclusions

The risks of transgene flow from crops to wild taxa

are straightforward. Their likelihood and significance

can be estimated by scientifically obtainable data.

While it is never possible to anticipate every

consequence of technology, a prudent set of

scientifically-based regulatory guidelines can halt the

release of transgenic products likely to create

problems while permitting the timely release of

others.
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In my talk today I want to cover several objectives. I

want to give an overview of the experience we have

had in the USA in regulating small-scale field testing

of transgenic crops and in procedures for approving

their widespread use. Then I want to switch gears to

describe a case study of the assessment of such a crop

— a table squash — for unrestricted growing in its

center of diversity, the USA.

Defining terminology

I was comparing notes with Norman Ellstrand earlier

and we were talking about the cultural differences or

perhaps the language differences between scientific

disciplines. I received a graduate degree in plant

pathology then did postgraduate work in molecular

biology, and there was a shift in languages there. I

told him that ecologists and plant pathologists

certainly speak a different language. I have heard a

few others here and I am going to switch to a

language we have not heard at all, either in Spanish

or English: the language that people in regulatory

agencies use. So bear with me in the translation.

Of course coming from the government, part of the

language has to use a series of titles. I am Acting

Director of Biotechnology, Biologics, and

Environmental Protection at the Animal and Plant

Health Inspection Service. That is the approximate

equivalent in the US Department of Agriculture to

Mexico’s General Directorate for Plant Health. We are

responsible for approving permits or notifications (I

will explain the difference) for field releases of

transgenic crops in the US, and then final approval

(for which we have our own regulations) for their

release for wide-scale growing.

US regulatory structure: the
rationale

In the USA, several different agencies are responsible

for animal and plant health, food safety, animal feed

safety, pesticide use and the potential toxicity issues

with pesticidal use. And there are laws and

regulations to address each of those concerns. The

USDA’s responsibilities include licensing veterinary

vaccines, under the Virus-Serum-Toxin Act.

Veterinary-biotechnology products are also regulated

by that law, which has been in place since 1913. No

new law nor new regulations were required, simply

looking at the kinds of data that were specific to

biotechnology products. So the risk standard has not

changed. The risk standard is still to protect animal,

plant, and human health and environmental safety

from a broader perspective.

The law used to regulate plant biotechnology is the

set of phytosanitary laws, which comprises the 1913

Plant Quarantine Act and the 1957 Plant Pest Act. The

risks associated with biotechnology are not seen as a
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unique set of new risks, but rather the risks that a

new technology brings. The fundamental issues are

the same as ever: we are not trying in our regulatory

system to prove biotechnology safe, we are trying to

demonstrate that transgenic plants are as safe as

other varieties of plants. In other words, that the

impact on an unmanaged ecosystems, if there is such

a thing, is no greater from the “new” varieties or lines

than from traditional lines. That is our perspective

and it causes a great deal of debate, because those

who would pose biotechnology as something entirely

new and different that brings entirely new and

different risks, would set that up as a straw-man

argument and then insist that all of us prove

biotechnology safe. And one gets a mix of those

concepts even in this room, as I hear from the

discussion that transgenes are dangerous, though we

cannot observe introgression from hundreds (or is it

thousands?) of years of co-cultivation — so there you

have it. So much for the philosophy — now I will get

to the experience.

US regulations

In the USA we passed specific regulations for

transgenic plants because of the need to get very

discrete data for risk assessments. In 1986 the

regulations were published. They required a permit

for importation (which of course is always obtained

on importation), for introduction into the field for

field testing, and for movement between states,

because state governments have a particular interest

in knowing what is there.

In 1993 the regulations were amended to allow for a

much shortened procedure that we refer to as

“notification,” through which we could ensure

certain parameters for a field trial to guarantee its

safety. These included such things as no persistence

at the field site, adequate isolation, and other

parameters set out in regulations for at least six crops.

Researchers wishing to test a transgenic crop could

certify that they were meeting those standards, notify

us that they were going to proceed, get an

acknowledgment from us within 30 days and start

field trials within another 30 days, all without

environmental or full risk assessments.

At the same time we formalized the process by which

an applicant could petition us to make a

determination that we would no longer regulate

those plants under the special regulations, if the

applicant presented adequate data to demonstrate

that the transgenic variety was as safe as other

varieties. (The phrase “...petition us to make a

determination...” is part of the terminology that I am

introducing.) Of course the transgenic varieties are

still subject to the phytosanitary regulations for

import and export and for other regulations on

market grades and those kinds of things, but they are

no longer regulated as biotechnology products

specifically.

We currently have a proposed regulation out for

public comment (part of the decision-making process

in the USA) that would allow all transgenic plants to

be field tested under notification, except those that

are recognized as being weeds either by law or by

state identification as weeds. The new regulation

would also simplify the petition-determination

process, reducing the time, and would mean that the

fifth or sixth maize variety with a particular type of

tolerance to a specific herbicide, for instance, would

not receive the same scrutiny as the first one.

Field testing of transgenics
in the USA

Figure 1 shows the progression in the number of

permits for field tests of biotechnology products

beginning in 1987. The regulations allowing

notifications went into effect in May, 1993, and many
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Figure 1. Number of field release permits issued
and notifications acknowledged.
Summary of period from 1987 to 15
September 1995.

Figure 2. Number of test sites for field releases,
according to the number of permits
issued and notifications acknowledged.
Summary of period from 1987 to 15
September 1995.

authorizations in 1993-94 were given for tests

submitted under the simplified procedure rather than

the full assessment. The actual number of field sites is

much larger, because an individual permit or

notification may allow multiple sites, sometimes in as

many as 18 different states and at multiple locations

within each state. Based on this, I would estimate that

transgenic plants have been tested at more than 3,000

different sites in the USA (Fig. 2).

In order of rank, maize is the most prevalent

transgenic crop tested in the USA. As you would

expect, the major row and vegetable crops are tested

most often, but there are also such things as creeping

bent grass, which is used on golf courses, and other

less ordinary crops. Obviously there is also much

interest in ornamentals and specialty crops. In

addition, we are looking more and more at the use of

transgenic microorganisms, especially plant

pathogens, being modified and marked and re-

released at the site where their parental strains were

identified, either as part of research on biological

control of the pathogen or just as a marker system to

follow epidemiological studies. Xanthomonas

campestris, for instance, has been tested in several

trials with a lux gene to follow the progression of the

disease.

Trials involving transgenes are conducted by a range

of entities, including private companies, academic

institutions, state agricultural units, the USDA

agricultural research service, and non-profit

foundations, especially in the development of

bacteriological and other biologicals in crop plants.

Regarding the kind of traits we have seen tested since

1987, herbicide tolerance was by far the most

prevalent a few years ago, with something like 35%,

but is decreasing somewhat (Fig. 3). Testing of insect

resistance is decreasing slightly. The product area

that is growing most rapidly involves quality

characteristics: the wide range of changes in oil

composition, fruit ripening, and other such traits.

Transgenic traits whose testing we decided no longer

to regulate are listed in Table 1, along with the crops

that can be grown in the USA.

Permits

Notifications
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Table 1. Petitions for non-regulated status, approved and pending, as of 30 September 1995.

Area
Petition number Applicant Approval date Crop Phenotype (acres), 1996

92-196-01p Calgene 10/19/92 Tomato PQ-Fruit ripening 1,000
93-196-01p Calgene 2/15/94 Cotton HT-Bromoxynil 200,000
93-258-01p Monsanto 5/19/94 Soybean HT-Glyphosate CBI
94-090-01p Calgene 10/31/94 Rapeseed/Canola PQ-Oil profile 60,000
92-204-01p Upjohn 12/07/94 Squash VR-WMV2, ZYMV 1,000
94-228-01p DNA Plant Technology 1/17/95 Tomato PQ-Fruit ripening CBI
94-257-01P Monsanto 3/02/95 Potato IR-Coleopteran 25,000
94-319-01p Ciba-Geigy 5/17/95 Corn IR-Lepidopteran 350,000-400,000
94-290-01p Zeneca & Petoseed 6/22/95 Tomato PQ-Fruit Pectin n/a
94-357-01p AgrEvo 6/22/95 Corn HT-Phosphinothricin 5,000
94-308-01p Monsanto 6/22/95 Cotton IR-Lepidopteran 1,000,000
95-045-01p Monsanto 7/11/95 Cotton HT-Glyphosate 20,000
95-093-01p Monsanto 8/22/95 Corn IR-Lepidopteran 10,000
95-053-01p Monsanto 9/27/95 Tomato PQ-Fruit ripening n/a

Pending status Received

95-145-O1p Dekalb 5/25/95 Corn HT-Phosphinothricin
95-195-01p Northrup-King 7/14/95 Corn IR-Lepidopteran
95-228-01p Plant Genetic Systems 8/1695 Corn AP-Male sterility + HT-

Phosphinothricin
95-256-01p Du Pont 9/13/95 Cotton HT-Sulfonylurea
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Figure 3. Most frequent types of transgenic traits
in field releases of transgenic crops,
according to the number of permits
issued and notifications acknowledged,
for the period from 1987 to 30
September 1995.

Herbicide
tolerant
(28.4%)

Viral
resistant
(12.0%)

Insect
resistant
(23.4%)

***Other
(7.8%)

60

Fungal
resistant
(3.0%)

**Product
quality

(25.4%)

510

470

157

570

241

** = Agronomic properties.
*** = Marker genes, selectable markers, bacterial

resistant and nematode resistant.

Many of the food crops have been approved for

commercialization through consultation with the US

Food and Drug Administration. Even the potato with

insect resistance based on Bt delta endotoxins has

received approval, including that for food safety from

the Food and Drug Administration and for pesticide

registration from the Environmental Protection

Agency. Table 1 also lists petitions currently under

review in our office. As in field trials, maize is

starting to predominate in requests for approval for

commercialization.

Assessment criteria in a center of
diversity: The case of squash

When a company or institution brings us a petition

for non-regulated status for a transgenic crop, we

publish a notice in the Federal Register and ask for

public  comment. The petition that has received the

most comment involves a squash variety, developed

by Asgrow and now owned by Upjohn, which

possesses transgenes for coat-proteins of two types of

watermelon mosaic and zucchini yellow mosaic virus

— very severe diseases in table squash production

areas in the USA. The center of origin for squash is

believed to be northern Mexico, but there is actually a
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greater diversity of squash populations in the eastern

USA, particularly wild populations along sandy

banks and gravel bars of rivers and in adjacent areas.

Isolated populations extend from Texas to Illinois to

Georgia. The states with the largest wild populations

also tend to be those with the largest production of

table squash. So many of the issues that you are

facing for maize in Mexico were faced in the USA in

the case of squash.

Some of our early assumptions were probably naive

and certainly turned out to be wrong. One such

assumption was that the wild populations would

likely be resistant or tolerant to these viruses and

therefore carried and were reservoirs for the viruses.

In fact, there was almost no detectable resistance in

the wild populations — something we should have

known, given their inadequacy as a resistance source

in plant breeding for resistance to viruses. When field

tested with cultivated squashes, they may have

suffered from poor adaptation to the field

environment, but proved at least as susceptible as the

universal inbred susceptible checks, and were often

killed outright under even natural infections, when

grown in monoculture with other squashes. This

significantly raised concern and led to much more

discussion and introspection.

Regarding the process, we had a problem that still

persists: it is usually not the average citizen who

responds to our efforts to solicit public comment, but

rather members of special-interest groups, such as

environmental associations or members of the

scientific discipline most closely related to the

petition. In the case of the transgenic squash, for

example, we received 58 comments from scientists in

departments of ecology and 54 comments from

members of departments of plant pathology, plant

breeding, or agronomy. From among the researchers,

all those from a department of ecology-related

research said we had too few data to decide, whereas

the plant pathologists, agronomists, and breeders

said our regulation was nonsensical and that we

should step aside and let the great product move

forward.

This points up a fundamental problem: to ensure the

scientific soundness of regulations, a broader forum

is needed for scientific discussion over a common

dataset among members of disciplines who often talk

chiefly to themselves and with their own set of

assumptions. The idea would be to compare notes

and identify common working definitions, since even

clearly simple terms are defined very differently by

different disciplines. Such a thing as control, as

impacts on diverse wild populations. To some

scientists, decreasing the population substantially is

an impact. To others, genetic purity is the objective

and one gene, one recessive gene in one plant in the

native population, is unacceptable. So we really do

have to get together, set some of our assumptions on

the table, carefully examine them from all

multidisciplinary directions, and get at the

underlying core data that are accessible to all, not

answers based on our assumptions.

We have allowed the transgenic squash to be grown

widely in the USA. While we were collecting

comments from the public, including the scientific

disciplines I described, the company had, at our

insistence, also gone out to look at the impact of the

diseases caused by these viruses on wild populations

and to determine if there was a role for them in

controlling such populations. There were exactly the

two concerns that Dr. Ellstrand described. One was if

the wild populations were being effectively

controlled and, in the case of introgression of the

coat-proteins into the wild populations, would this

lead to a weediness problem. And there has been

incidental weediness from squashes not usually

thought of as weedy. But the other concern was a

hybridization that would cause a real negative impact
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on the population. Well, as it turned out, given a

rather extensive survey of a large range of

populations from a number of areas, there were no

virus symptoms. We have taken virus samples and

tested in two or three different ways and there was

never an incidence of virus particles in the plants.

These data have been criticized because, it is alleged,

testing did not occur at the right time or the sample

was inadequate. In fact, it was a fairly large sample

and it was taken when the disease was most

prevalent in the field. In addition, aphids are not

limiting in the USA in moving the viruses. We still do

not know why the viruses are not important in the

wild populations, but it was partly based on those

data that we made the approval.

These squash can now be used in the USA by any

academic who believes that there is a fitness issue,

without the need for a permit from APHIS to test

them. It gets back to fact that we did not require the

company to develop the entire set of data to prove

the squashes were safe; we were trying to

demonstrate that they were as safe as other squashes

introduced into agriculture in the USA. If

introgression into wild squash populations affects

their diversity, we believe that other policy avenues

should be looked at to prevent this, and that it is not

an issue for biotechnology. It is an issue of

maintaining protected environments separate from

agricultural environments. In the USA, just by

chance, these are reasonably protected because of the

Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, a unique alignment of

ecotourism and protecting habitats.

Discussion
I. Virgin/R. Frederick, N.C.
Ellstrand, and J. Payne
Presentations

D. Louette:

I would like to know if there are illegal experiments
in the United States using transgenic varieties and in

what proportion. I am referring to experiments that
are carried out without petitioning whether they can
be or cannot be conducted.

J. Payne:

For exactly the same problem that boundary issues
will always be a problem, if you have a population
that doesn’t want to follow the law, regulations serve
no useful function in keeping people from doing
what they want to do outside the law. There was an
isolated case of an academic who did a study early on
before the regulations were fully enforced and
ocasionally we hear that people don’t follow the
biosafety guidelines perfectly. But we don’t know of
many cases of an absolute flaunting of the
regulations.

B. Benz:

I lost you when you said you did not think that it was
a biotechnology issue that companies wanting to
release transgenic materials demonstrate that there
would be no adverse effects by releasing them. First,
am I correct in my understanding what you said, and
second is that true?

J. Payne:

First of all, it may be my faulty explanation and it
may be my faulty logic. Let’s explore that. The
assumption in the United States is that the new
technology has benefits as well as risks, given the
kinds of new traits one can add to crops. We don’t
want to regulate the technology based on the
technology but we regulate the risks of products from
the technology irrespective of how they were
produced. So we are looking for a level of proof. It
gets back to the problem, one can devise risk
assessments that could be generally agreed to, on
scientific grounds, but what comfort level, what level
of risk is acceptable, is always a societal construct. It
is not a scientific determination. One could make a
scientific determination about the level of risks
various scenarios give you, but the level of risk that
society is willing to accept is a political, social
construct. Society decides as a whole.
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In the United States the general feeling is that the
level has to be at a point that does not inhibit the new
technology, given the benefits of the new technology.
So, we are asking companies to prove that their
products are not more risky than traditional varieties.
If there is an impact on plants in a natural ecosystem,
for instance — and there have been exactly those
impacts from traditional agriculture — we say “go
ahead, we will resolve those risks together by other
policy approaches,” such as habitat set-aside or other
strategies like that. We won’t use the safety
regulations, the phytosanitary regulations, to deal
with that issue.

G. Wilkes:

When you ask for public comment, have you been
able to observe patterns from certains NGOs, or has it
been somewhat at random? I did not consider plant
breeding departments as NGOs in the normal sense.
On the other hand, I wonder how the ecologists were
notified. I looked for an NGO to sort of ring a bell
there. I wonder if you saw a pattern in the comments.

J. Payne:

Yes, to some degree. There is a natural affinity for
ecologists and some of the environmental interest
groups that leads to ecologists to sometimes be more
aware of the issue, because environmental groups
bring it to their attention and because there is shared
literature. I don’t think this affects the way that
ecologists respond to the scientific question. The
difference in the perspective is a fundamental
difference in perspective owing to the discipline
itself, not out of some kind of political alignment.

G. Wilkes:

I see the Federal Registry as one vehicle of
information. Do you see alternate channels?

J. Payne:

In the United States, with the move toward electronic
information, we are currently providing electronic
information updated at 4 a.m. every morning on
notifications and petitions received the day before.

So, anyone who has an interest in following
regulations can get this information. We are getting
about 50,000 checks on the information every month
or two. Most of those are companies dialing in, two
or three times a day, to make sure we got the piece of
paper they sent us yesterday, and other companies
are checking to make sure somebody is not using
their intellectual property.

R. Bird:

I was wondering if the company who was
investigating the wild or natural populations in
squash (Cucurbita pepo) have taken germplasm
samples and deposited these in a gene bank, as sort
of baseline genetic survey.

J. Payne:

Well they did not establish a new baseline. What they
did was, when there was a check on what level of
introgression could have ocurred over the last 100
years by going back and checking herbaria samples in
the last part of the last century, looking for
morphological differences, these populations do have
very distinct morphologies and those morphologies
were still very recognizable and there have not
apparently been morphological changes in the
populations. This suggests that there has not been
introgression from agricultural systems.
Our determination assumed that there was gene flow.
We believe, based on deduction, that hybridization is
a threshold because agricultural varieties have a very
soft shell whereas the wild populations depend on a
very hard shell for floating down rivers and survival
over winters. Therefore, there seems to be a
hybridization threshhold one would have to get over
to achieve introgression. That is one thing that has
not been discussed — except by allusion in the
teosinte case, where it has a cob — if getting a cob
really represents a hybridization threshold effect.

I. Virgin:

Public participation in the federal register does not
mean that APHIS makes a different type of risk
assessment depending on the number of responses to
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the number of comments. And, could you imagine a
situation where the number of notifications and field
trials “swamps” the public, leaving insufficient time
to respond?

J. Payne:

Even now on determinations to grow crops widely in
the United States, we get three or four comments, and
that is all. And, when we give 60 days for the public
to comment, often some of the watchdog agencies
identify particular issues and those get a little more
mail, but we are not overwhelmed by the number of
letters we get.

There is now a letter-writing campaign, outside of the
decision making process, about concerns, about the
build up of resistance in pest populations to the Bt δ-
endotoxin and the loss of the δ-endotoxin as a
resource, in particular to organic farmers, who would
be seen as not reaping any of the benefits of
transgenic crops, but reaping all of the negative
effects should it cause an increase in resistance in pest
populations.

N. Ellstrand:

This is to answer Garrison’s question earlier on. I do
not read the federal register because it is thousands of
pages long and a half mile from my office. But I do
get contacted by non-governmental organizations
who usually write a letter to the effect that: “Dear
Norm, we think you might be interested in
commenting on the five-pound package that we have
sent you, please do so by such and such a date,” but
they do not usually make any indication on how they
want me to respond. At the same time that I am
getting those, I know, since I live in the Department
of Botany and Plant Sciences and have plenty of
molecular biology colleagues, that they get similar
communications from Monsanto and Calgene.

A. Serratos

I want to know if there is coordination between the
regulatory systems of Canada, the USA, and Mexico,
because you said that in the USA novelty of the
process in biotechnology is not considered as a risk. It

is the product that you regulate, whereas for example
in Canada they consider novelty as something to
watch. Mexico is something like the United States on
this issue. I have not seen any coordination among
the three countries, and since we have NAFTA, we
are supposed to be working more closely on these
matters. This question, incidentally, is in relation to
the recent deregulation of transgenic corn in the USA,
which I consider a unilateral decision.

J. Payne:

In actual fact I believe that there is a very high level
of coordination between the regulatory systems of the
three countries. You have rightly pointed out the
differences in the triggering system of the US and
Mexico on one hand and Canada on the other. But the
way the review is conducted, it only involves a few
applications that are different, in fact. In Canada it
involves including herbicide tolerance that arose
through mutation or selection but very few other
applications. Otherwise the universal things
regulated are very similar in all three countries, and
the way reviews are conducted — in terms of the
kinds of questions asked and, where there are
common examples, at least, in the scientific rigor of
the datasets — are quite comparable. There has been
a good deal of comparison, a very conscious
comparison, between the three regulatory agencies
involved in looking at their process and assuring that
in fact they were asking the same sorts of questions.
We meet several times a year with the Canadians.
The regulatory agencies that are involved in the
North American Plant Protection Organization,
where a good deal of that discussion also occurs, met
recently and will be getting together again next
month in Saskatoon, Saskachawan, to go another
round of discussion.

That gets at coordination of the assessment process in
particular. We have not tried to harmonize triggering
mechanisms, as long as we are dealing with just
about the same things. But have agreed to use a
different approach than Canada. It is fairly irrelevant,
actually, we believe. But we have gone the additional
step. One thing we have not addressed too well is
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commodity issues. When we decide to allow
something to be grown widely in the United States,
that does not necessarily deal with all of the potential
commodity issues: approval does not allow the
product to be sold to Mexico or Canada. Canada and
Mexico have to make those decisions. A unilateral
step toward harmonization was taken by Canada in
seeking full approval for a canola variety that is
herbicide tolerant. It was to be crushed, many of the
processing plants are in the northern United States,
and it was to be brought into the United States where
it has never been grown in a field trial. Technically,
under our regulations, we could have required a
permit and that all seed be brought in under permit
to be processed in Minnesota. But we decided that
this is a commodity whose end use will cause it to be
biologically inactive. Some of it may be spilled
incidentally along the way, but that is true of any
canola commodity coming in from Canada and has
not led to weedy canolas. If you do the risk
assesments on the chance of introgression from a
chance, herbicide-resistant canola seed falling along
the roadside, the probability is very low. So we are
saying, “Canada has made a determination, we fully
accept Canada’s decision to grow this canola, and we
are going to treat this commodity canola like any
other commodity canola.”

We will still be looking at this case by case for a
while, but we believe that this kind of approach can
lead to acceptance of crops from Mexico based strictly
on their phytosanitary profile, because of the kind of
review that is done on transgenic crops in Mexico. In
this way, one would not necessarily need to grow the
crop in the United States nor to obtain approval to
grow it in the United States, before allowing it in as a
commodity. One does need to separate commodity
issues from environmental issues that come with
production agriculture.

R. Ortega-Pazcka:

We are concerned, in the first place that we not be
used as in the case of industry, for high risk
situations. That is to say, that substances that were

not accepted in the United States or in other places be
tested in Mexico. Even under the same conditions of
agreement, there are serious problems due to our
differences. For example, Mexico lacks sufficient
qualified personnel to anticipate problems, it lacks
quarantine facilities, monitoring capacity, or an
efficient safety system to eliminate problems. This is a
reality. On the other hand, proximity to the United
States and the North American Free Trade
Agreement present a new problem. I do not know if
issues that pertain specifically to Mexico’s technical
capacity to detect problems and stop them in time are
considered in discussion of the Free Trade
Agreement. I do not know how the U.S. Department
of Agriculture is considering this problem, even for
the sake of U.S. safety.

J. Payne:

Well, I was not personally involved in NAFTA
discussions, so I am not sure to what degree those
kinds of considerations were covered. Except that
infrastructure issues are dealt with and there is a real
attempt now to provide whatever assistance is
necessary to improve infrastructure. I would suggest
that, in some cases, Mexico in fact does have very
highly qualified people looking at monitoring and
perhaps the United States can learn from Mexico in
terms of monitoring systems.

One does not need to be a molecular biologist to look
at the risks in the field from transgenic crops. Plant
breeders do it better, or agronomists — people who
identify out-types, who can identify when
outcrossing has occurred, and who can devise
appropriate confinement conditions. Those are based
on a long experience in plant breeding and that
experience is most relevant if it was acquired in the
target environment in the presence of the factors that
might affect pollination in that environment. So, I
think one looks at it from the perspective of not
treating transgenic crops as totally new but as part of
the biological system with which we have a good
deal of experience, and one builds on the experience
one has.
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Plenary Sessions: Analysis of Workshop
Reports and Discussions

Group 1 Report

Group 1 dealt with some complementary issues related to the following subjects: the distribution of teosinte in Mexico, and the
frequency and intensity of genetic flow between maize and teosinte. The discussion of these themes focused on the questions
suggested by the organizers, as indicated in the report and furthermore in this group, two complementary questions were
discussed. Where might test sites for transgenic maize be located in order to pose minimal risk to genetic resources? What
germplasm conservation actions must Mexico undertake within the framework of the advent of transgenic maize?

The following individuals participated in this group: T.A. Kato (moderator), J.J. Sánchez (secretary), B. Benz, R. Bird, F.
Cárdenas, F. Castillo González, J. Manuel Hernández, J. Kermicle, R. Ortega Paczka, S. Taba, and V. Villalobos. T.A. Kato, J.
Sánchez, and V. Villalobos prepared the presentation of reports of complementary issues.

What degree of genetic flow can be
anticipated between transgenic
maize and teosinte?

A. Kato:
The study of introgression between maize and
teosinte and estimates of the degree of its occurrence
have been carried out using three types of analysis: a)
morphological; b) chromosomal (special
chromosomes and knobs), and c) molecular
(isoenzymatic variation). The information obtained to
date is derived fundamentally from these studies, in
which two currents of interpretation may be
recognized in the results and observations reported
therein. These interpretations are grouped as follows:

a) According to field studies and observations,
especially of the analysis of morphological
characteristics, it has been proposed that there is
considerable genetic flow in both directions (maize
to teosinte and vice versa).

b) Chromosomal, isoenzymatic and some
morphological studies reach a different conclusion.
In this type of study, it is considered that
introgression does not occur in some cases, and in
others, it occurs at very low frequencies.

In the majority of works mentioned, the evidence
presented is circumstantial and until now, it has not
been possible to sufficiently know what happens in
the field between sympatric maize and teosinte. In
view of the preceding and to contribute to the process
of practical decision-making, in order to maintain an
acceptable degree of safety, it is advisable to adopt
the hypothesis that bi-directional introgression does
occur between maize and teosinte, even though it
may be at a low frequency.

How much genetic flow might be
expected between transgenic
maize and landraces?

A. Kato:
Ethnobotanical information and results of
experimental studies indicate that the probability of
genetic flow between transgenic maize and landraces
would be much greater than that anticipated for
transgenic maize and teosinte. It is assumed that
there would be greater genetic flow between
transgenic maize and landraces due to the
intervention of farmers in some of the processes
indicated in the following:

a) Farmers directly promote or intervene in the
movement of maize varieties within the same
region, within contiguous regions and between
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very distant zones, the latter by way of gradual
migration or direct introductions.

b) Farmers promote hybridization between maize
varieties, in many cases consciously and
systematically.

c) Often traditional farmers make an empirical
selection of their maize varieties.

When some of these farmers obtain superior seed,
these selected materials become highly appreciated
among communities, so that local and regional
commercialization may occur.

The genetic flow of transgenic maize to teosinte or to
native varieties may be affected by different factors,
among which may be identified the following:

a) Regional differences in methods and practices of
maize cultivation (planting dates or secondary use
of weeds), and in the use or adoption of improved
materials, which in the future could include
transgenic maize.

b) The proximity of transgenic maize with local
maize within a given region.

c) The degree of crossing between transgenic maize
and local maize or teosinte, which would be
related to factors such as isolation barriers, ploidy
levels, and flowering seasons.

d) The survival capacity of first and second
generations of hybrids derived from all possible
combinations between transgenic maize, teosinte,
and landraces.

e) The selection pressure on progenies of hybrids
derived from all possible combinations between
transgenic maize, teosinte, and landraces.

f) The variation of expression of the transferred gene
in the recipient material as, for example,
pleiotropic and epistatic effects.

g) Political and cultural factors related to the
promotion and acceptance of new varieties.

What effect may be expected in
landrace and teosinte
populations?

A. Kato:
Reports on experimental test results with transgenic
maize varieties published to date indicate that
transferred genes present certain stability and seem
to segregate according to Mendel’s laws. On the other
hand, it seems that there has been no published
report on the determination of pleiotropic, epistatic
or other effects on transgenes. Based on the preceding
and assuming that the few reports in the literature
properly and fairly reflect the results, it may be
inferred that independently a few transgenic varieties
would not have a significant impact on maize or
teosinte populations, apart from those specifically
conferred by the transferred genes.

Nonetheless, it should be recalled that maize
production and exploitation systems in the United
States and Mexico are very different, so that
evaluations of transgenic maize and techniques
employed in the U.S. are not necessarily valid for
conditions in Mexico.

Furthermore, assuming that a greater number of
transgenic maize varieties of different natures are
introduced in the future, it must be anticipated that
the situation may change drastically in each one of
the localities or regions. Therefore, it would be a good
idea to consider the following elements in evaluating
the implications of transgenic maize in Mexico.

a) In transgenic varieties, the transferred gene is an
additional segment of DNA that is normally not
found in conventional maize nor in teosinte.
Furthermore, during the transference process, it is
not possible to control the place of insertion of the
gene in the chromosomes. For this reason, in two
or more transgenic varieties with the same
transferred gene, this gene may be found in
different loci, forming part of groups of different
linked genes. If some of these transgenic varieties
are introduced independently to a locality and
later the transgenes were transferred to landraces
or to teosinte by hybridization or introgression,
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with time they may come to be linked in the same
genome and accumulate in native populations.
This would lead to finding the same transgene
duplicated, triplicated, or in repetitions of a higher
degree. This genic multiplication within the same
genome may cause different irregularities, mainly
including chromosomal aberrations and some
physiological abnormalities. If this situation came
to be established in populations of landraces and
teosinte, then it may be expected to produce
different effects, many of which could be
unfavorable for the normal development and
reproduction of the plant and by extension, of
entire populations.

b) On the other hand, given that transgenes may
freely mutate, if originally no adverse effect were
displayed, after the change effects of different
kinds could be produced, which are currently
impossible to predict.

As the formation of transgenic varieties increases,
and these, in similar proportions are introduced and
released, the number of totally foreign genes in the
gene complexes of maize as well as teosinte will
increase. It may be predicted that this will be the
situation in a few years, given that the technology is
available and is being perfected more and more, and
made more efficient. This situation could produce
new types of gene interactions between transgenes
and between these and “native” genes. What effects
will these interactions produce? It is impossible to
make concrete predictions, but there is a great
potential for the occurrence of considerable effects,
both favorable as well as unfavorable.

A fundamental problem in the analysis of this
situation is the lack of information that might aid in
decision-making on the introduction, testing, and
release of transgenic maize and the potential
consequences of actions. The optimum solution
would be to carry out carefully controlled, strictly
overseen studies and pilot tests to obtain the
information needed before introducing and releasing
transgenic maize.

Furthermore, it is necessary to carry out more precise
studies on introgression among native maize varieties
and between these and teosinte, in order to clarify
whether or not introgression occurs, or to what
degree it occurs if this is the case. These studies may
be conducted under the strict scrutiny and
supervision of competent researchers and scholars.

Once evidence is obtained on whether transgenic
maize has adverse effects on landraces and teosinte
and the decision is made to release it for commercial
use, assuming that the general effect of these is
determined not to be different from what hybrid
maize varieties obtained by conventional genetic
improvement methods may have or have had, the
following consequences may be anticipated:

a) Displacement of native varieties used in
commercial agriculture in short periods of time in
those places where production conditions with
high potential exist.

b) Displacement or slow modification of native
varieties for consumption with special uses.

c) Advanced generations of hybrids or introduced
and “adapted” varieties, as well as “modified”
native varieties may be converted into the linking
source in the transference of exotic germplasm to
teosinte.

d) The use of exotic germplasm, with or without
transgenes, in the form of commercial hybrids
results in the expression of negative characteristics
that are not immediately detected, but rather
appear in advanced generations or when
environmental factors are modified. These
negative characteristics, such as susceptibility to
certain environmental factors, may later be
transferred to native varieties or to teosinte.
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Zone 1. Low risk

Zone 2. Intermediate risk

Zone 3. High risk

Figure A. Location of risk zones for transgenic maize
field tests in Mexico.

Where can test sites for transgenic
maize be located?

J. Sánchez:
The question attempts to force us to define a zero-risk
site; however, we do not want to accept this idea. Our
proposal is to establish areas where risks may be
minimized. Thus, four risk zones were agreed upon
using a qualitative scale ranging from zero to three
(0-3) with the following definitions: Risk zone 0,
which is where no risk exists, will not be established,
at least not in the immediate future. Risk zone 1, with
slight risk, is where if some test were to be carried
out, there should be at least one isolation method for
transgenic maize. In Zone 2, a zone of intermediate
risk, at least two methods of isolation must be
applied. Finally, in zone 3, which is a high risk zone,
only special permits would be issued and if those
permits were to be granted, then at least three
isolation strategies must be used.

There will be three types of isolation levels: 1) spatial
isolation, for which 20 km of distance from seed
production or wild population areas are suggested; 2)
by sowing cycle, for which use of winter cycles, when
maize production is reduced, is suggested; 3)

detasseling material that is to be tested. These would
be some of the possibilities for isolation.

Supervision of risk zones must be carried out by
competent, authorized individuals. It is suggested
that supervisors be agronomists or biologists, trained
in control and isolation.

There would be no zero zone for the first two or three
years.  Figure A indicates zone 1, the area of least risk
which coincides with coastal plains where maize still
exists, for example in Baja California, Sinaloa, Sonora,
or the border with the United States, where the
sowing of hybrid maize has made the planting of
native maize almost nil. However, near the Pacific
coastal plain from 300 m in altitude toward the
Western Sierra Madre, there is a higher frequency of
native maize varieties.

Zone 2 (Figure A) in the moist tropics, corresponds to
the intermediate risk zone. Nonetheless, there are
some areas where there are indigenous groups; such
areas would have to be considered high risk zones in
the case of maize.

Risk zone 3 in Figure A covers a good portion of
Chiapas, Oaxaca, and Guerrero to a part of the
Western Sierra Madre, where we have many native

maize varieties and the majority
of known teosinte and Tripsacum
populations.

If one wanted to test Bajío and
Valles Altos materials, there
would be problems due to the
large quantity of landraces in
these two regions. The
alternative would be to search for
zones free of native maize
varieties in the states of Puebla,
Tlaxcala, Chiapas, or Chihuahua.

In some regions of northern
Mexico with altitudes of 1500 to
2000 m, desert climates, with
small irrigation plots and where
maize is not planted, it would be
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possible to use some test areas. These could be
proposed as zones of intermediate risk.

It is suggested that as work on experimental genetic
flow advances, these zones may be modified. That is
to say, some zero zones could be assigned to the
desert regions of the Baja California peninsula and
probably some small type 3 zones could later become
level 1 or 2 zones.

What germplasm conservation
actions must Mexico undertake in
the framework of the advent of
transgenic maize?

V. Villalobos:
The situation of germplasm banks in Mexico was
described as a first point of analysis. In this context,
only ex situ collections were taken into consideration.

There are approximately 16,000 accessions of Mexican
materials, including maize, teosinte, and Tripsacum.
INIFAP has approximately 10,000 accessions and
CIMMYT has about 4,000 accessions that basically are
duplicates of those held by INIFAP. There is a
collection in the College of Postgraduates with
approximately 2,000 accessions, which have been
collected in certain ecological niches, which confers
them with their own unique identity.

It has been estimated that the genetic diversity of Zea
and Tripsacum genuses in Latin America is contained
in approximately 26,000 accessions stored in different
collections throughout the continent. CIMMYT is
interested in collecting the majority of this genetic
diversity and currently has about 14,000 accessions of
this total.

It is estimated that there is a base collection of 4,000
accessions kept at -18°C and 10% relative humidity in
long-term Germplasm Banks.

Studies are carried out to establish an active
collection, which is the one generally used for genetic
improvement and basic studies (representative of
10% of the base collection). This collection is in the

process of being formed in CIMMYT and it will be
composed of 1,000 to 1,500 accessions.

For ex situ conservation, two fundamental
recommendations were made. Practical and short-
term, one of them is to keep the material from the
College of Postgraduates in a storage vault of the
CIMMYT Germplasm Bank, given that the College
does not have low temperature storage conditions.
Similarly, the state of INIFAP collection should be
analyzed and a replica of this collection should be
requested and also placed in long-term storage under
proper conditions. If there is repetition of collections,
then these may be temporarily stored in germplasm
banks while the storage installations of the institution
requesting the service is renovated or improved.

The second recommendation, which cannot continue
to be postponed, is that Mexico needs to have a
National Plant Germplasm Bank—not only for maize,
but also for all botanical species of agricultural
importance. Unfortunately, Mexico, one of the most
important centers of plant genetic diversity, does not
have a bank of this type.

Teosinte diversity in ex situ conditions is as follows:
CIMMYT has approximately 150 accessions, while
INIFAP has about 140 collections. These 290
collections, of which we are still not sure how many
might be duplicates, represents 80% of Mexico’s
diversity.

In the case of Tripsacum, little data is available.
Nonetheless, it is estimated that there are
approximately 150 or 200 accessions that represent 16
of the 24 species that exist.

It was indicated that of the maize races that have
been collected and stored, only approximately 10% of
these races are utilized for current breeding
programs. This point is very important and must be
considered for future recommendations.

As for in situ maize and teosinte conservation, in the
first place the definition of this type of conservation
was analyzed. It was based on the fact that maize is a
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genetic material characterized by great mobility, so
that in situ conservation is highly complex. Thus, our
operational definition of in situ maize conservation is
that of on-farm conservation, where farmers protect
or select their landraces to guarantee a given
production. In many cases, the maintenance of the
genetic identity represented by a particular race is
done empirically. Examples of this are the Zapalote
Chico, Tabloncillo, and Pepitilla landraces, which
with regard to their order of magnitude are different
in relation to Tuxpeño or Conical Maize.

It was considered that the factors affecting the
permanence and fertility of races that have been
conserved thanks to the work and management of
producers, are exactly the same that might at any
given moment affect hybrids and even transgenic
materials.

When reference is made to in situ teosinte
conservation, it is considered that teosinte should be
kept under in situ conditions. Examples that stand
out in these conditions are Chalco teosinte, Central
Plateau teosinte (Zea mexicana), Durango, Nabogame,
Jalisco, Oaxaca, and zones where Zea diploperennis, Z.
perennis, and Z. mays spp. parviglumis are found. It
should be emphasized that there is a wild protected
area in Manantlán, Jalisco, which has included among
its projects the in-farm conservation of a
Z.␣ diploperennis population.

It was considered that some action must be taken to
determine the size of collections in their two
conditions.

In the first place, it was considered that the
introduction or release of transgenic material will
directly affect maize landraces and later teosinte by
way of landraces. Priorities and recommendations
must be precisely oriented to these two species in this
order.

The first recommendation is that, prior to the release
of transgenic maize, the remaining 20% of the
collections of teosinte genetic diversity in Mexico
lacking representation be completed, under ex situ

conditions. Similarly, it is important to intensify the
monitoring program for teosinte populations as soon
as possible with the participation of local institutions.
In this way, knowledge of communities that are in
some way associated with the management of its
germplasm would be salvaged. This would enter into
the passport data of the accessions.

It is recommended that demographic, exploration,
and characterization studies be conducted. Therefore,
it is recommended that morphological
characterization be complemented by studies of
molecular diversity, electrophoretic profiles, and
DNA fingerprinting. Once these studies are
completed, the next step would be to carry out
population and evolutionary studies.

With respect to maize landraces, it is important to
carry out in situ and ex situ characterization. There are
many materials in storage, so it would be important
to detect possible duplication in these collections and
in some way to complement the two most important
collections that exist in Mexico.

In order to attend to the risks implied by the loss of
germplasm, due to the factors mentioned by some
researchers invited to this workshop and that are
displacing and eroding the diversity of these species,
identification of the highest risk zones is
recommended so that work begin precisely in these
zones. The same plan may be recommended for
zones nearby or contiguous to populations that have
a high demographic growth or those that are subject
to important environmental changes.

It was considered that the release of transgenic maize
represents risks, but it is necessary to establish a
balance between risks and benefits to determine
whether the risks may outweigh the benefits and how
these benefits affect or aid different socioeconomic
levels. In other words, it was estimated that
transgenic materials incorporated into the market
will be subject to the selection and later to the
management and commercialization of farmers.
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Group 1 Report: Discussion

J. Payne:
Group 1 suggested that perhaps no tests should be
conducted in high risk areas, although with
detasseling and control measures, no gene flow
would be expected. If there were no pollen and if
there were control measures, would it be possible to
design a low-risk experimental field that would have
been of high risk if there had been free pollination?

J. Sánchez:
Areas identified as those of high risk included the
greater part of the Valles Altos (Highlands), Bajío, or
intermediary zones. Nevertheless, it was mentioned
that tests would not be entirely prohibited in those
zones. In those areas, there should be at least three of
the control measures that we mentioned. One is
detasseling, another is distance. In fact, our proposal
does not deny the possibility of bringing the
materials closer to the region, but rather that as long
as field tests are authorized, containment measures
must be much more stringent.

J. Payne:
I would just like to make a comment. I think it is
useful to think in terms of two or three levels of
protection, although I believe that it is important not
to think of them as additives. It is important to take
into account biological factors and to think of them as
a biological system; it must be seen whether a
containment procedure is effective by itself or in
combination with others. In the United States, there
was a tendency to think of certain procedures as
additives. I know that they do it to save time but as a
precaution measure, biology must be seen and
considered.

F. Cárdenas:
I would like to clarify something. In Mexico the
maize collections of INIFAP are around 10,000
accessions. Of these accessions, between about 4,000
and 5,000 are found at CIMMYT. At Fort Collins,
Colorado, there is a replica of CIMMYT’s collections
and we are in the process of reproducing and
increasing the materials that are not in either
collection (Fort Collins or in CIMMYT), so that there
are duplicates in the two banks.

M. Goodman:
I would like to add something to the comments made
by Dr. Cárdenas. Perhaps there are people in the
general public who are unaware that INIFAP has
probably dedicated more efforts to collecting and
regenerating maize collections than any other country
or organization in the world in the last 10 years. Dr.
Cárdenas heads these activities, researcher Juan
Manuel Hernández has done at least half of this work
and Jesús Sánchez has also done a good part of it. I
do not think that this is widely recognized.
Furthermore, Mexico far exceeds any other country in
terms of recent study of indigenous maize collections.

N. Ellstrand:
I was not aware that there was information that
showed that transgenes have a higher degree of
mutation than that of other genes. Could you give
some examples of transgenes with a higher degree of
mutation?

A. Kato:
Well, in reality I do not know the degree or frequency
of mutation of these transgenes either and I do not
have any information on this. But I assume that it
could be at least similar to that of normal genes of the
genome. Therefore, I think that from this point of
view its behavior may be similar to that of other
genes, but with time, mutations could accumulate
and change the effect. In synthesis, I think that it
cannot be predicted.

V. Villalobos:
On this subject, I think that if the incorporation of a
gene to the genome by way of genetic engineering is
added, this will behave afterwards as any other gene
in Mendelian form.

A. Kato:
I believe that it is not strictly certain that transgenes
will behave in Mendelian form, because in non-
transgenic material this gene does not exist. How will
it react when crossed and backcrossed? We still do
not know.

The inserted gene is an additional segment, so that
we might suppose that it is as if a very small
intercalated chromosome were introduced into a
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normal chromosome, then we would not be able to
say how that chromosome will behave. Although it is
a very small segment, we cannot predict exactly how
it will react. Later if a variety has homozygotic
transgenes, it will probably behave in Mendelian
form, but it would not be possible to be absolutely
certain. But when transgenic materials are crossed
with non-transgenic materials, confidence in
predictions is even less.

V. Villalobos:
Coincidentally, all of this is already known. All the
information on transgenic material precisely supports
those functions. If by way of molecular biology, a
perfectly known gene is incorporated into a receptive
genome, this will behave and will have a mechanism,
a form of segregation, as dictated by Mendel’s laws.
Afterwards, we must consider that some uncertainty
still remains with respect to the place in which that
gene will insert itself, which will change the
phenotypic and genotypic characteristics of the
receptor individual. But it should be taken into
account that this genetically modified material enters
a conventional breeding program, in which those
individuals that definitely hold no agronomic interest
are eliminated and those that are selected by way of
the conventional method are varieties that when their
time arrives will be incorporated into a commercial
population.

A. Kato:
Yes, but the point that we are dealing with here is the
relationship of transgenic and non-transgenic
materials. If it were only a matter of managing
groups of transgenic materials, it is a very different
situation, but here we are speaking of the effect that
the transgene or transferred gene may have once it is
introduced to non-transgenic materials, that is to say
both cultivated and wild. What was explained earlier
is a different problem, I believe. Because if it were the
same to manage non-transgenic materials as we
manage them traditionally, then what is the concern
for being here to discuss this subject?

D. Louette:
It seems to me that it would be convenient to point
out that it is less complicated to anticipate what could
happen in landraces with the insertion of a transgene,

than to imagine what might happen in teosinte. In the
case of maize, we might suppose that the transgene
would have the same effect on landraces, but it
would be very difficult to anticipate what might
happen with teosinte, because many of these genes
may have a pleiotropic effect and may greatly
modify, for example, the way teosinte reproduces
itself.

A. Kato:
A point that we must indeed consider is that
transgenes are segments of extra DNA that do not
exist in the Zea genus. Because if they were obtained
in the Zea genus of any species or population, then it
would be an entirely different matter.

J. Payne:
In fact, many genes come from microorganisms or
from plant species very different from each other.
However, after having seen thousands of transgenes,
backcrossed many generations to F6 or F8, these
constructs do behave in Mendelian form, unless more
than one gene has been incorporated to the transgene.
In this case, several types of recombinations may
occur with similar sequences. These are never taken
to testing phase since they are not stable, they are
basically worthless material. Those that are useful
transgenes are in general those that have
incorporated only one gene. If the genes originate
from a microorganism, the gene would need certain
manipulation in the laboratory to change base
sequences so that it may be expressed in the plant
and be stable and maintained. However, that work is
generally determined in the laboratory and the
greenhouse and those that go to the field have been
very stable for several generations. This is what
happens with thousands of different types of plants,
including maize, in the United States.

Of all the experiments that have been conducted to
date, I only know of one case with a clear pleiotropic
effect. This occurred when, in the second year of field
tests, an experimental material was widely
distributed in several states and new environments
were involved. Therefore, an environmental reaction
was observed with the genotype, there was stunting,
this was recognized right away, and of course, the
line was removed from the breeding program, which
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is what must be done when deleterious pleiotropic
effects are found in a breeding program. So,
transgenes have behaved in our current experience
for 7 or 8 years and many generations, in Mendelian
form, which does not mean that they are stable. They
are as stable as any other part of the genome, but no
less so.

D. Hoisington:
I only want to emphasize two points in J. Payne’s
comment. First, it is certain that when one
incorporates a transgene in a piece of DNA in the
chromosome of an organism, a small segment of
micro-heterogeneity is created at that locus.
Nevertheless, that heterogeneity exists in any genome
of any plant. We know that there are insertions and
deletions, that there is a considerable amount of
repetitive DNA and that units of repetition vary
considerably, even between two plants of the same
cultivated field; the organism takes over regulating
all this heterogeneity. The other point that is always
certain is that when a gene is introduced to a new
genome, we may not predict a priori what will
happen. Nevertheless, almost all genes that have
been used to date—the bar gene, the gus gene, genes
for resistance to antibiotics and Bt genes—have been
incorporated in many different plants, and we obtain
the same phenotype as long as we limit ourselves to
introducing only a single stable gene. I believe that it
would be fair to say that these genes are Mendelian
genes and their level of expression—in the majority
of cases and without taking into account in what
plant they are introduced—will be very similar.

A. Kato:
What I have been saying is what was discussed in our
group and I do not want to force anyone to accept
what we have summarized in our presentation.
Nevertheless, I would like to ask the participants of
this meeting: Is anyone certain that transgenes will
always behave in an identical way? As in the case of
introgression, I have always had the idea that maize
and teosinte are kept genetically isolated, but the
information that has come out of this workshop
makes me realize that a degree of uncertainty must
be considered. Then, for practical reasons, I must

accept that introgression could occur and that this is
what is most convenient for decision-making in
special situations.

J. Payne:
I believe that there is never absolute certainty. I
believe, given the quantity of some hundreds or
perhaps thousands of different lines of cultivated and
transformed plants in the field, that the sample is
perhaps adequate. Nevertheless, the evidence to date
shows that they are stable as a gene, not with
absolute certainty but with the samples available up
until now, it is fairly certain. As for the specific point
of interchange from elite germplasm to wild
germplasm, this experiment is being carried out in
several cases and I am fairly familiar with one of
them that is the exchange of transgenes from
cultivated table squash to its wild parent. These genes
are very stable in the wild parent, as stable as they are
in elite germplasm.

A. Kato:
Is the cause of that instability known? Is it instability
in expression or in transmission?

J. Payne:
I was referring to the case in which there could be
multiple copies inserted and afterward there is a
recombination within the material and that is certain.
It may be affected by the germplasm but I don’t know
anything about this, generally it is a matter of the
number of copies. This type of instability occurs
when there is loss of the gene or of the function of the
gene, either one of the two. That level of instability
has been detected very early in field tests. If those
hundreds or perhaps thousands of lines that I
mentioned earlier—I wish I had a more exact
number—had been placed in the field without
observing them carefully, I would not be answering
your question with so much certainty, but they have
been under intense scrutiny and they have been
followed very carefully. Furthermore, field materials
have been brought back and analyzed on a molecular
level, and even at this level no change has been
observed in the degree of mutation or in the stability
at this point.
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D. Louette:
Although a gene may be as stable in one species as in
another, the final effect on each species may be
different. One example might be the change of
endosperm in maize, in which the effect on seed
germination is much less. With maize, it is
unimportant, because more seeds may be planted,
but if this gene is passed to teosinte, it could have a
negative effect on the endosperm and on
germination, with the difference that in this case,
there is no one there to plant more seeds. So it would
be changing the reproductive system of the species
and that is indeed a lethal effect, although the initial
effect is exactly the same.

V. Villalobos:
I propose that we agree that once a gene is
incorporated by way of genetic engineering in any
recipient genome, in this case of a maize variety or
landrace, the transgene will behave in Mendelian
form.

R. Ortega-Pazcka:
My opinion is that, as far as there is evidence,
transgenes behave, once incorporated into a material,
in stable, Mendelian form; however, there could be
exceptions to which greater attention would have to
be focused.

A. Kato:
By saying in Mendelian form, I do not mean that
there are no exceptions and modifications and that
will be known with time.

V. Villalobos:
There are two points here which should not be
confused. One refers to the very mechanics of genetic
engineering and the other are the risks. So one thing
does not guarantee the other. What we are trying to
do is minimize the potential risks, assuming that they
exist. In other words, it is a matter of minimizing
risks and increasing benefits.

M. Goodman:
I am a little concerned that only positive results reach
the scientific literature and not negative results. For
example, if things follow Mendelian patterns, people

tend to work with them; however, if a pattern of 17 to
32 does not apply, it is not published. Furthermore, in
the first place, many of these things are done in secret
by companies which generally do not publish much
of their work. It is obvious that the materials that
reach yield tests and those that are finally released
primarily exhibit Mendelian behavior. That is to say,
they will have good expression. What I do not believe
that the majority of you know—some perhaps do—is
that a given gene with good expression in the
Missouri 17 maize line does not have good expression
in CIMMYT’s line 247. So, how many times will there
be problems in obtaining good expression when
constructions are transferred from one line to
another? I cannot imagine that genetic problems of
this type do not arise once in a while. In the
expression of genes that I am familiar with,
everything is quantitative; expression differs in
different situations and I do not imagine that these
things do not vary in their background. I have no
doubt that those that fulfill conditions of
commercialization are quite good and I do not
believe that any of them create problems. However, I
do not see any reason to rush into things and say that
everything is this way unless we are absolutely sure
that this is the case.

D. Hoisington:
I believe that we are all totally in agreement with
what M. Goodman has just said. The key point is that
a transgene is no different at all from any other gene
that exists on the planet. All that we know that can
happen to any genes probably has already happened
or will happen to transgenes.

I am also in agreement with D. Louette in that when
certain genes are introduced to other species of
plants, they may have a different end result. We have
the same product produced by the same expression;
however, for many reasons, they will also have a final
effect on the viability of that organism.
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What type of research must be
carried out to evaluate the effect
of the introgression of transgenic
maize on teosinte and landraces?

F. Castillo:
1. As an introduction, it was considered that maize,

teosinte and Tripsacum diversity is threatened by
several forces that have reduced or eliminated
populations of these species and subspecies of
teosinte now recognized. Among these forces are
the expansion of urban areas, changes in land use,
and the adoption of improved maize varieties.
Thus, it was considered that the risks for landraces
represented by the introduction of transgenic
maize probably would be equivalent to the impact
that improved and hybrid maize has had on native
maize varieties. Therefore, it was emphatically
recommended that measures must be taken to
insure the conservation of this diversity, as
indicated by Group 1 of this Forum. If urgent
measures are not adopted, some types of teosinte
and maize landraces will be eliminated and with
this is the concern over the effect of transgenic
maize on them.

2. Based on information available on the effects of
transgenes on maize, once it has been transformed,
it was inferred that if the expression of these
transgenes has been beneficial for a transgenic
maize variety, then it would be expected that it
would also be beneficial for the local maize
variety. However, the effect of transgenes on

teosinte may not be foreseen or inferred until these
transgenes are incorporated into their genome.
Transgenes that have been incorporated into maize
may have pleiotropic effects on teosinte, which
would imply the possibility of unexpected changes
that could be beneficial for the native maize, but
lethal or highly adverse for the reproductive
capacity of teosinte.

3. Scenarios were analyzed of the possible effects of
transgenes now used in transformation when
incorporated by introgression to maize or teosinte
varieties.

3.1. Insect pest resistance genes. Until now, there is
insufficient information on the effect of transgenic
maize, which expresses the insecticide protein of
the gene of the ∂-endotoxin of Bacillus thuringiensis,
in natural insect populations. This effect would
occur under uniform transgenic maize sowings.
The presence of maize variants, without the
transgene, would buffer accelerated evolution of
the resistance of insect populations to
bioinsecticide transgenic plants.

3.2. Herbicide resistance. Transgenic maize resistant
to herbicides may have two types of impact. For
teosinte populations, a risk situation would occur
at the moment of herbicide application
accompanying the introduction of transgenic
varieties resistant to them. In this case, a highly
intense negative selection would be imposed on
teosinte growing in cultivated fields, which would
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imply serious risk of extinction. It is necessary to
make the observation that farmers, in some zones
where teosinte grows, also exercise a strong
negative selection pressure on teosinte, although it
is not a generalized attitude shared in all regions
(see the presentation of J. Sánchez in this volume).
Crop rotation also may have a similar effect.

The second impact would be completely opposite to
the preceding one. In this scenario, an adaptive
advantage of teosinte would be assumed, if the
transgene is incorporated into this by introgression.
Teosinte could develop a greater survival capacity by
resistance to herbicides and consequently, increase its
potential to convert itself into a weed.

3.3. Genes modifying grain quality. It was anticipated
that the genes controlling some grain
characteristics could be manipulated in the future,
so possible risks were discussed.

The modification of the endosperm, as the sweet,
starchy character in some types of maize, reduces
seed longevity. If these genes were present in
teosinte, they would reduce the capacity of teosinte to
germinate in the field. The teosinte seeds would
remain in the soil in a latent state so that if genes
modifying endosperm were to be incorporated, these
teosinte seeds would not have the same survival
capacity as normal seeds. If the oil content is
increased, the result would be similar.

3.4 Genes modifying plant structure. Gene
introgression conditioning male sterility would
reduce the survival capacity of the carrier and
would increase the rate of crossing; teosinte
populations surely would be modified
disadvantageously in relation to maize. It was
mentioned that the modification of some structural
traits could reduce seed formation capacity.
Therefore, one possibility would be the genes that
control the reduction of lateral branches of
inflorescence. In teosinte, the incorporation of
transgenes that will control the trait mentioned
would reduce seed formation capacity and
production of progeny.

3.5 Genes conditioning apomixis. The French
institution ORSTOM is carrying out a research
project in collaboration with CIMMYT, the
objective of which is to transfer apomixis from
Tripsacum to maize. Given the advances made by
this research, it is inferred that the possibility of
obtaining apomictic maize and its genetic
manipulation through genetic engineering may be
a reality in the close future. Thus, the advent of
apomictic maize would increase the capacity of the
“vegetative” reproduction of maize so that the
variability of populations would be diminished.
For maize landraces this produces effects similar to
the extensive use of hybrids. For teosinte, a
significant reduction in the variation of
populations may be anticipated if we assume that
genetic flow from apomictic maize to teosinte is
possible.

4. To determine the effect of transgenic maize on
landraces and teosinte, five research areas were
identified on which varying amounts of
information exists. These research areas are
described below in advance of the more detailed
presentation to be made by N. Ellstrand in some of
these areas.

4.1. Geographic distribution, morphological
characterization, and size of populations of
different teosinte taxis. In this area there is a fair
amount of information, based on what is stated by
J. Sánchez in this volume. In this respect, Mexico
has an advantage over other countries that are
centers of diversity and origin of agricultural
crops.

4.2. Dynamic of teosinte populations.
Complementary information is needed on the
effective size of teosinte populations, given that
their size is known, but not the genetic structure
within the population. In turn, there are some
basic aspects of the panmixis and the reproductive
capacity of teosinte populations that must be
studied.

4.3. Determination of genetic flow frequencies. This
research could be carried out in a year for which
the following experiment is suggested. In this
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experiment, an introduced variety, a landrace and
teosinte are planted in the same area, under
conditions reproducing the natural conditions of
an agricultural field as much as possible. Free
pollination is permitted and the genetic flow
between these three components is determined by
way of co-dominant isozyme type markers, which
permit differentiation between the three
components and determination of the provenience
of the pollen. This experiment must be carried out
with different taxis of teosinte and different local
materials representative of diversity and
geographic distribution. This work may be
conducted in situ, as well as in experimental fields.
It may be carried out in a single year if the
different conditions are considered with testers,
such as teosinte diversity and differences in
flowering dates.
Sample sizes must be sufficient to detect a flow
level of at least 1%.

4.4 Introgression frequencies. Hybrids of maize and
teosinte will be compared with non-hybrids or
natural populations obtained from the experiment
described above. Germination in the hybrid and in
the non-hybrid will be determined by comparing
the marker frequencies in seeds and seedlings. The
seeds must be treated with hydrogen peroxide to
break dormancy. Traits to be evaluated are
seedling survival, female fertility taking the
number of seeds produced, and male fertility
comparing the frequency of markers in hybrids
and non-hybrids of their descent. The comparison
may also be made between F1 hybrids, the F2
generation segregate, and regressive crossings.
This comparison would be made the following
year based on material collected in the preceding
experiment or with forced or manual crosses.

4.5 Effect of transgenes incorporated into teosinte. In
this case, there would be a comparison of hybrids,
resulting from three combinations: 1) teosinte by
transgenic maize, 2) teosinte by non-transgenic
maize or before transgenesis is practiced, and 3)
teosinte with improved maize that comes from

traditional genetic improvement with
characteristics similar to those conferred by
transgenic maize.

The three hybrids would be compared as a function
of their adaptability. This experiment must be carried
out on a wide range of transgenes and if possible for
each gene that is desired for release.

Experiment design and research to
study hybridization and transgenic
maize introgression on landraces
and teosinte, and vice versa.

N. Ellstrand:
The objective of the experiments that we proposed is
to measure two relevant parameters that may be
utilized in models to evaluate the consequences of the
introduction of transgenic plants. The relevant
parameters are the degree of migration (m) and the
selective coefficient (s). These parameters are
adequate for several models and in addition permit
prediction with a fair amount of certainty of what
will happen.

We propose three types of experiments. The first has
to do with degrees of hybridization to calculate m
and its variation. The second would be introgression
experiments to calculate the relative fitness of the
hybrid that could be negative or positive. In the same
way, the selective coefficient of the normal gene
needs to be calculated independently of the selective
coefficient of the transgene, because in both types of
genes, the selective coefficients may be positive,
negative, or be in conflict. Finally, the third type of
experiments would calculate the selective coefficient
of the transgene in the hybrid. Transgenic plants
would not be utilized in the two first experiments;
therefore, the experiments could be done in situ.

Experiment number one is perhaps the most
complicated. The most important point is to measure
the degree of gene flow of modern cultivars to native
races, of modern cultivars to teosinte, and from
native races to teosinte. This could be achieved by
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utilizing at least two—and as many as possible—
appropriate localities. Teosinte macro-distribution
regions, such as the Mesa Central (Central
Highlands), that of the Balsas and Chalco regions,
would be two appropriate localities, with two
repetition localities for each general locality, one in
situ if possible, and the other, in a local experimental
station of INIFAP.

The test materials would be planted variably to
become adjusted to natural variations and the
phenology of all Mexican localities. Due to the
replication that they have with time, the experiment
could be done in a year. That is useful with respect to
information needed and with respect to the interest of
the biotechnology industry.

After the brain storm, it was decided that the use of
co-dominant markers was the most effective. When
tests are conducted of progeny, it is possible to
identify what progeny crossed to the other type. That
progeny is taken and crossed with each one of the
progenitors and the total number of progenies is
divided and that is the calculation of m. This may be
calculated between sites within a locality, between
localities or taxonomic types, if this is the case, and
between different times, which results in a very good
calculation of the variation of gene flow on those
levels.

In the second experiment, plants of the next
generation are planted in the same sites in situ. There
would be F1’s (if necessary, hybridization would be
forced beginning with the seed created by a prior
study) and what we call S1’s or sibs. Thus we can
have pure types and hybrid types, the relative
aptitude of which will be measured.

The difference between these aptitudes gives us the
selective coefficient (s), which represents the
advantage or disadvantage of the genes of the crops
found in a hybrid: whether it is inserted or it is
retained from the population. As we have hybrids,
we may also be able to examine the transmission of
the specific crop marker in a hybrid, which would
allow us to calculate the male aptitude. This
characteristic, often overlooked in ecological studies,

is important because, even if the plant totally lacks
seeds, it produces pollen. Similarly, in this case, the
aptitude of other plants that could be fertilized has an
impact.

Tests of male fitness (in terms of transmission of
markers of progeny tests) compare seeds taken
directly from females. Studies of germination are
carried out to determine the frequency of the marker
in the seed against the frequency of the marker in
seeds that germinate. The frequency may increase or
decrease depending on the aptitude of the seed and
the extent to which the marker affects fitness.
Survival of the plant is another component of fitness.
If things are done correctly, the first planting may be
done in the first year and the second planting in the
second, with all the appropriate combinations:
hybrids, between modern maize and native races,
between teosinte and native races, and between
teosinte and modern maize (in this case, in females).

The third experiment is carried out to measure
relative aptitude when a transgene is incorporated.
Therefore, we need to compare a hybrid that involves
transformed maize (as close to a pre-commercial
product as possible) and untransformed maize that is
as close as possible to the maize that was
transformed. It is understood that little genetic
change occurs, although the most important question
has to do with the impact of the transgene on the
specific aptitude.

Today it is not possible to conduct these experiments
in situ. Nonetheless, they must be carried out under
conditions as close as possible to in situ conditions
certainly in Mexico. One group felt that these studies
of fitness could be incorporated into small scale tests
in open fields proposed by Group 1, given that the
proposed conditions of containment are sufficiently
stringent. These experiments must be conducted by
scientists who understand fitness measurements.
Sizes of samples must be adjusted to discover the
biologically important differences in hybridization in
aptitude: statistical importance without biological
importance is useless. If the sample cannot capture
biological importance, then the experiments must not
be conducted.
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Group 2 Report: Discussion

R. Bird:
A suggestion for this group is that this introgression
study will take at least two years, due to the need for
data on backcrossing when there are combinations of
traits not from F1, but rather individual
characteristics in different members of the population
of backcrosses in both directions.

N. Ellstrand:
Do you suggest that in the third year we take the
progeny that we have collected: backcrossings, F2s
and new F1s, and we place them again in the field to
get an advanced generation? Or do you suggest that
we do the experiment in repetitions?

R. Bird:
Not only repetitions, but also advances. Winter
generations or greenhouse generations may be
advanced to obtain faster results.

Something else: it is necessary to keep in mind that
teosinte and probably the F1 or some backcrossings
must be treated with hydrogen peroxide for them to
germinate synchronically and at a high percentage. In
other words, if the teosinte seed is placed in a 20%
hydrogen peroxide solution for 5 hours, 95%
germination is achieved, but without this procedure,
germination is only 5%.

A. Alvarez:
In the event that there were one or several maize
varieties with resistance to a herbicide and that this
resistance had been obtained through conventional
breeding—which perhaps is being or has been used
at some time as a commercial material—do you think
it would be convenient to use this type of material to
see if the transmission of these characteristics are
more similar to those that very probably are in
transgenic materials? I am referring specifically to the
bar gene which is used as a selection marker in
transgenic maize plants.

J.A. Serratos:
Are you suggesting that the selection marker gene be
used exclusively in the type 3 experiment which is
with transgenic plants?

A. Alvarez:
I suggest using plants resistant to herbicide obtained
by conventional methods as a pollen source.

N. Ellstrand:
I would like to make it clear that type 3 experiments
would be multiple experiments using several
transgenic products that would be proposed for
release in Mexico. We are not talking about
comparing a single transgenic construction with a
non-transformed type. In fact, we are seeking the
generality. We calculate that this would be associated
with small scale field tests that are carried out by
businesses and that as soon as a representative
collection of these products is accumulated and its
data analyzed, one of these three types of information
would be found. Whether it is that transgenic plants
are characteristically inferior to non-transgenic
hybrids, that transgenic hybrids are characteristically
superior, or that transgenic hybrids are comparable
variables with their counterparts.

V. Villalobos:
If we are going to evaluate transgenic material
experimentally, perhaps a good question is: with
what can it be compared? I participated in a meeting
in which there was discussion of a concept called
substantial equivalencies. And this concept was
developed precisely in response to this need to
compare transgenic material with something that was
as similar as possible without being transgenic.

This concept of substantial equivalence refers to the
genotype that is exactly the same without the
transgene and thus, all tests and field evaluations are
carried out. This is important to consider not only
from the purely experimental point of view, but also
because these materials will soon reach supermarkets
or the public, so we have to think about explaining
this genetically modified material to the consumer.
Perhaps it is worth reflecting specifically on one of
the genes that we know will be one of the targets of
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maize transformation, which is that of herbicides,
that is, what will we compare it with? The way I see
this question is to compare it with material that has
been selected for resistance to herbicides by way of
conventional methods, that is, comparing it with the
same genotype without the gene. This is the question
in any case.

N. Ellstrand:
I would like to add my personal comments. As
transgenic products are basically new in nature,
perhaps it is impossible to find relevant comparisons.
So we have maize transformed to be resistant to
herbicides: perhaps it is impossible to find non-
transformed maize resistant to herbicides. I think that
this is point number one. The other point that I would
like to deal with is to emphasize the process that
involves the transference of multiple genes:
constructions, their gene markers, and the selecting
marker. I would like to know the impact of these as
well as the hybrid phenotype. This would be missing
in traditional endogamic liens.

J. Payne:
My question is on a slightly different subject. I would
like to know if the experiment design gets the desired
effect. It seems that aptitude has two different
meanings, that is we are talking about landrace
populations or teosinte, which grows wild. Will this
experiment answer the question of whether teosinte
will be more or less apt in an environment outside of
an agricultural field? The answer seems to be no,
because it is not a question of the competitive
pressure of other plants. Furthermore, I am not sure
that the aptitude of landraces is the key point,
because selection pressure to maintain any given
population of one of the native races is the preference
of the farmer to preserve seed.

N. Ellstrand:
Ideally, if one wanted to know the impact of
transgenic constructions on teosinte, teosinte would
be transformed and afterwards it would be cultivated
with non-transformed teosinte in situ. I think that it
would be dangerous to do it in situ and I also believe
that it would be a burden to industry to ask them to
transform teosinte.

Now, I believe that once the gene is obtained and
50,000 dollars, it may be gotten in a year, that is what
they have told me. I think that the best that we can
get is to have a genome that is 50% teosinte and
cultivate it under the most realistic conditions as
possible, even though of course this will not be done
in situ, so that there will have to be a commitment
with the process. The point is that a hybrid is being
worked with a hybrid, and thus, it may be assumed,
any difference would be due to transgenic
construction.

M. Goodman:
I would like to see how experiment type number
three is conducted. Although it would not tell us
much about what we need to know about the use of
transgenic maize, it would give us very interesting
information. I would like to warn anyone who tries to
carry out this type of experiment that they take into
account the concept of hybrid vigor, because
someone will bring transgenes to an environment
that in some way is slightly different from landrace
populations with which they have been crossed. The
only way that even moderate success may be
achieved with these experiments would be to have
isogenic materials with the transgene and without it,
because otherwise this would be converted into a
group of experiments that have no relation with what
interests you.

N. Ellstrand:
Hybrid vigor is a very important point and this is
why we wanted to compare one hybrid with another
because supposedly the testers would be isogenic and
the only difference between the hybrid tester and the
transformed hybrid would be the transgene.

M. Goodman:
That is true, although the problem does not reside in
the initial hybrid vigor in the F1 generation. The
problem resides, as we have mentioned, in
subsequent hybrid vigor that persist throughout
several generations later. Farmers have a lot to do
with the future of a gene introduced into these
populations and it almost requires this type of
experiment for this to be determined.
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R. Quintero:
As for the proposals that were made, what would
happen if none of this is done? Would it be important
to conduct this research?

F. Castillo:
Comment has been made that with the information
presented on the first day, some decisions could be
made with regard to the need to conduct certain
experiments or research that is suggested. Interest is
highly academic. In practical terms, I think that there
is some information that may be derived from these
experiments.

A. Kato:
It appears that thought is being given to the risks that
could occur and the decisions that might be made
based on this information. But there are always risks
and often they arise from things that are not known,
that are not anticipated. The case of Texas cytoplasm
is an example that might illustrate this concern. There
was great certainty that it was excellent for breeding,
it facilitated work and saved time in the entire
breeding process. No one anticipated the disaster that
occurred; the decision was made to introduce it in
many maize varieties and hybrids, it spread, and it
was a disaster.

So, the only thing that I am saying is that we must be
more cautious and that perhaps decisions should be
subject to stricter regulation, because otherwise,
unexpected things will happen.

F. Castillo:
With regard to this, I think that the suggestions and
recommendations of Groups 1 and 2 must be
considered in that they suggest that authorized tests
have a different degree of control and to the extent
possible, they be carried out in locations where there
is no risk of genetic flow.

M. Willcox:
I would only like to add that if the decision is made
to conduct tests in selected locations that then at least
the proper safety measures would be followed.
Because if we say that we do not know or that we
cannot anticipate the consequences of the release and
we refuse to confront the design and implementation
of regulations, then we open up the possibility that
people will conduct trials illegally and then there will
be no control whatsoever. If there are no rules, then
the possibility of illegal acts is even greater.
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Taking into account the
agro-environments, genetic
diversity and agro-economy of
Mexico, can safe, risk-free field
tests be carried out with
transgenic maize?

A. Alvarez:
To answer this question, a series of considerations
were examined. When safe or risk-free field tests are
discussed, we must be very careful. Risk-free tests do
not really exist. To a good extent, exercises evaluating
risks with transgenic plants are in no way unique. For
example, the chemical industry has undertaken a
series of measures, meetings, and considerations to
decide whether to release a product, insecticide, or
pesticide. Also, in the pharmaceutical industry,
considerations are made and medications are
released, which must state their potential risks.
Nonetheless, someone in the population will
someday suffer the consequences of the unforeseen
effects of medicines, despite the measures that are
taken. A parallel case is that of safety measures that
are adopted for the management of radioactive
material and designed to prevent and minimize risks.

The biosafety committee of any country cannot be the
exception, nor in any way may it take on the
responsibility of granting permits under the
assumption that there is no risk. Therefore, the words
“risk-free” must be eliminated from this question.

It will always be necessary to evaluate the parameters
and knowledge available at a given time in an
attempt to insure that the minimum risk may be
guaranteed as honestly and professionally as
possible.

Following our group’s discussion, a consensus was
reached that field tests may be conducted with
transgenic maize, always taking into account that the
measures proposed may be valid for some specific
genes, localities, and seasons, but not for all. The
measures proposed are only general guidelines,
which are very important, but that will have to be
resolved on a case-by-case basis, which has been the
policy of the National Agricultural Biosafety
Committee.

Thus, tests with transgenic maize material may be
carried out in Mexico as long as proper measures to
prevent genetic flow are taken into account. These
measures will depend on what one wants to test and
on the objectives of the proposed tests.

Based on the prior experience of some institutions
that have tested transgenic material in the field,
measures such as detasseling of transgenic material
may be taken in the first stages. Measures such as
detasseling, pollination with homologous, non-
transgenic material, or distance of isolation attempt to
achieve a proper level of safety, and undoubtedly aid
in avoiding a large part of the problem. Furthermore,
if it were necessary, these tests could be carried out in
locations distant from regions rich in landraces or
teosinte, even though it would be highly impractical
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to carry out a scrutiny in 20 km to insure that there
are no landraces, commercial, or teosinte materials, as
suggested by Group 1. Based on what has been
discussed by our group, the distances that may be
managed are on the order of 300 to 500 m, which are
the distances utilized by companies that produce
hybrid seeds.

The inclusion of barriers with non-transgenic
materials of the same species to detain pollen flow, is
a very important measure. Therefore, the Committee
demands that materials utilized as a barrier be
considered as transgenic material, and thus be subject
to the same mechanisms of destruction or
containment as the material that is being tested in the
center.

The group that presented the map of teosinte
distribution provided us with highly valuable
information that may serve as a truly important aid,
both for those who plan to carry out these
experiments, as well as those who must determine
whether the test is accepted or not. Again, this
consideration is in function of the risk that might be
carried by the gene.

It has been discussed that perhaps the bar gene, the
herbicide resistance gene, confers a positive trait to
teosinte. But there might be another gene that is
considered negative and thought will have to be
given as to where tests might be carried out in terms
of these maps.

The situation in the United States was discussed and
analyzed. There many tests using transgenic maize
have been carried out, and it was concluded that this
advantageous situation, regarding the establishment
of tests with these materials, derives from the fact
that there are no wild varieties or landraces and the
material that exists is hybrid. Hybrids are like a one-
way-street, because they offer low probabilities of
being regenerated by farmers. This material offers no
problem. Thus, it was suggested that places where
maize production is fundamentally based on hybrid
materials be sought and that tests with transgenic
maize could be carried out there. In this way, there is
the certainty that there are no maize landraces and
teosinte in the vicinity and there is a natural barrier.

Of course, special care will have to be given in the
analysis of institutions that intend to carry out these
tests. They will have to demonstrate that they have
the proper technical and scientific equipment to
manage tests with the proper professionalism.

There must be continuous follow-up of the test and a
log, always available to members of the National
Agricultural Biosafety Committee, must be kept. At
the same time, there must be documentation, maps
determining the exact site where the test will be
carried out, restricted access and protection
mechanisms at test sites to avoid the voluntary or
involuntary exit of material from these places.

If all the suggestions that have been proposed in this
meeting, which has been highly productive, are taken
into account, the conclusion may be reached that it is
feasible to carry out tests with transgenic maize
without undue problems.

Perhaps the greatest problem will arise when the de-
regulation of transgenic maize occurs and it is
released as a commercial material.

The consensus was reached that it is not wise to
detain research in biosafety given that with the
passage of time, more will be known on the effect of
genes. As already stated at this forum, if one begins
with the idea, which seems to be a very important
starting point from the standpoint of biosafety, that
there will be genetic flow, the most important
consideration becomes what will be the effect of
transgenes on landraces and teosinte.

It is hoped that somehow this information may be
obtained, but at this time, it is considered that there
are sufficient elements to state that tests may be
carried out. There is no reason to wait until there is
knowledge with certainty, or with a certain degree of
certainty, on what the effect of these genes will be.

On the other hand, if a certain degree of certainty is
reached on the possible effect of these genes and we
arrive at a stage of deregulation, it would be worth
considering the undertaking of a follow-up project
where the impact of these genes on those populations
may be analyzed.
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Undertaking field tests with transgenic material in
centers of origin or diversity may be used as
opportunities to gain information, given that there is
no experience available to date on this subject. The
vicious cycle of calculating high risks and not
conducting tests must be avoided, because if nothing
is tested, no information is obtained and as a
consequence, everything is prohibited.

The time when this vicious cycle may be broken and
then the decision to release these transgenic materials
are inevitable. Later, if possible, follow-up
experiments must be carried out during a reasonable
time period. CIMMYT, INIFAP, CINVESTAV,
UNAM, the Postgraduate College, and many other
organizations would be interested in these results.

Designing field tests to minimize
the risk of gene flow to the
environment.

J. Ron Parra:
In our group, the assumption was made that a field
test with transgenic maize was to be established at
some site indicated by Group 1. The task was to
design measures that should be taken into account.

The ideal isolation situation would occur in a semi-
desert area, such as for example in the state of Baja
California where there is no teosinte, there are
virtually no maize landraces and the cultivation of
maize is not very important. In that region, biological
barriers for isolation perhaps would not be necessary.
That would be an ideal area to carry out this type of
tests. But, what would companies interested
specifically in areas with a higher frequency of
teosinte distribution think about this? In this case, it
would be necessary to adopt some isolation measures
at the experimental site.

It has been mentioned that detasseling is necessary
because one of the main sources of contamination is
the escape of pollen. Thus, the simplest, easiest, most
direct measure is detasseling the plants. Isolation on
the level of experimental fields or development
centers of these materials is recommendable because
there must be infrastructure and trained technicians

to carry out these tasks properly and responsibly and
to avoid the escape of pollen. In synthesis, isolation
with detasseling in an area where the risk of
contamination exists might be one of the
recommendations. The other would be that materials
be supervised by trained personnel who have
experience with this type of varieties.

It was suggested that for isolation in producers fields,
it would be a good idea to use physical and biological
barriers for pollen containment. The barriers could be
the same crop, in this case maize, or sugar cane in the
case of tropical and subtropical regions. Forage-type
sorghum, in some cases, may be used in high valleys.
If the material used as a barrier is of the same species,
in this case maize, it must not be used as food grain.
If there are probabilities of escape through the grain
or seed, the grain obtained from the barriers must be
destroyed. Around the experimental site, maize must
not be planted in the cycle following the test with
transgenic material. Furthermore, the field must be
watered and fallowed to later eliminate voluntary
plants.

Follow-up of the entire release, testing and
monitoring process must be carried out at the
experimental site to systematize the information
produced by these activities. In this way it will be
possible to define the most proper characteristics in
terms of barriers and isolation for future evaluation.

The design and size of these experimental sites will
depend on the type of transgenic materials to be
evaluated, the germplasm found in neighboring
zones, the parent lines of transgenic material and the
environment in which it is to be developed. Each one
of these elements, including genetic factors, must
have an experimental design to avoid any escape at
the level of field tests. The need for a proper physical
infrastructure at the experimental site was
emphasized, one that would offer protection of
transgenic material from theft.

There was a general consensus that even if all these
measures were adopted, there is no absolute certainty
that transgenic materials will not escape.
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Group 3 Report: Discussion

G. Carrillo:
Could you comment on the system of sign posting
used in places where tests with transgenic material
are carried out? That is to say, how good an idea
would it be to clearly indicate in the locality, the sites
and nature of tests that are being conducted, and
what role could the local population play in this type
of tests? I think that it is important that the local
inhabitants have, in simple terms, an overview of
these actions, because afterwards comes the problem
of the acceptance of the product on the part of the
same people.

V. Villalobos:
I think that it is a little risky to anticipate this series of
issues. In my opinion people must be educated
gradually to understand what is happening with the
introduction of transgenic material. Without this
prior raising of consciousness, I think it would be
counterproductive.

J.A. Serratos:
Was the establishment of a special auditorship
considered for examining the results of the evaluation
of risks or results obtained in the establishment of
field tests with transgenic material? Who would carry
out this research and how would it be possible to
audit it if that concern arose?

A. Alvarez:
Until now, as part of the request to conduct any test,
the National Biosafety Committee receives all the
data, as substantiated as possible, on estimates of the
magnitude of risks carried out by the institution
making the request. As a function of this risk analysis
that they have performed, they can propose a series
of safety measures as they see fit. The Committee
then evaluates this information, it may request the
aid of experts, it may or may not coincide with the
data, and it may demand certain changes.

When a test is actually carried out, a log always
available to Committee members must be kept.
Normally, agents of Plant Health receive the
transgenic material. If it is stated that a half pound of

seed is going to be imported, then agents certify that
it is exactly a half pound of seed. If it is going to be
taken to a greenhouse and 200 seedlings are to be
planted, they check that there are 200 seedlings. If
there are more, the extra plants must be eliminated
before taking them to the experimental field. There
are always people from the Committee and there are
always people from Plant Health overseeing these
actions.

The Committee also has the power to visit
experimental fields without prior warning to
ascertain that the suggested measures or the
measures that the concerned party has agreed to
follow are being carried out. As for an audit, I think
that the data may be shared and be openly proposed
to the Committee so that they may undertake their
own evaluation of the results that have been
obtained.

J.A. Serratos:
What I was referring to is if we might be able to
consider an independent agency to oversee all these
actions as a necessary measure in this case and that
oversight be regularly carried out as an auditing
process.

R. Obando:
Perhaps we are confusing two things. One, the
Biosafety Committee is the advisory agency of Plant
Health and the other is the means of the country by
way of Plant Health to control these types of tests.
Thus, Plant Health is really the auditor and this
agency must commission a permanent person in the
zone where the experiment is located to insure
proper conditions are maintained. Perhaps due to the
country’s minimal experience in this area of
transgenics, more training is needed, in addition to
defining stricter systems of oversight. But Plant
Health is responsible for all of this.

J.A. Serratos:
Then, my proposal for this forum is that a mechanism
and a special auditing body be created for a case as
important and political as that of maize and the
introduction of transgenic maize in Mexico.
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R. Ortega-Pazcka:
According to what I understand is being said,
supervision and power of intervention is held by
Plant Health, even in the experimentation and
production phase. Then I still have a small doubt,
Plant Health and the Biosafety Committee maintain
their rights to supervise, oversee, and when relevant,
intervene and eliminate material, even in the
experimental phase?

A. Alvarez:
Well, I think that this has led to confusion on several
occasions. We make a clear distinction between the
commercial and experimental phases for the
following reason:

The National Agricultural Biosafety Committee really
intervenes only in the experimental stage. Its sphere
of jurisdiction comprises all steps prior to insuring
that the material will not have a negative impact on
an ecosystem, on the environment and on
agricultural systems from the standpoint of biosafety.
That is to say, all these points are under the
supervision of the National Agricultural Biosafety
Committee, which do not cover issues of human
health, because this corresponds to the consumption
stage and thus falls to the Secretariat of Health. But,
the entire development process of transgenic material
is overseen (by the Biosafety Committee) from the
experimental stage until it reaches the point at which
the company or institution undertaking these
experiments requests deregulation. At that moment,
if the Committee is convinced that the material does
not produce any risk, which is essentially the same in
the case of non-transgenic material, then they may
rule on the deregulation of that material.

At that moment, the material may not only be
planted in any place, in any quantity and in any
season, but it may also be introduced into traditional
plant breeding programs. At that moment, it is
considered practically a normal material and
regulation falls within the National Seed Inspection
and Certification System as a seed, as a variety that
must comply with certain requirements. That is the
main difference.

B. Benz:
I think that the matter of oversight must be clearly
established, above all because we have to consider
that often we find ourselves in situations in which
oversight is proposed, but is in fact not carried out.
We have to recognize that the Mexican institutions
responsible for oversight lack the capacity to respond
and on many occasions, response is very limited.
Being realistic in view of this situation, we must
suggest that follow-up during the experimentation
phase be carried out by trained individuals and with
the participation of independent, non-governmental
institutions.

A. Alvarez:
The suggestion is noted, I do not think that there is
any problem, but I would like to emphasize that until
now there have only been between 11 to 14 requests
that have been received in Mexico. I would also like
to mention that members of the Committee are
specialists from the UNAM, the College of
Postgraduates, from Chapingo and other institutions,
as well as personnel from the Office of Plant Health
of the Secretariat of Agriculture, the National
Institute of Forestry, Agriculture, and Livestock
Research, and the National Seed Inspection and
Certification System. These are the members who go
and have gone to oversee these fields.

We cannot be there all the time, that is certainly true.
But I think that oversight, to the extent possible, has
been properly carried out, without trying to say that
we are not open to alternative proposals. The
suggestion made by B. Benz and J.A. Serratos seems
to be a good possibility, it is a very important matter
and it would be for the good and benefit of the
institutions that want to test transgenic organisms
and the Committee itself.

R. Quintero:
In that group they see some difference in the case that
we have been analyzing in this Forum on transgenic
maize and landraces or teosinte; that is to say,
something that in particular must concern us after all
that we have discussed over the course of several
days here. I did not sense in the presentation of A.
Alvarez that this group has found anything especially
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different in prior cases of tests with transgenic
materials. To be more specific, if we had a transgenic
maize plant in front of us today, whether produced in
Mexico or brought from abroad, would there be some
special, different concern in all of this?

A. Alvarez:
I think that if we distinguish between the two stages
of which I have spoken, there are no differences. That
is to say, while a series of conditions are fulfilled that
allow us to insure that there will be no flow of genetic
material and that there will be no escape, then testing
may be conducted at any time. The concern, contrary
to other cases that have occurred in Mexico, is
commercial release, because in that case there could
be no confinement.

R. Quintero:
In view of your precise response, I would like to
suggest that this forum make a statement on the
special treatment of this case. The case of transgenic
maize is different, not in the experimental stages, but
rather in what follows, in that second stage of release,
precisely because it is a novelty, because it is
different. It must be very clearly established by this
forum and afterward to see whether a special
committee for follow-up may be created or not.
Perhaps the latter would be a matter of another
discussion.

I would like it to be very clear that there is something
that is perceived as different from earlier cases,
something that must be considered in a special way.

A. Alvarez:
I think that this is precisely the real purpose of this
forum. We have to consider that we are a country rich
in landraces, in wild materials such as teosinte, and
what interests us is to know or to have the maximum
degree of security on what will happen with these
transgenes in these materials at the moment that we
speak of deregulation and when there is no
containment. Is there a risk? Can these species be at
risk? What will happen to them?

That is the purpose of this forum and it is what
interests us. At the moment that we might want to

test and release asparagus, all of these questions
become irrelevant, but we cannot do the same with
maize in Mexico.

R. Ortega-Pazcka:
I would like to comment on two general questions
that do not specifically deal with transgenics: the
problems of genetic erosion and the country’s other
problems.

The first was already mentioned by M. Goodman and
perhaps in the written report of the meeting it would
be worth emphasizing the importance of germplasm
banks, in this case for maize. In turn, I would like to
emphasize the importance of biological reserves and
the major deficiencies and problems from which they
suffer. These reserves could, at a given moment, aid
us in resolving problems that arise.

The second general matter that has just been
mentioned is that in Mexico, our capacity of
infrastructure, personnel, and resources to conduct
research, training and production control are
insufficient. There are some general questions that
Mexico needs to strengthen with regard to its
personnel, even to analyze this problem.

General Discussion
R. Obando (moderator)

M. Goodman:
Comment has been made on coordinated efforts
between Mexico and the United States, but I have
heard absolutely nothing on the coordinated efforts
with Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras, and Costa
Rica. All these countries would be seriously affected
by any decision made by Mexico.

A. Gálvez:
I would like to elaborate on this point because in fact
in the Global Convention on Biological Diversity,
there is a major concern among developing countries
about this kind of consolidation in the area of human
resources and infrastructure capacity to achieve this
type of risk evaluation. On an international level,
there are serious doubts regarding the capacities of
developing countries to evaluate risks. I think that it
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would be important for this Forum to offer a
recommendation for a model as interesting as the
case of maize and teosinte and one that could
furthermore serve as an example for other products.
In Central and South American countries, which also
have maize, this exercise in Mexico could be of great
utility.

R. Obando:
This comment by A. Gálvez brings us to the final
subject of future plans. The last couple days have
been spent discussing the role of biosafety, the role of
research, and what we must do on the part of
germplasm conservation. Different foundations have
been established over these last two days on different
subjects. And above all, on the subject that could
have perhaps the most activity in the future, namely
the subject of research.

As a function of all that has been proposed, what
plans can be make for the future: for the short,
medium, and long-term? This is a topic that we may
open to discussion toward the end of the meeting and
your comments, concerns, and suggestions are
welcome.

R. Ortega Pazcka:
A. Gálvez suggested that this would be seen as a
model. This must be approached with caution. For
example, of course teosinte is an arvensis, but
populations are scarce. Nonetheless, the passing of
transgenic materials would be much more risky in
grasses. At a given moment, a transgenic plant that
increases the capacity of grasses to be weeds is much
more dangerous. We dealt with a specific matter,
which is maize and teosinte under conditions in
Mexico, but greater care must be taken with those
species that are not sufficiently domesticated, which
is the case of some wild plants that may be converted
into forage, especially grasses, this is extraordinarily
dangerous. If a trait escapes us, it will have much
more rapid negative effects.

G. Carrillo:
I would like to ask A. Gálvez if she could give us
some general guidelines, if there is anything of the
sort that might be useful—in this case—as a starting

point or as a point of comparison with what has been
said here.

A. Gálvez:
Unfortunately, there are no established guidelines.
Something that is very clear is that in the Convention
on Biological Diversity, there is no way to guarantee
commitments, because to be able to construct this
infrastructure and to train personnel, funds are
needed, above all in developing countries. There is no
way to pin down the commitment of, say, the transfer
of funds toward developing countries by way of an
international document or this type of world
convention, which furthermore take considerable
time to be signed.

Thus, the Convention on Biological Diversity notes it
as something important, solely as a concern of
developing countries. I think that we must provide
options and be enterprising to be able to fulfill
commitments and—as M. Goodman has said—to
exchange experiences and plans with the countries
involved. Unfortunately, I do not have an example,
because it seems that none exists.

M. Goodman:
From what I have been able to see, the agricultural
research system of the Mexican government suffers
from strong monetary problems. The personnel are
capable, but they have too much work. There are not
enough funds for things as simple as gasoline for
their vehicles. This seems to be a problem that
obviously bothers this group, but it also seems to be
that there are organizations, such as CIMMYT, that
are interested in releasing transgenic plants. Perhaps
Asgrow, Pioneer, or Dupont, if these organizations
are interested in releasing transgenic plants and if
governmental effort will be necessary to oversee this
work, could be charged a fee for release to pay for
this type of work, which would seem to be only fair. I
am sure that people from CIMMYT will not be
thrilled with the idea, nor those of Pioneer or Dupont,
but I think that the people who want to do the work
have a certain obligation to pay for it.
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V. Villalobos:
Regarding A. Gálvez’s comment and G. Carrillo’s
question, I would like to say that there are
mechanisms and perhaps we should be prepared to
offer a slightly more decisive and definitive position
in the world meeting on genetic resources that will
take place in June of 1996 in Germany. This is
perhaps a unique opportunity for us as a country that
is a center of origin possessing a large percentage of
biological diversity. A position with several options
definitely could be taken to this meeting.

Specifically I would propose that a petition be taken
expressing the position that Mexico must, in this case,
receive some form of international financing, because
all the conditions to conduct this type of work on
what could occur with transgenic material in a center
of origins are concentrated in the country. I think that
we have the conditions, but only the economic
resources are lacking.

The world meeting of genetic resources would be an
opportunity for Mexico as a country to take a
concrete proposal and I think that many years will
pass before another forum of this kind where we
might voice our specific stance.

In order for this to be possible we have to work hard
on an internal level within our institutions. We must
have a National Genetic Resources Commission,
which currently does not exist. We have an
institution that has the power, INIFAP, which has
been working like ants and without resources. This
has to be recognized in some way and furthermore, it
must have responsibility and support.

The conservation of genetic resources is not
something that is determined in a six-year
presidential term, it is a matter that affects all life of
all times. And this must be something that is intrinsic,
as much as our daily bread.

We must complete collections and this must be an
immediate priority. Finally, we must take a
consolidated proposal, in the sense that Mexico has a
germplasm bank of all autochthonous genetic
diversity in Mexico. This is a longer-term need. Now

that we are speaking of the subject of the future, the
near future is June, 1996, and it is an opportunity that
will not arise again. I think that there is enough time
to think about what role Mexico will play in that very
important Forum and to take action.

J. Payne:
An additional or alternative point of view on
obtaining some of the resources—and I am thinking
specifically of the type of tests that have been
suggested—is that we develop some databases that
allow us to sell projects while we continue advancing.
Nevertheless, transgenic maize in Mexico must be
tested with the sponsorship of a consortium
voluntarily involving the seed producing industry.

I think that for businesses, the best thing would be to
help strengthen this type of research and to develop
the information. I do not agree with the idea that
industry pay a mandatory fee to be able to
participate. I think that would be an appropriate
measure to insure that the benefits of these industries
not reach Mexico. Businesses would go elsewhere.

M. Willcox:
I think that consortiums are a good idea. There is also
the possibility of finding grant money from an
institution to support this type of work.

J.A. Serratos:
I would like to suggest that we organize the
Committee that would participate in Germany at this
forum. I suggest that we propose who could be the
members of this Committee and that the institutions
that are here prepare the platform to participate in
the meeting in Germany. That is to say, I suggest
establishing the bases to nominate a small committee,
that participates through our institutions in that
meeting and to set guidelines which the committee
could take to that meeting.

R. Martínez Parra:
Just a point of clarification. The platform for that 1996
forum is already prepared. By coincidence, there are
four people in this room who attended a regional
meeting and perhaps four people who will attend the
next regional meeting in Colombia. But I think that it
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is very important that two or three participants or
even one, whatever the number, from this forum
incorporate the transgenic element, which was not
contemplated in the platform. I would like to remind
you that it must be an official position of Mexico that
is taken to that meeting in June, 1996, and that there
is much work that remains to be done. It is barely a
beginning, there is not even a commission on
phytogenetic resources.

R. Ortega Paczka:
Much is said of Mexico as the center of origin of
cultivated plants—this is certain, and it is perhaps the
most important—but something else is never
mentioned: that in Mexico, we have 50 years of plant
breeding experience. In this case, conservation of the
base lines and of extant improved materials is also
particularly important.

Transgenic materials also add their part, they will be
incorporated into a process that is already underway.
Not only has there been a loss of genetic diversity of
native varieties, but we also have considerable losses
of already improved materials, more so now that
breeding programs are being suspended.

I would propose for the summary of the conservation
group that within the points, conservation of those
products that have generated genetic improvement
also be included.

We know that when we undertake conventional
genetic improvement in maize, we do not begin from
zero; generally we are introducing favorable
characteristics to already outstanding materials and
this must be both for materials produced in our
official institutions as well as those that have been
developed by companies. Even transgenic materials
should be included here. That is to say, there must be
collections of mutants in bank collections. But in the
case of Mexico, the most important are improved
materials.

M. Goodman:
I would like to second the comments of R. Ortega and
to point out parallel problems that exist in the United
States. We have lost endogamic lines of historical

importance because germplasm banks did not
accepted improved material. For example, in the
United States, there is still nothing that regulates
storage of obsolete endogamic lines, even important
ones, of private businesses that, whether or not they
are part of the public domain, once they are obsolete,
they must be returned to the public domain.

Germplasm banks have been based on collections
made in different agricultural fields. Occasionally
some synthetic material manages to reach banks,
although in fact improved materials have been
excluded from germplasm banks throughout the
world. Nevertheless, in the particular case of maize
varieties, I think that efforts must be made to
preserve at least those that are historically important.

R. Obando:
My comment, on the relationship of research that
must be carried out on gene flow and by the
examples shown to us by the members of this group,
is that inter-institutional work is needed. Teamwork
is necessary where biotechnologists, molecular
biologists and people who handle research from more
traditional scientific disciplines participate. So here it
will be necessary to develop inter-institutional
projects and proposals to have the best studies on the
subject in the search for external resources.

R. Quintero:
Let’s talk about the future. R. Rowe emphasized that
neither the Mexican private sector nor the
international private sector have been present. I
would like to know if CIMMYT is planning to
support some forum or meeting similar to this one, in
which the private sector is included, or will this
activity on transgenic maize end here.

R. Rowe:
At least up to now we have not planned any other
forum than this one. We wanted to begin with the
representatives and persons from Mexican public
institutions so that they understand the way of
thinking and orientation of the Biosafety Committee.
Perhaps it is logical that the next step be with the
private sector. Perhaps this sector will be more
disposed to meet once they understand the
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conclusions reached by this group on the possibility
of carrying out controlled field tests in Mexico. This
would be taking a step toward the future, although
allow me to reiterate from the start that we do not
necessarily wish to set the guidelines; rather, we
would provide our help and our work on this matter.
If you believe that a meeting of this type would be
useful, we would be happy to collaborate with you to
organize it.

M. Willcox:
I think—particularly if a consortium of private
businesses to grant funds for some research is being
considered—that there are reasons to bring together
private companies with INIFAP, Plant Health, the
Biosafety Committee, the National Biodiversity
Commission and other agencies. This would be a way
in which we could meet with the private sector.

N. Ellstrand:
We have really not spoken much about the
distribution of the document that will emerge from
this meeting as a possible means of action. If the
document contains the most important issues that we
have heard over the course of the last several days, I
think that it would be rare, in the sense that it could
be the most careful document of this type that has

been produced. This is particularly important,
because countries that have centers of origin hope for
cautious leadership, so that what we are creating here
could be more powerful than what we think and
therefore it must be properly distributed.

R. Obando:
For the purpose of closing this meeting, first I would
like to congratulate myself and all of you, because I
feel that we have done a very good job during the last
three days.

Personally, it has been a great experience—although I
am not a maize specialist nor a biotechnologist—
because we have learned much from you. I have seen
the evolution of what was discussed during these
days, I feel that there are many foundations that have
been laid given that this has been the first forum to
deal with the subject and for a crop as important as
maize is for Mexico.

I think that we are contributing to the advancement
of science and I hope that what comes out of this is
the impetus to strengthen all that has been done in
these three days through more and more research
allowing us to make better decisions in the future,
both as a country as well as in the international arena.
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